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REVIEW OF PROPOSED FREEDOM OF INFORMATION/

PRIVACY ACT RELEASES

Material proposed for release pursuant to FOIPA requests
must sometimes be coordinated with and/or reviewed by other investi-
gative or administrative divisions at FBIHQ. This is particularly
true in organized crime or sensitive white-collar crime, foreign
counterintelligence and terrorism cases? but stay also apply to
training materials, certain laboratory documents, contract data.
Inspection and OPR records as well as matters currently in liti- -
gation. The purpose of such coordination and review is to solicit
the advice of the divisions with expertise and knowledge of these
specific subject matters and to insure that nothing is being
improperly released which would affect the ability of the FBI to
carry out its law enforcement mission. Wherever possible, the
recommendations made by the other reviewing divisions are honored.
It is noted, however, that all deletions must be legally justified
under the Freedom of Information or Privacy Acts and the responsi-
bility for such redactions and justification rests with the FOIPA
Section. /

Material forwarded for review will usually consist of a
package of documents duplicated from the raw files of the FBI. The
duplicated material will have been processed by the FOIPA Section
vith the exempt/non-disclosable information redacted by use of a
special brown watercolor pen which will permit the reviewer to see
what has been deleted but which will be completely obliterated when
subsequently duplicated on specially equipped copying machines for
release to the requester.-. It is imperative, therefore, that no
additional markings be placed on the "brown-out" package by the
reviewing division nor should any attempt be made to physically
delete additional material or information. Questions or recom-
mendations with regard to the proposed release should be noted
on a separate page cross-referenced to the package being reviewed.
The pages in the package may be paper-clipped or flagged for ready
reference but they should not otherwise be altered or marked by
the reviewer.

The FOIPA Section greatly appreciates the assistance it
has received from other divisions who have been asked to review
and comment on sensitive or complex matters being proposed for
release and solicits the continued fine cooperation of everyone
in this endeavor.
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 6/26/64

SUBJECT:

/ / A '-iy>...'^' •/'• ••

au letter to Newark dated 5/25/64.

_____ dene©
located on this estate cannot be seen from Beaufort Avenue,
and it is necessary to drive about two city blocks along a
private driveway through the entrance gates before arriving
at the main residence. There were several yardmen workii
around the flower beds, and one of then statec

in a flower bed with a
identit

After conducting some friendly conversatiomjitlr^
him, he admitted his identity. He admitted that he g ^
interviewed by numerous investigators from various invesjiga
tive agencies in the past and wanted to know the purpose of
this investigation. He was shown a picture of 4 H H H H H M H

tnd he admitted that he had sees-) this man'
"around". He denied knowing where he may be located at the
present time.

When questioned about his health, he stated that the
doctor had recently certified that he was in excellent health.
He is now 72 years old and he believes he will die in 19J76,
when he is 86 years old. He expressed some concern about^ his

in ill_health at the present time. His son,
____________ had his gall bladder removed a few years

ago, and he does not know whether or not this former illness
of his son's is reoccur ring because his son will not tell him
just how sick he is. At any rat^, his son is scheduled for
an examination by a Boston doctor in a
.By—the ton;

2- Bureau
3- Newark

(1 - 92-375)
(1 - 92-650) JrJf<<

WLP:cam



this coun.
he,was an orphan, cane to

ichild^ and has never been to
1

^ school^ In his early life, he worked for a western rail-
road company in Chicago and spoke of having slept in box
cars while working with the railroad workgang. Eventually,]
he cane to the Newark area because fche man who had adopted
his had a relative in Newark. While in his early 20 's, he
obtained a job as a milk-delivery man with the Alderney Dai^y
Company in Newark. He worked at this job for about two yeaj
and at the time he was married and had two children.

One day when he was making a delivery of milk to a|
speak-easy, h© questioned the owner concerning his source of
alcohol^Tjia^wner^frthespeak-easy offered to buy all the
alcohols f m | ^ ^ I H I B ^ H H H M B $ w A price of $30 a tin^was
settled on.

The bartver sold TiJUa. five tins, of alcohol
for $5 a tin, whereupon he promptly resold it-to the owner,
mnf the speak-easy for $35 a tin rather than the $30 a tin.
This was the easiest money he had ever made, and he then
set out to obtain more alcohol and sell it because there was
much more profit than delivering milk. He gave his employer,
the Alderney Dairy Company, two weeks notice and resigned.
He admitted that during the time he was in the bootlegging
business he had actually highjacked 2 or 3 boats with alcohol
worth about $300,000. He stated that his associates could
not hold onto their easy money, and after about six months
they would be broke again and be ready to pull another
highjacking, whereas he saved his money.

He explained that on one occasion he was shot 18
times and was not expected to live. He admitted that he had
been arrested several times forcarrying a concealed weapon,
and at the time he was shot he had a gun and was disappointed
that he did not get a chance to use it. He did not identify
the man who shot him but stated that he hoped that if the man
was dead or alive that he had received his proper retributionl

.connection with his nickname "BOOT",
jhen the telephone company began to

telephone" booths around Newark, he had been caught using
these booths on several occasions by his associates and
consequently they called him "BOOT".

-2-



He was asked if he knew JOSEPH VALACHI, and he
characterized VALACHI as being* pallachia'.' He stated that
VALACHI was insane and he could not understand how VALACHI
would know h^i^Heclaiaed to have no knowledge of La Coss
Hostra. fflBBHBHBsfliMHHHHHfl^l1109 VALACHI could
know so much and yet always beintheDackground and never
quite on the scene when an act of violence occurred. He
indicated he had contempt for VALACHI and stated that he
would be glad to talk about himself but he would never
talk about anyone else.

bb ,
He was told that he would be recontacted in the

near future, and he invited the agents to come back at
any tiae. v

-3-
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devised.



O«IOMM fOUM NO. 10
3010-KM

UNITED STATES C " 'ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR. FBI (92-2942) DATE: 5/18/64

FROM

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEWARK

O
RUGGIEBO BOIARDO, SR.

(P)

BO]

He has resided at 328 Beaufort Avenue, Livingston,
New Jersey, for the past several years. He has been described
by sources as a boss in organized crime in Northern New Jersey.
JOSEPH VALACHI publicly identified him as a member of the Cosa
Nostra. ; ,

authority to his son, TONY BOY BOIARDO.
by him due to his declining health.

Ls action was taken

V
__^______ received a sentence of two years and six

months on two charges of carrying a concealed weapon on 3/13/31.
In 1939 he was arrested again on a bootlegging charge, and on
4/1O/4O the jury returned a not guilty verdict. i

It is planned that the initial

- Bureau
- Newark

¥LP:lp
(4)

7J>

will be to hav
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-Memo
DIRECTOR, FBI (92-2942) DATE: 7/9/64

, NEWARK

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter to Bureau, dated 6/26/64.

questioned
again c o n c e r n i n g - ^ ^ ^ ^ P H V H H | | ^ He readily
-admitted he knew wIssVFbut claimed he could, be o*~"Ho
further assistance". He denied hiding flMBBand cla
•he had

At this time, a man driving a
When he alighted from

^m^^ stated that
ooa. ne deciae^to sto

iscontinued
Investigation has developed that

will be interviewed in the near future

ropriate

2 '- Bureau
4 - Newark

(1 - 92-650)
(1 - 92-375)

WLP:ilm
(6)



SAC, Newark

REC-138.
Director, FBI

Beurlot 6/26/64,

endeavorewing bia, you
determine iiore logical approach
been advised, a

As you have previously
arasountapproach

results.

, In

MAILED 4

JUL -61964

Tolson _
Belmont
Uahr
Casper _
Callahan
Conrad -
DeLoach
Evans
Gale .
Rosen
"ulllvan

ivel
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DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 8/13/64

rwas recontacted onj[7/16/64 and briefly
interviewee^ He was apparently either taking a bath or in
bed as he talked to the agents through the window momentarily.

.8/7/64 he was recontacted by_
_ He was displayed ̂ ^^^__________
his co-oper^jj£j^^^lo£atin|^^^^H32s^fi£iAited.

id he-now-recalls

le further recalled that
whom he desc>ribed as being so

would murder his own mother for a dollar."j
in order for the agents to locate

the Agents will have to locate one of those black
>ooks with names like tfBMPhad when he"was arrested.

an unidentified source that
LONGIE ZWILLMAN in New

ents had learned from

ai

>een involved in bringing a load of beer
few York from Dutch SCHULTZ. Some of LONGIE's men

take the beer away from his men and shot some of the
_ _ ^ [which resulted worked things
_out_to everyboays sarxsiaction.

over
tried

He claimed he is not involved in gambling, however,
he does go down into Newark almost every morning to visit some
of the cafes so that the boys will not forget who he is. He
talked for awhile about legalized gambling and police corruptior
after which the interview was concluded.

He will be recontacted again in the near future

2 - Bureau
4 - Newark

(1 -
(1 - 92-748)

„- 92-389)



-MemomniISfflt
TO

f »•

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 9/15/64

(P)

SUB

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter to the Bureau, dated 8/13/64.

towarc
interviewing agents and the interview lasted for about
twenty minutes when he indicated that he wanted to discontinue
it.

Since 4flH.IH^was alleged to be in the Newark
area, he was questioned concerning his knowledge of flflHHB^
He admitted being an acquaintance of (HHsss) a n d knew him to
be an assoc ia te of ABE ZTflLLMAN, aka, Longie, He a l so knew

ito be an a s s o c i a t e of both ZWILLMA1

asking the agents if he had been located.

"never had any money."

He was told the Agents would he back to see him soon

2-Bureau
4-Nbwark

(1-92-748)
WUPUaf
(6)

"/*
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-Mem it*

TO

V
SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE:

Re Newark letter to Bureau dated 9/15/65.

talked to the agents a few minutes from his upstairs window

He was
cormatJ

e river.

Lon -the

fcer.

may have concerning
He suggested looking in the

that.he did not
then switched

by SAs
questio
th __
bay or
believe that
the conversat
knew

Lntained a friend]
towards the interviewing agents and seemed genuinely
interested in talking with them.

i On 11/12/64, an effort was made to recontact
him with negative results.

On 12/2/64, he was recontacted at his residence
by the same agents and reinterviewed_On this occasion he
stated that he had heard that S A ^ H P h a d been talking to

2-Bareaa
2-Newark
WLP:J»c
( 4 ) REG-1



some of the racket Men he knew and that this had disturbed
if these men. He stated that hetold these men that

a job to do and that if flflHsvgot enc
them to arrest them, that was their hard .luck.

hard up for
>mey«. He refused to make any further statement concerning

how he had obtained this inforaatlon.

During the interview • B H P h e vas questioned
directly concerning his knowledge of the Cosa Nostra. He
was evasive in denying knowledge of it. He stated in the
old days, the Mafia or Black Band used to shake down
grocers and other similar business men. He claimed these
Mafia men used to run houses of prostitution also.

his residence
that he had 1

s reinterviewed at
this time he stated

had
obtained

During this interview he stated that he did not
believe that



one to try to kill him as

replied that that was true.1

i be, interviewed on

will not succeed.
When asked

he
who

He claime^to have no information concerning the
location of d H H I He Refused to identify who his
superior was la the Cosa Nostra. It was noted that these
questions do not upset him as much as they formerly did
and he seemed at ease In talking with the agents.

continue.
It*is -recommended that4-interviews***)i



OPTIONAL. FOftM NO. fO
MAY IMX EDITION
CSA C£N- KEG. NO. ft

UNITED STATES GOV^-iNMENT

Memorandum
TO

DIRECTOR, FBI

SUBJECT:

DATE: 4/15/65

NEWARK DIVISI

Re Newark l e t t e r t o Director 1/7/65. , . •

^_ __ 5 af ter
several previous iSSSuCSessTul" attempts t o loca te . He was
cordial to the agents. On this occasion^eja^questioned

/ again concerning the location of ^BMsHHsmHaflHsSMHafll
i^^pm^because he brought up the subject. He denied

knowing the location of these men. ; .

He was also questioned concerning any knowledge
he may have of gambling in the Newark area. He denied
that he had any part of this action.

interview*

was reinterviewed. He
as to how he cane to meettioned at this t

NOVE

to hang out in this club and he became friendly with him.
He has remained friendly with GENOVESE to this date. When
questioned if he was in "GENOVESE family*
laughed and said]

2 - Bureau (RM)
1 - Newark

WLPrtms
(3) 9 «PR 1 6 1965

,7
• >



again deniedjthat he
fewark area,. He also denied that

, was involved in gambling as veil as
and the RTJSSO brothers , a l l known to

with him.

_ _ ^ TOE VALACHI made a
lot of money through his connections with GENOVESE, and when{
he had a l i t t l e bad luck he could not take i t .

continues to^be fr iendly and seems**
"the"agents. I t i s recommended

that contacts continue.

, hip

- 2 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
M E M O R A N D U M

DIRECTOR, FBI

IOM: -_SAC, NEWARK

SUBJECT:!

DATE: MAY 1 1 1965

Re Newark letter to Director 4/15/S5.

pas recontacted. This
contact was inadvertently; not reported in the previous letter.
At this time he was questioned concerning "Big Pussy" RUSSO,
one of the men in his organization. He stated that he was
well acquainted with this man and bbught his automobiles
from him. He stated tliat RUSSO owns an interest in Toppeta
Chrysler Co., Newark, N. J. .

SHHHfeetated that TONY BOY BOIARDO has only
about l/3rd of his stomach left due to ulcers and is on a
special diet.

gambling acjtiqn jin
bis money

SAs

ttenied that he controls any of the
L maintained that he made all

his residence by

He claims to be making the trip alone.

% - Bureau /CAij ,̂,,
7 - Newark ^'

1 - 92-739 (RUSSO)
1 - 92-375 (RUGGIERO BOIARDO)
1 - 92-650 (TONY BOY BOIARDO)
1 - 92-750
1 - 16S-394 ~(CBAP

WLP:tms
(9)



^

• * * *

_ _ _ _ _ _ H© claimed
money and was extremely close

be contacted again in the

U, to hlj>
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. IS
MAY 1M2 EDITION
CWCCN. «£c. NO. a

UNITED STATES GO> -RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 7/7/65

Re Newark letter to the Bureau, 5/11/65.

He claimed he took the trip

lquired as

alone.

____<_^__ q ^ g ^ j j ^ ^ ^ g still
were concerned as tb"the-Ll^ca^ion^H|HH|B^|^ Upon
receiving an affirmative reply, he stated that in his
opinion, ̂ U P H t w a s in Sicily as that is where "those Men"
flee to when they are being sought for questioning* He was
asked to be nor* specific but he ignored the question.

He was s

When questioned about

any conversation withtheBT

twill be recontacted in the near future.

2 *- Bureau
4 - Newark

(1 - 92-2000)
(I - 92-387)

WLP:grw
(6)



. FORM NO. IS
MA* M l COITION

UNITED STATES GC RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 7/14/65

Re Newark letter to Bureau, 7/7/65.

At this time, he taT&ed about

When questjLonedasto whether he s e t with
any of tne racket m e n m H he replied
not, that he is personally acquainted with __
and knows thal^e is in Milan^Italy, but he
effort to •HHfcspeak to ̂ HHBr He advig
has personal friends who are in ousiness
he did not bother to contact them either.

sta
not accompany him

n that
and that hevest alone.

The topic of the interview remained most of
the time on men that had been deported or fled t\
country. He stated that he s t i l l believed

^ ^ is in Sicily or he may possibly be1

where^he hasbus iness in teres ts . He statec
know where^H^HiH||HHH£aay be, as be did not know
anything further about^J^H^ business.

He stated that he
and knew that wh s acouainted with

He stated that he

(1-92-2OOO),
Q-92-75O) '
(1-92-406)
(1-92-721)
(1-92-747) (2!

WLP;dm. • • « . -



and
When Questioned concerningi

two of his associates, he replied
very bad shape financially at the

present time. The cause of their problem is gambling.
He would not elaborate.

He joked
gambling raid held,
knew that SA.
raid but did not
anything to
of '-'crook",
LONG IE ZW."

he w: lave. spent

with the agents concerning the recent
y the state police and indicated that he
had been involved in some way with this
borate. He stated that he did not have

"crime". that he was another type

and he has divided his money up so tl
it by that time. .

He indicated that he enjo
agents, and stated tie would send'SA.
He knows he JHAII be recontacted«

- 2 -
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OPTMNAt. FORM NO. K
MAY ItB OmOW
CSA rmn («i cm) U M I J

i\ UNITED STATES GC iRNMENT

* Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUB

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK
f . —

DATE: 3/12/68

DIVISION

On 2/29/68, ̂ • • • • ^ d v i s e d that RTJGGIEfiO
BOIARDO has not been out of his house very much lately
because of a cold. The informant stated that BOIARDO*s
physical appearance would tend to bear this oat. He
blew his nose constantly while talking to the informant
and looked pale and weary. He had indications of fever
blisters around his mouth, and his hair had grown to an
unusually long length. According to the informant, :
BOIARDO's physical appearance was less than that of a
heftthy person. ;

BOIARDO told the informant that he would hot
be surprised if the US Government dropped the gambling
case against him. BOIARDO stated that his arrest in
February, 1967 was unwarranted since harms not carrying
anything but Us own money at the time of arrest. BOIARDO
also indicated that the arrest was pushed by "someone"
(whom he did not identify) who wanted and received a
promotion as a result of this arrest. This unknown person
now did not care if the case was dropped since he "got his
promotion.n

In his subsequent conversation with the
informant, BOIARDO stated that he has had "a good life"
and spent a lot of money in his life. He feels that he is
going to die in eight years so that all he heeds is enough
money to exist for eight years. His needs and wants are
meager now so that the $200 he receives weekly (from a _
source he did not disclose) is sufficient for his purposes.
He stated that at one time (during the bootlegging days) :
he made a million dollars, but has spent it, all. He has ' -
"taken care" of all his family and his financial obligations
have been satisfieidso that he can "take it easy." When the
informant asked him about all the money he had "buried under
the rose-bushes", BOIARDO stated that it has been "all*dug up
and gone." •——n—T*^'^

^ (RM)
4-Newark

-92-375) (BOIARDO)

^Savings Bonds Regularly on therayroll Savings Plan



BOIABDO told the informant that the government
should concern itself more with the "colored problem" than
with people "taking a 10 cent number." He stated that the
Negroes in Newark will probably riot again this summer and
this time the government should "be ready.w He also
commented that the courts shouldibe more severe in their
dealings with Negroes and stop giving them preferential
treatment. As an example, BOIARDO cited a case where two
white and three colored number writers, who were all
involved in the same numbers operation, were axrested at
the same time. The two white defendants were given prison
sentences, while the case against the three colored
defendants was postponed. The three negroes were then
tried later, and given suspended sentences. :

BOIARDO went on to tell the informant that Negroes
are almost never punished for the crimes they commit because
of the attitude prevelant in the country today. He state*

he described as
^(referring to

both told himThat

BOIARDO stated that "all" number writers and runners
today are colored. He allowed as to the fact that some
have their own number operation, according to what he has
been told. He also stated that he had heard that they are
using profits from these operations to buy guns. However,
then the informant asked him for the identity of these
people, BOIARDO stated that he had "no channel to get such
information" but was only repeating what he had heard.

The New
development of
contact with t h i s

wi l l containttfata i t s
d effor ts for more frequent
be made. "



UEUOBAHDUU

TO:

FROil:

STJBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI BATE: 1 0 / 6 / 3 5

Re Newark l e t t e r to Director dated 7/14/65.

Information had been recft-ivori rw thf> Hev/ark Off;
that

iniornant I 111 i • I li il « M ^ — — I il
IHDO now and that 30IARD0 considers

The
RTJGGIEIIO

as

Infonaant advised^ that

and not to complain to bin.

stated that
s

taep
inforuant believes that

2-Bureau (RM)
11-Hewarlc

(1-92-750) _
(1-92-375) (130

was his problem

The infomant

0".
hanging out in Jersey

(I-1

(1-
(1-92-421) ^
(1-92-747) (AiiTnaiy ausso)
(1-92-739) (JOHN RUSSO)
(1-92-1203) (LCN)

WL?:jac
(13)

66 OCT1319651;;



.out NO. IO
. romoM

4U1CFU 101-1

NITED STATES GOVERNMENT

"Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 1A9/66

Re Newark l e t t e r to the Bureau, 10/6/65.

talked iiixa lrtenaiyn___4te_ tp^th'rWntajc
the interview was cut short at

He .
agents but

the Newark Division, is "with" GYP DE CAttLU, subject of
same type of Investigation. He did not know of ^ ^

was operating at the present time.
n his opinion operating a crap game

was a "silly way to be a crook now." A good
crook should know what to expect next and if he ignores
this rule he should not complain when he finds himself
in trouble.

o r

due to the

iemed
"a difference _____

iis son, TONY BOY UUlAi&O, was not well and has
sToraach trouble. He is the subject of an Anti-Racketeering
investigation.

and

er not
»to convey, the. impression that he was in any'way^obligated
to the"agents. ;

2-Bureau
2-Newark

WLP:jcj
(4)

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings PL



On 1/10/66 he was relocated and interviewed.
He got into the back seat of the Bureau car as requested
and a -friendly interview followed. He stated that

__ of Newark/ had lost a lot of money
tnd was now heavily indebted to the shy locks.

He does not_-£££Sider this aa his personal problem in
any

Information from other informants
iat fie is in control of a major portion of the

rackets in Newark, New Jersey, and has in no way retired.
He appears to be in excellent health. During each contact
discreet efforts are made to bring him under more control
and yet keep his unqualified friendship. ;

As set out above>*^HHHmK : always furnishes
some information of value concerning^tubjects under
active investigation.

made with
continue.

ill be kept advised of the progress
and it is recommended that contacts

, he,libJ



UNITED STATES G<_ 4RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 4/29/66

Re Newark letter to the Bureau dated 1/19/66.

__^__^^__ fhas not taken over the position
held by VITO SEllO'VJ&k in the rackets in spite of any
rumors the.Agents May have heard.

but his brothers
been, "with"

"respect".
s having

years ._j

JOHN "BIG PUSSY" EDS!
holds a position of authority but does not have control
of the company. RUSSO has been identified by the target

ttion, was confirmed

utomobile that
now. formerly

r
- Bureau (RM)

p - Newark
WLP/smbw

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan t



He claimed to be only guessing that d H s » ) i s t h e r e .

also known as Tony Bananas
fBRUNO f aa l l

not have a nickname of BLACKTJ5
ho "BIACKIE" would be tha t i s

IGRO.

GYP DE CARLO (subject of intensified investiga-
tion) i s in the hospi ta l for prostrate t rouble .

whom
He advised that

jreyiouslz_identified as such)
id he thought this was"

this,

_ He stated
that VICTOR PISAURO formerly worked for ihe BIOARDO
organization in Newark. PISAURO began to drink heavy and
stayed in trouble so he was turned loose because RUGGIERO
BIOARDO considered him "to dumbH to be trusted. The
JAMES DEL GROSSO murder in Newark on 1/31/63 was "pinned
on** PISAURO because he was a drunkard. (Based on what Is
known of this murder, this appears to be accurate).
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SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

NEWARK DIVISION

DATE: 5A8 /66

Re Bureau let ter dated 5/5/66.

The Newark Office appreciates the Bureaus
recommendations and recognizes.the need to fully exploj

never be forgotten that

Duxhg the last contact on 4/27/66,_he volunteered
information concerning a meeting with ^BHBHHBHHsW*^

'He «»« t.ftiH »h»* i-.hft rar thought i t would be
for —_„______

to make themselves avaiTai
to bring to an end aggravation on both sides.

He agreed that this would be a good idea and said be
would do what he could*

When he returns from Italy, i t is
that he will be expecting a compliment for
.he will be thanked profusely of course and
his extraordinary .influence.

ed
nd

for

It is expected that he will be more cooperative
in the future and the Bureau's needs will be handled as
promptly as possible to attempt to fully control him.

REC-4:
2-Bureau
2-Newark

WLPijcj
(4)

B MAY 1 0 1968

WMAY26J968 —r^-
; ' / Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll SavinglNPlan



MA I £5 U NMtNl0;
Memorcmmm .J^MJ_

TO

FROM

A. NAMES AND ALIAS!

RUGGIE
RICHAR
RITCHI
RICHI
DIAMO:

BOO1

SR.

- r ' • •

328 Beaufort Avenue (in the area)
Livingston, New Jersey

D. ADDRESS

328 Beaufort Avenue
Livingston, N.J.

2 - Bureau
1 - Newark
WLP:hds
(3)

Buy USTSavings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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W

E. DESCRIPTION

Name
DOB
POB
Citizenship
Race
Sex
Height
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Complexion
Scars

Marital Status

Children

FBI No.

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, SR'.
11/8/90
Naples, Italy
USA, Naturalized 11/4/20
White (Italian)
Male
5«7|"
175 lbs.
Brown.
White
Dark
Scar on left cheek and
middle upper lip
Widower - EDITH BENCIVENGO

lives in his
residence most of the time
RUGGIERO ANTHONY BOIARDO, JR.
and four daughters
330595

G.

H. EMPLOYMENT

NONE

I. PAST ACTIVITIES

is has been verif

During Prohibition he was active in bootlegging. In
recent years, he has consistently been active in gambling, not
only in New Jersey, but also in Cuba and Las Vegas, Nevada.



:,^^^f^mm

of the
On 7/18/66, he advised. that he formerly owned a part

This man is held in awê Jby most hoodlums and he com-
mands respect wherever he goes. .''This

He lives in a stone mansion on top of a wooded hill in
Livingston, NJ, 'The grounds are decorated with statues of animals
and Roman heroes. There are several other houses on the grounds
of the estate, occupied by his daughters and their husbands.
There are "caretakers" on the grounds, which also includes a
swimming pool, tennis courts, a small zoo, fountains, flowers
and shrubs of all descriptions. Two sets of massive iron gates
on four stone pillars protect the entranceway. Directly behind
the last pair of gates are about twelve stone statues of the
informant's family which surround a stone statue of him sitting,,
on a horse.

The Livingston Police Department, as well as many
other persons, are well aware of the existence of this estate.
The entranceway is secluded. No police officers have ever been
observed by the Agents in or around tl

_ ^ _ present, the best time to contact
him is between li:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Prior to this time,
be is usually in Newark handling the business of running the
rackets. He is often to be observed talking to JOHN "BIG PUSSY"
RUSSO (BuFile 92-7637), a part owner of Toppeta Chrysler Inc.,
Newark, NJ. RUSSO is one of his lieutenants.

In the afternoon, he likes to take a nap. He is never
contacted at night due to the fact that it would not be secure
because this is the time he Is in contact.with other people
around him.



IDENTIFICATION RECORD

1914

1/11/2O

Newark, NJ Domestic Relations Court, sentenced to
1 year, Probation

N. NJ as RI< , Gambling House Proprietor,
_ _ _ « * n d Pet., Officers, Coaplt.

On 1/12/26, Judge D'ALOIA, 2nd C.C., Fined $52.05 on .
Viol. Sect. 633, City Ord.

5A9/21 News RICHARD BOIARDO. Manslaughter,
\ 5th Pet., f ^ ^ ^ g ^ 5 t h P c

Coaqplt. On 5/20/21, Judge D'ALOIA, 2nd C.C., Coma,
for Grand Jury. On 1/12/22, Judge FLANNAGAN, Essex
Co. Crt., 18 aos., Essex Co. Pencty. On 6/9/22^
Sentence Vacated and later re-sentenced to 12 BOS.,
Essex Co. Pen*ty., as of the original date.

7/28/21 Newark, NJ. as RI

On 9/21721, Judge

Newark, NJ. as RI

terial Witness. _
NDB Officers, Conrplt.

, 2nd C.C., Discharged

12/23/25 (Revolver) _ _ _ _ _
Officers, Complt. On 1/6/26, Judge HOWE, 3/1 C.O. $500.
Bail tf.Jv On 5/3/26, Judge CAFFRET, Essex Co., Crt.,
6 MOS. Essex Co. Pen*ty

4A2/29 Newark. NJ

7/8/29

12/9/29

ICHARD BOIARDO
1st Pet., __

, NY, Coarplt. On
, 1st C.C., Discharged

Assault & Battei

Act. Judge

RICHARD BOIARDO

e
, . # jlTbOO. Cash Ba i l for GJ as Witness Onl;

(JOHN RUSSO murder case)

4



12/4/30 Newark, NJ, as RH
Revolver & Knife -

r.B. Oa 12/4/30, Turned over to
_jex Co. Pros.'TJIiice. On 3/9/31, Judge FLANNAGAN,
Essex Co. Crt., 2$ yrs», NJ State Prison & $1,000 fine.
On 3/13/31, Rec. State Prison, Trenton, NJ, as RUGGIERO
BOIARDO, No. 13873, from Essex Co., crime, Carrying
Concealed Weapon, 2 years & 6 »os. - $1,000 fine.

12/1/38 Newark, NJ as RUGGIERO BOIARDO, eligibility to be
employed is restaurant by State Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, Newark, NJ. •.

11/10/39 Newark, NJ, as RUGGIERO BOIARDO, 05414-M, bench warrant,
conspiracy to violate Internal Revenue Law by Alcohol
Tax Unit, Newark, NJ, indicted by FGJ, 10/31/39.
Verdict of jury NG, 4/1O/4O

11/10/39 Trenton, NJ as RICHARD BOIARDO, #2553, unregistered
still, etc., United States Marshal, Trenton, NJ.

K. CRIMINAL ASSOCIATES

He is well acquainted with LCN hoodlums throughout the
East. He has been associated with the leaders of the LCN at
various periods in his career*

L. INFORMATION FURNISHED IN THE PAST

(1) LA COSA NOSTRA
AR

, that
he is in good physical condition and is capable of handling his
responsibilities. (He looks and acts like a man in excellent
physical and mental condition).



(BuFile 92-
Sources have veri

nfidential

ANTHONY "LITTLE PUSSY" RUSSOt foiFile 92-5617) was-
identified as ^•|HBliVsssTHsaBHHBrtH§ (Highly Confidential
Sources have verified this.)

„ „ . Le-Mf3»4JbUj is "with" GYP DE CARLO, a
Caporegime in the GENOVESE family (BuFile £S?8|3O96)'. ;

92-6627), a Newark hoodlum, as
(BuFile

t EBOLI (BuFile
92-5962) had not taken over the position held by VITO GENOVESE
in spite of any rumors the Agents may have heard.

as ha
(BuFi

while
Pas having been with NICKfDELlIORE _

is a former boss in the LCN and the fact that
one of his men has been verified through other inforwantsTT

on
Phad no respec

posit ion
holds no

(2)
AR
(BuFile 92-3479

6



wr

a gambler around
Miami and Cuba.

subject was formerly
perated

known to mm as a gambler.

"respect" bui ___
having been with

(3)

was always
o handle narcotics,

ĥave none.^HHimBm||^|HV&s

(former LCN boss, now deceased.)

NK File 92-2000

subject ws
men l i ke
went,
stayii

JySJT&WC

rtly after subject was allegedly
jid^o^believethe

~to Sicily and thatma^oe^rherehe"
the subiec^was probably

He knows H^^|vovns property

, he was told that it would be a good idea
jrturn himself in. He agreed. Shortly there-

Fsurrendered himself'

BuFile^92-6256

hat this subject was in
debts.bad shape financially due to

advi

was-angry wltbTthe subject and considered hinT "yellow"7

(5)

NK File 92-2165

bad-shape y due to gambling debts.



w

debt to Bhy locks for several thousand-
^ he stated that this subject was<

although-Mhe is mixed up in everything11.

(6)

jnent of su
as a heavy gambler

was awaji

always
e has persona

of —an indict-

ersonal

(7)

BuFilo 92-2989

ity hospital

(8)

was
f:he Agents tolook in the Jersey City
. located flHB in Jersey City.

BuFile 92-3172

has been referred to as

8



v | B 1 B B B a a B a B a s i I | J B ^ 6 S M E has cancer and
would probably be indicted by a Federal Grand Jury in Newark
soon.

M. ESTIMATE OF VALUE OF IHFORMATIOK

Inestimable

N. TRAVEL OUTSIDE OF HEW JERSEY

>ont~of—the -Mew"Jersey area oc-r
casionally.

O. ESTIMATE OF RELIABILITY V

-T^yre has been no indication of e«otionaI^inst|aM@til:y, *
u n r « l i a b i i i ^ % r of furnishing false; information.

9
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4-22 (Rev. 1-22-60)
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Records Brar "• - .,

, 19.

I. I Nams-Searching Unit - Room 6527
Unit - Room 6524

rorward to File. Review;

I Attention
1 I Return to

upervisor'" Room Ext.
Type of References Requested:

I [Regular Request (Analytical Search)
E r 3 A l l References (Subversive & Nonsubver
I I Subversive References Only., hfl
I I Nonsubversive References' Only // r ^
I I Main ' References Cthiy ,1

Type of Search Requested: j \
I | Restricted to Locality of

: I 1 Exact Name Only
1 1 Buildup II_MVariations

Birthdate & Place
Address



NUMEROUS R E F F ' ^ N C E

SEARCH



4-22a (Rev. 11-17-59)

NUMEROUS REFF ' -NCE

/I SEARCH 9 ::•••'-. _} ^

Supervisor , Room.
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4-22a (Rev. 11-17-59)

NUMEROUS REFF"*-.NCE

Supervisor

R#_, ^%^, . X

FILE. NUMBE^ ; : V T V ' SERIAL"
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4-22a (Rev.

Subj:

M' A
NUMEROUS REFE^.NCE

SEARCH

Searche.t>
'!- Initial

*'/</7-.'lf> K

&6£AI--?7J^> /*.
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4-22a (Rev.

Subj:

/ 7 . S
i: r-*&~C.si v.<

NUMEROUS REFE^NCE

SEARCH

Supervisor _Room
Searches -JW
nitial ^>>(/•



NUMEROUS REFE^.NCE

SEARCH SLIP

v ^



NUMEROUS REFE'""NCE

SEARCH
y .1 • •: -

Subj:
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4-22a (Rev. 1 1-17-59) U
'•:-•/,. NUMEROUS REFER. 3E

Subj:

Supervisor X

RI jZ2L_Z_t)ate

-Room.
Searcher

-Initial

Prod.
• • • • • • •• • . / : . • - r f .

FILE NUMBER ^» SERIAL ' ' -



. 4-22a (Rev. 1 1-1 j j , ~

NUMEROUS REFER ZE

SEARCH ^ I P ^

Subj: <-f ' (•

Supervisor .Room

Date

Prod.

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

,dif>v, ̂



Hewark
!08

Director* FBI

5/5/66

need

Reurlet 4/29/66.

As there Is * definite).

A review of the ivw

- 3
ce> Tou sh<wl4. tfaerefoge. expedite jcnx efforts

Seep Bureau currently advised of all developments
in this natter.

Tolson —
DeLoach.
Motn
Wide

Casper. JEK:dsar<
(4)

TELETYPE UNIT



SAC, Newark

Director, FBI

8/5/66

1 - 4535

Reurlet 7/20/66.

adninistra ition for personnel responsible far

T=lscn
DeLoach
Uohr
Wick
Casper
Collohon
Conrad
Felt
Gale

JEKrdjg AM

(5) - o 0
Bosen
Sullivan
Tavel
Trotter
Tele. Room .
Holmes
Candy MAI:
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UNITED STATES G

Memoranmm
TO : Mr. D^Loach *•

A'a
FROM : j . H. Gale/ '

a
SUBJECT: RUGGIERO BOIAF

-f

DATE: August 3, 1966

This is to inform you of an encouraging development

The Newark jDjff ice advised in a communication
received 8/2/66 that the above-captioned individuairfiss*
admitted membership in La Cosa Nostra. He stated he "tool
the oath in blood many years ago and swore to God that he
wouldbe *f*rrtteftt^W^the organization^- >rv

Boiardo's admission is particularly significant
in view of his long-time membership in La Cosa Nostra and
his powerful position in the organization as a veteran,
caporegima in the Vito Genovese "family." His membership
in La Cosa Nostra and rank of caporegima have been previously
established through our highly confidential sources and other
top echelon informants.

Boiardo has been a mob chieftain in the Newark
area since the 1920s. During the Prohibition
active in bootlegging. __^___
extensive gambling operations, not only in New Jersey, but
also in Cuba and Las Vegas.

On July 18, 1966, he advised he formerly had an /
interest in the Tropicana Hotel, Las Vegas. /

The Newark Office advises that Boiardo commands
considerable respect from the underworld. He lives in a
stone mansion on top of a wooded hill in Livingston,
New Jersey. The grounds are decorated with statues of animals
and Roman heroes. There are several other houses on

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. GaJLe
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

JEKtdsa/djg/ l i f
(5) _ _ ()\

in Special F i l e Room)
.£•£& ' ftfC-59

' ' CONTINUED - OVER

j ;•• 1968



Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: Ruggiero Boiardo

the rounds of the estate, occupied by
There are 'caretakers" on the grounds, which

[so includes a swimming pool, tennis courts, a small zoo,
fountains, flowers and shrubs of all descriptions. Two sets
of massive iron gates on four stone pillars protect the
entranceway.

Indicative of Boiardo's importance in the La Cosa^
Nostra hierarchy

_ Instances member-informants
Ltially reluctant to provide details of their

initiation into La Cosa Nostra, "but, with additional well-
planned interviews have_provided
anticipated

significant-datass

Since the discontinuance of their highly confi-
dential sources, the Newark Office has had to rely on member-
informants of other djjtisiflllB—far—LS-Cosa Nostra coverage
in New Jersey. 4a0PHHVBHflHHHHHHV
a definite breakthrough by the Newark Office.

ACTION:

For information.

' -r- ••>

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DIRECTOR, F B I

SAC, NEWARK ( 6 7 - 1 0 0 0 )

RECOMMENDATION FOR COMMENDATION

DATE: 8/18/66

rk. dated 8/5/66,Bureau lette
captioned

t is xecoimnended that indivi
cial Aerents

of commendation

Newark Office.

They handled their
in connection with
manner over an ext
successful

istrative duties
in a competent
to the

following

istrativeSeparate recommendations regardin
recognition for the case Agent, SA
alternate Agent, SA ( • • • • • • t a p a r e also being forwarded.

6 - Burea

5 .•• Newar
RWB:bds

RECORDED
167 SEP 1 2 1966



who

Captioned matter was .opened on 5/18/64. Newark File
md assigned SA

ias alternate Agent.

As the Bureau is aware, this source is an individual

in Newark, in an effort to penetrate the LCN, which is the dc
underworld organization in the nation, with

nt

It was realized from the start that
>f this caliber would be a formidable tasl

.which'would require a well-planned ana skillful approach.

Bearing in mind that

igents
most.sec

cessary for
nder theork out a plan to 1

tions possible. The A£5BT!^W5o developed during I
method of telling immediately if he has

a visitor without the presence of the Agents becoming known.

was made in Juner~1964, At
Ithough he was polite to

ed
and

adlcated contemp
whom he described as insane. ^

he would talk about himself but he would never talk aoout anyone
else, . • l

On numerous subsequent contacts through the end of 1964,, \
""! admitted knowing certain hoodlums but claimed he could

«v w- "no further assistance. He denied^having—any financial
interests-in-Las Vegas, he denied being involved in gambling in the



-wrt*:!!;S*)S5!?p"

Newark area or that
_having an;

r althou
believe
denied knowledge o

However
planned contacts

____^^_^_ was involved in gambling. t
ormaxxon concerning^the disappearance- ofI

[uently told the Agents he did not
He remained evasive and

continued their well-
under discreet conditions.

In May, 1965, 4flHHflHfcbegan to discuss~some of his
activities:and-travel plans"with the Agents and to confide in the
Agents . I n July, _^_^_^^^__ _
information concerning some or hxs hoodlum
-September, 1965,^
information
"GYP" DE CARLO.4

During following contacts, efforts were continued by the
*nts to brins

In February, 1966
aka., had not taken over the position- he
rackets in spite of any rumoj
advised the Agents th

THOMS EBOLI,
ENOVESE in the

.ye heard. He also

that he had met wxth
he^sou

ederal
advisedtha

GrandJury.



_ he did
me concerning

At the inception of th i s case, i t was rocognized that
t h i s case presented_an_JUmg"^l amount of problems. _
of a flpHBHHHHsflBspsmBHHHHHsss^
in whTenimportant decisions must be made as to approach, contact
and interview ^_

„__ r* they- arpse were
"analysed and appropriateydecisJong^malli:*-by^trie^AC."ISupervisor. '••
cjtse" and alternate 'Agent's

Based upon^jthe
that Special Agents
and that Special Agents
individually commended #

Special

tion, it is recommended
rds
be

These Agej^ts__have_'shown a tremendous
ability in the handling of informants H H H H H H f l

_ _ ^ _ They remained in con
Jifficult conditions, at all times,laHiHiillHIHHPwhich
thgy bandied in a very competent manner.



Supervisor
Special Agent

SA<

Insure thai ropriate steps were beinj

eep e mo;

the Squad handling
It was his responsibility to

by SAS.
It was his

"Agents at a high
He

he jcveresponse
level and thus perservere in
insured that ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
basis of the ̂ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • • H B H B a n d o f o u r efforts to
successfully ^ H | | | B ^ | H H Q | ^ H B » _ _ ^ H H H B | [ P '

 He continues •.
to insure tha^^^propr^^rtesteps^arenKlH^TaKen to develop high
caliber informants in order to further penetrate the LCN, which
is the dominant underworld organization in the nation. He handled
his supervisory assignnents in connection with the development of
this source in a very competent manner.

_in the absence of 5A< insured that
aggressively following' _ _ _ _ _

landlinsuredtheadministr^iveassignments in
connection with £HBMVHHHs9Hflf lHsak»P v e r e pr2P_erly_carriec
out. Due to the extei^iec^perioc^itimexnvolvedlt^

' ~ <«flH^had several
occasions m v_tic^_to_assist in the making of decisions in con-
nection with fHHHHHHHBHHBflHssss^ which he handled in a
very competent manner. - t

e Agents did anIn my
and worked as a team ̂ ^ _ _ T _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _

which should prove of great value to the Bureau
organized crime.

excellent job

11 the field



-Memom**^*
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter to Bureau, 8/24/66•

concerned for the family*
but was only

showed no ill feeling toward the FBI,
he was friendly and invited the contacting agent to Mcoae
back, any time".

Contact will be maintained with source and Bureau
will be kept advised.

2- Bureau (RM)
2- Newark

RHB/maen
(4)

)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



SAC, Newark 10/10/66

Reurlet 9/30/66 captioned,
erwark Division Letterhead Meaoraadam."

Keep Bureau currently
fjwwnts -in this natter,

REG-58

Tolson
DeLooch
Moht
Wick
Casper

i)

JEK:djg
(4)

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT I I



11/4/66

AIRTEL REGULAR

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM} SAC, KEWARK ( 9 2 - 3 7 4 )

StJBJBCTi CRIHIHAL IjmLLIOBHCE PKMBAM
XEfARX DIYISIOH ^ O >

JTJ, e s t a t e o f WIGOIEBO "RICHIX**
t h o " " " • '

ime l a

Prosecutor BTRMS said that he bad BO iadication
that Mr. BOIABJDO vas iapl ica ted or had any knowledge of
wait tas jfotfif 6ft. —— -- - ~r-

101986



orrtOMAt. FORM NO. n
MAYmtcsmoH
CSA c m K G . NO. a

•JNITED STATES GC .RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

-A
1)

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 12/29/66

NEWARK DIVISION

Re O-l received Newark 12/14/66 and Newark
letters to Bureau 9/14, 11/4/66.

s contacted on the following
, V 12/13/66. Daily efforts to contact
tween 10/17 and 31/66 were unsuccessful due to •

the fact that other individuals were: in the presence of the
informant.

On 9/29/66, d H H H H H P advised that, he did not
believe the purpose oftne^/22/66 meeting of thirteen LCN
hoodlums in the Forest Hills Queens Restaurant to be to cut u
the empire of NYC LCN 'boss THOMAS LUCHESE. When contacted on]/
11/1/66, informant said that he thinks that the thirteen guys
who were picked up in New York were foolish to call this '"
attention to themselves and stated that they would have to
"answer for it". During this conversation, informant said
that those picked up are "big men" and he indicated that as
big as they are they will have to account to their superiors.

On 11/18/66, V H H H i ^ P furnished information'
regarding the 11/2/66 raid by the Essex County Prosecutor's
Office on the estate of RUGGIERO BOIARDO.
BOIARDO had no idea that BOIARDO1 s _ _ ^
t was deeply involved in a gambling operation,
that BOIARDO is extremely upset over this.

2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Newark

RHB:mm

$favings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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On 12/13/66, C E S H Q V ^ v i s e d that RUGGIERO BO
was recently released froa the Colvmbus Hospital where he was
confined for one week with a virus infection. Informant also

shed current iofjjroation regarding JOHN "BIG PUSSY" RUSSO
_ ^ _ _ , both of whoa are "wi th" RUGGIERO

BOIARDO in the LCN family of VITO GENOVESE.

A Ins
ageht^Shd
the Newark Office,

with him'axe: anticipated by

f t lc,
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/n /tepfy, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

February 10, 1967

I [

/ I S '

DATES OF CONTACT

Noveaber 1, 1966
November 18, 1966
December 13, 1966
December 30, 1966
January 24, 1967

. ^Daily efforts to J p f
October 17, 1966, and October 317 iM^^rere unsuccessful
due to the fact other .individuals were*in*his^preience and
conditions for the contact were not secure.

CDRREHT EMPLOTMEKT OR ACTIVITY

remains
being contacted during the past two years, has displayed a
willingness to talk with the contacting agents.

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Mot applicable.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

Also Known As
PI -RACKETEERING~

Newark File 92-377

ABHER ZVILLMAH, Also Known As
AMTI-RACXETEERIN6
Newark File 92-379

19671



RTJGGIEBO BOIARDQ, Also Known As
ANTI-RACKETEERING _
Newark File 92-375

[-RACKETEERING
Newark File 92-1381

LA COSA NOSTRA
ANTI-RACKETEERING - CONSPIRACY
Newark File 92-1203

*y nice person" had remarked to him before his death "look
what a »ess I've made for all those people" referring to the
individuals that had become involved in Zwillman's trouble with
the law.

On November 1, 1966, S H H H H P s t a t e d that "those
13 guys in New York made a mess for themselves" referring to
the La Cosa Nostra figures arrested September 22, 1966, in Forest
Hills, Queens. He said that they were "foolish" to get picked
up and that they would have to "answer for it". This statement
would lend credence to information previously furnished by

__>that the real power in La Coea Nostra is held by
the "old mustangs" that you never seeandmost of whom do not
even speak English. According to flmaflHflHP when "those
guys" want to get together, there snoula no^TSe more than three
or four at any one time and it should be kept very quiet.

On November 18. 1966. advised that when
iero



V=:«V;-* v.\i-.,.vi.V,

ft
••#,

_ tsaid Bolardo was not involved in
this gambling operation and did not even have knc
of its existence. According to

He said that Boiaxdo
n had he, Boiardo. beenwouio nave ne

aware of it.

On December 13, 1966, {•••••••Padvised that
Ruggiero Boiardo was just recently released from Columbus
Hospital, Newark, Hew Jersey, where he was confined for one
week with a virus infection. .

On December 30, 1966,
Ruggiero "Richie" Boiardo continues
regularly as a result of his recent
the informant, Boiardo under

tadvised that
to visit his doctor^
Llness. According to

lvised tha _
,1966, informant

nforman
oiardo *8

pri
On December 30,

On January 24, 1967, ^gttgg//ggf^.dviaed that
Boiardo has been laid up with a severe condition of burs it is
in his shoulder. He said that Boiardo goes-regularly to a
doctor in Elizabeth, Hew Jersey.

JOHN EUSSO, Also Known As
ANTI-RACKETEERING
Newark File 92-739

ri-RACKETEERIHG:
Newark File 92-750

On December 13, 1966,
"Big Pussy" Husso, New Jersey La Cosa_

family, is having trouble
and that he will probab]

ivised that John

ing enough cars.



advised that "the guys fro* Hew York**,
not further identified, are flooding New Jersey with counter-
feit ten and twenty dollar bills. According to the informant,
the New York people regard Hew Jersey as the "sticks" and its
people as "country hicks".

December 13, 1966,
ihM not been around much recent!

ivised that,

jfori

worse.

»has been suffering from tnis-
mdition for some time and that it seems to be getting

Informant advised that the Topetta
by John "Big Pussy1* Russo,

closed. He said that Russo had
and the business couldn't make it".

^_^^ _ Also Known As_
^-RACKETEERING

Newark File 92-1213

omobile

SALVATORE LOMBARDINO, Also Known As
ANTI-RACKETEERING
Newark File 92-1362

[-RACKETEERING
Newark F i l e 92-1376

[-RACKETEERING
Newark F i le 92-1433

• On January 24, 1967, f ^ H U l B P advised that he
recently saw in the paper where slIfffToreLompardlno had
Informant said that in the old days both Lombardlno

^HHBPQHHaHmVmVlmmWand were in the La Cosa Nostrl
oftheiate^oseph proraci. He said Lombardinor
of the old 14th Avenue mob in Newark tried to move in
territory of Ruggiero Boiardo but that Boiardo chased them
back across the river (to New York City) where fey belonged,



RECOMMENDATION

hould be continued as an informant

RELIABILITY

There has been no indicat ion on the par t of the
Informant of emotional i n s t a b i l i t y , u n r e l i a b i l i t y , or oj
furnishing false, information. ' .. .- .



SAC, Newark

[>'- Director, FBI

2/20/67

Be your justification letter dated 2/10/67.

A reviewoi

ainal intelligence field.
a your

attention.

Every effort wat be sade to
Lst the Bureau. M l si&ificant
brought to toe Bureau*s

Tolson —
DeLooch .
Uobi

§

\

S
s

R E C l

?> r r.r-: c:;- 1VJ*>"-"

JEK:djg
(4)

Osixiy- TELETYPE UNIT



FD-36 (R««. S-22-64) !§
F B I

Date: 2/20/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in. plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ( 9 2 - 6 0 5 £

SAC, NEWARK (92-1203]

SUBJECT: LA COSA KOSTRA
AR-COKSPIRACY

RE: NOB ark teletype to Bureau^ 2/3/67.

2/16/67, PCI ̂ ^^^^^^^k-^v^ccd thai{

11 According to V p H B "Tiie Old
Man" BOIAKDO "actually had notbias to ao^i ta this c-i
operation but «as in his car in front of a vegetable
market where b©» .BOIARDO., shopsevery^ay then roturns t<
his residence "on tho bill".sflllHill^Vthat BOIARDO bas
doae tbisufor

Agents 1/24
^ ^ taas l a s t contacted by
jore BOIAEDO*s a r r e s t .

UACB, K3vsark xii l l continue t o contact t h i s
inastaucli as t o date bo has shovsu. no objections

\sbatsoever to beiiig contacted.

'-. ,4-Bureau
^ (1
2-lTeiaar;

100 FED. 24 1967

A

V

\

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Sent Per



TO

OM

ernoNAL FORM NO. to
MAY IM2 EDrrtON C ^ 5

UNITED STATES GK. ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK <<

SUBJECT:

I

DATE: 3/23/67

Newark Division

Newark has made almost daily effort;

These e_ffoj£fi_haJgfl_been unsuccessful
eitner aue ••••••^•••HQBlHHHsHBHHBk or due to /
the presenceolother individuals in the immediate area under I
which circumstances he is not contacted.

arrest by the Internal
Newark on SfSyG^gJ an articae appeared

7 edition of the Newark Evening News,
is article was captioned "BOIARDO is

?ar, Cash". This article in part stated that
^i__^—— . t 77, of Livingston, reputed rackets
figure, yesterday lost his first court effort to force the
government to return his 1967 Plymouth and $2,500 in cash.

Revenue Serv
in the March 14th,
a Newark newspaper
refused Return of
EDGGEEIp (RITCHI

The car and cash were seized by Intelligence agents
of the IRS when they arrested BOIARDO on gambling charges 2/3/67.
T7SDC Judge ANTHONY T. AUGELLI dismissed an application by
BOlARDO's attorney, HARVEY WEISSBAEp_^f_Querques andrlslea, for
the immediate return of the seized articles/ It the same time
the Judge refused to dismiss BOlARDO's suit against the
Government and the articles. As a result, the defendant will
be able to apply at a later date for the return of the car and
cash. The article said that the Justice Department opposed the
application and that the Government will ask the court within a
reasonable time to order the forfeiture of the articles as
contraband in the gambling operation. The case has not yet been
presented to a Federal Grand Jury. However, BOIARDO and his
co-defendant have been accused and charges filed by the USA's
Office for conspiring to violate the Federal gambling laws, failing
to pay $50 wagering stamps, and failing to register as gamblers wit
the IRS.

The IRS said its agents-seized the money wrapped in
brown paper from BOIARDO *hen he was arrested in his car
r ( n-
(2-Bureau
2-Hewark
RHB/mp

(4) Mi^i^i^i^i^i^HHt— ESS MAR

REC-2V

. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savint



a luncheonette at 459 Roseville Avenue, Newark, N.J.

to continue its contacts -with
,nd is making every effort to

so.



OfTKMU. FOHM MO. M
MAY an EDITION
« S * GEN. MEG. NO. B

UNITED STATES GO' \NMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE:5/8/67

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter to Bureau 3/23/67.

hold no blame for

nd stated that he was not
eale Kaablinz activity in Newark

It is noted ••••••••Bappeared to have
aged considerable since his last contact and he appeared
not to be feeling well. As was set out above, he was
friendly with the agents and wa&tlK, invited them back to

realized that the inforuT

by US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

1)7 p



UACB, Newark wi l l continue^tfg
and take any inform*tio



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark, New Jersey
May 15, 1967

i l

DATES OF CONTACT

April 27, 1967

Informant

available forcontactinformant
and repeated efforts to effect same.

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Not A p p l i c a b l e .

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

Ruggiero Boiardo, aka
Anti-Racketeering
Newark file 92-375

1 1967

On April 27, 1967, fJBUHHIHHHBP that
regarding the arrest of Huggiero Boiardo on February 3, 1967
by Newark, New Jersey Internal Revenue Service agents, that
Boiardo was not actively engaged in any gambling operation
as charged. He said, that the agents found nothing on him or
in his car except $2,500 in cash that Boiardo was taking to
deport in the bank. He said that Boiardo usually keeps
$15,000 to $18,000 in a checking account and that upon finding
the money from this account was almost gone, he was taking
the $2,500 to-deposit, ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i

5 5 JUN \3A967J



isaid that the Internal Revenue
Agents confiscated B'6 far do's $2,500 and his 1966 Plymouth
Fury, two door hardtop, and neither has been returned.

RECOMMENDATION

should be contliaed as an informant,
the information

contacted bv agents of-the Eederal

There has been no indication on the part of the
informant of emotional instability, unreliability or of j
furnishing false information, \

J

2*



/?•••-.'.

SAC, Newark

Director, FBI

6/8/67

Rear justification let 5/15/67.

Belet correctly points oat that

___̂  In view
exceptional potential __..., .._ _ ____TT̂ ) ,
every logical step aust be taken to increase the
of his..pervices. Keep Bureau currently informed of your
progress in this natter.

Tolson _
DeUoach
Moht
Wick

JEK:dlm
(4)

J,jr{*S

1967

:LETYPE UNIT



OPTIONAL FO»M NO. H
MAY IM> EDITION
SSA 6EM. HE6. NO. t>

UNITED STATES GO\ NMENT

Memorandum
TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

•' 0

• I

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 7/14/67

NEWARK DIVISION

friendly

With regard to BBGGIEBO BQJARDO, the informant state 1
that BOIARDO is in poor health. His arthritis is reoecurring
and he generally feels run down. As a result, on Mondays he
goes to the Columbus Hospital in Newark for "iron" shots and
treatment. On Thursdays he visits his doctor, and on
Saturdays he visits a chiropractor in Elizabeth, NJ. The
informant stated that BOIARDO appeared sickly and seems
to have lost weight.

According to the inform***-, BOIARDO is extremely
upset over the fact that the Federal Government will not
return his car, which was impounded on the occasion of his
arrest on 2/3/67, by the Internal Revenue Service in Newark.
The informant stated thatBOIARDO continues to claim his innocefrce-
in this operation and feels that the only reason for his arres
was that he has the reputation for being a "big man" in the
rackets.

2 - Bureau (ft*)
4 - Newark

(1 - 92-1203) (LCN)
(1 - 92-3756) (BOIAKDO;

SPC:cg

61967
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



The informant stated that BOIARDO is still used
as a Mediator and is sought after for advice. BOIARDO
continues to handle "sit downs" when asked to M t is
bitter that he acts as a mediator bit no one "brings
him any money"•

The informant stated that BOIARDO realizes he
is getting on in years, and is aware of the necessity
of remaining mentally alert. BOIARDO feels that if his
associates ever feel that he is becoming senile or illogical
in his thinking, they will immediately cast him aside.
For this reason, BOIARDO tries to maintain himself
physically by working in his garden. .'.. .

The informant was unable to state exactly what
BOIARDO*s source of income is. However, hems able
to determine that BOIARDO receives about $150. a veek
from "social security" and other sources. BOIARDO's son,
TOUT BOY, helps whenever BOIARDO needs assistance.

According to the informant, BOIARDO used to be a
"big san" in the rackets and was a "boss" in every venture
he ever undertook whether it was in construction, factories,
or in the rackets. However, he was always a "fair" boss and
certain things he could not tolerate. As an example, he
personally ran all those people who handled narcotics
out of this area and back to Philadelphia and Hew Tork
"where they came from". As a result of this, they attempted
to kill him and on one occasion he was hit with 18 pellets
froa a shot gun blast. BOIARDO admitted to the informant
participating in bootlegging and a "little hi-jacking"
but never in narcotics.

The informant also stated that BOIARDO is
not going to make his annual trip to Italy this year. He
generally Visited Italy to take mud baths for his rheumatism
but the baths last year only worsened his condition so he
has decided not to go this year.



» . * • • • - • ?

Contact being maintained with source and Bureau
be kept advised.



...... - . -... -J,-..- .. '_- ,~.r . .__,.„

t

In discussing the present racial situation, BOIARDO
felt that the Negro people enjoyed immunity from the law be-
cause of their race. He stated that a certain Negro group,
which he referred to as "Muslims" had a meeting in Newark, N.J.,
a short time ago to discuss the possibility of "taking over"
the numbers operations in the Negro communities and use the
profit for their own use. The informant stated that BOIARDO
did not know the identity of any of these persons, but referred
to them only as "Muslims". He stated that thov had already

is regard by ^
_____^ According to BOIARDO, this

whose identity ^oTflpho Professe

jmmbers over to them, which he refused to do. As a result,
they shot him, but BOIARDO indicated he did not know whether

"the shooting was fatal.„ ., .

'.. It should be noted that the informant was not aware
as to whether these people were actually "Muslims" but stated
they were Negroes and that everyone called them "Muslims11.,
With regard to thg_ above, it is noted that on 2/27/61

adv i sedthat

_ _ _ . 4/2/68
ivised that

by a Negro number man who. was trying to take the numbers action
from him. ;

In addition, 5301ARDO told the informant that, people
in the North Ward were organizing to "fight" the Negroes. He
stated, that he did not believe that this group would be too
effgctive_£or_various reasons.. FArst of all, BOIARDO felt A r
thEt ̂ ^^HiilHi|H|H[^^^^^^^^^^|H^vi^ & "phoney" / ' /
and a "wind-bag". Secondry^Tn^g^u]^a^3not really hav^ ^
any arms. BOIARDO told the
c o l ici ti r,;»- •fimd.e? -for hif-: o r g a n t z a t i o i i , al>«L h a d * w t \tovi l<»
r.O7.AHI.K5 .tl.ia:LJb-. wt)itJ.(} l i k e a r y m t r i'n?t >.•».* -fi'tHi; >rli\j LJowfveJ',

friendly.
it is noted that the informant-was-'̂ cordial*-and. ?

more frequently. The results of contacts with this
source wiTl~be furnished to the Bureau as usual.



In. Reply, Phase Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

September 29, 1967

Newar
Bureau File

DATES OF CONTACT

July 11, 1967
July 14, 1967
August 16, 1967
September 14, 1967

Attempts were aadei
numerous other occasions„ but eltber conditions for cont
were not secure^

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

iwas not available.
act

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Not applicable.

SUMMARY OF IHFOBMATIOM

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AOTI-RACKETHBIHG
Newark File 92-375

LA COSA NOSTRA tfl_.
- CONSPIRACY

Newark Fife 92-1203

A u"

tit



On July 11, 1967, S I H H H P s t a t e d tn*t
Boiaxdo is in poorhealth. His arthritis is reoccurring
and he generally feels run down. As a result, on Mondays,
he goes to the Columbus Hospital in Newark: for "iron" shots
and treatment. On Thursdays, he visits his doctor, and on-
Saturdays he visits a chiropractor in Elizabeth, New Jersey.
Vhe informant stated that Boiardo appeared sickly and seems
to have lost weight.

According to the Informant, Boiardo is extremely
upset over the fact that the Federal Government will not
retuyjuhis car, which was impounded on the occasion of his
arrest on February 3, 1967, by the Internal Revenue Service
in Newark. The informant stated that Boiardo continues to
claim his innocence in this operation and feels thatihe
only reason for his arrest was that he has the reputation"'
for-being a "big man" in the rackets.

The informant stated that Boiardo is still used
as a mediator and Is sought after for advice. Boiardo
continues to handle "sit downs" when asked to, but is bitter
that he acts as a mediator but no one "brings him any money".

The informant stated that Boiardo realizes he
is getting on in years, and is aware of the necessity of
remaining mentally alert. Boiardo feels that If his associates
ever feel that he is becoming senile or illogical in his
thinking, they will immediately cast him aside. For this
reason, Boiardo tries to maintain himself physically by
working in his garden.

The informant was unable to state exactly what
Boiardo's source of income is. However, he was able to
determine that Boiardo receives about $150 a week from
"social security" and other sources. BoiardoTB son, Tony Boy,
helps whenever Boiardo needs assistance.

According to the Informant, Boiardo used to be a
"big man" in the rackets and was a "boss" in erexy venture
he ever undertook whether it was in construction, factories,
or in the rackets. However, he was always a "fair" boss and
eertain things he could not tolerate. As an example, he
personally raa all those people who handled narcotics out of
•this area and back to Philadelphia and New York "where they
came from". As a result of this, they attempted to kill Urn,
and on one occasion, he was hit with 18 pellets from a shotgun
blast.



Boiardo admitted to the informant participating
In bootlegging and a little hi-jacking", but never in
narcotics.

The Informant also stated that Boiardo is not
going to make his annual trip to Italy this year. He
generally visited Italy to take mud baths for his rheumatls
but the baths last year only worsened his condition so he
has decided not to go this year. • • .

On August 16, 1967, ̂ f lHHHmP advised that
Ruggiero Boiardo is not feeling well and is sickly. He
also continues to be angry over the fact that the GovernmeiH
will not return his automobile confiscated when he was
arrested in February, 1967,

On September 14, 1967, MHHsmmmmmV advised that
Ruggiero Boiardo did not appear to be too upset over the
"Life" magazine article concerning his hoodlum activities.
However, he was angry over the photograph of his grand-
children which accompanied the article. The informant
stated that when the "Life" magazine representative visited
Boiardo at his residence, Boiardo asked him to leave and not
to take any photographs. He told the "Life" man that such
publicity would only "cause him (Boiardo) trouble", which
he did not want.

The informant

>wever, Boiardo
felt that tne "damage naa Deen done" and that a law sufc
would only prolong and probably expand the publicity.

According to the informant, city officials of
Livingston, New Jersey, had asked Boiardo to allow them to
"inspect" the incinerator on his property after the "Life"
article had referred to it as a place where persons had been
killed. Boiardo told them they could if they so wanted,
but he would like about three days notice so that he could
"clear the bones and skulls" from the incinerator. As yet,



the officials have not put In an appearance for their
Inspection. The informant stated that Boiardo had "friends"
at the Livingston City Hall, but there are a few new
eouncilmen who Boiardo is not "acquainted."

The informant stated that Boiardo would not admit
whether the Information in the "Life" article concerning
him was true. He stated that "they make things up" when they
write such articles. According to the informant, Boiardo
would not use his own home for Illegal purposes or to have
people killed. Boiardo learned long ago, especially during
the days when stills were used, that you never use your own
home for any such purpose. The informant stated that
Boiardo Is 77 years old and that he has been in this :

country for 70 years. During tint time he has never "caused
any trouble", but publicity, such as recent "Life" articles
only make things more difficult for his family. He stated
that with each subsequent article, the Information is the
same, but it is always "blown-up" more. "

The informant stated that such articles do not
affect Boiardo personally, since he does not go anywhere
socially. He has friends in to visit and such publicity
does not influence his position with these friends. According
to the informant, Boiardo has no reason to go out to night
clubs, or the like, because of his age. Such activity is all
behind him, and aside from that, whenever he does leave his
home during the evening hours, he has someone stay in his
house for "security" reasons.

The informant also advised that Boiardo continues
to be angry over the fact that the 3.S. Government has
refused to return his automobile impounded on the
occasion of his arrest for numbers in February, 1967. ; L-7.
The informant stated ttai-Bolardo has been nsiPrsm»m»> » (L,

car,
Boiardo feels that the Government's case against
since no evidence was found on him or the other

persons arrested with him. Boiardo*s case-is scheduled-for
October, 1967, but will probably be postponed because of



the publicity given him in the "Life" articles.^
The informant stated that Boiardo has not planned any
travel away from the area •until after the completion of
the trials

THOMAS LPCHESE, aka
ANTI-RACKSTEERIHG
Hewark File 92-427

OB July 14, 1967, • • • • • ^ a d v i s e d that Boiardo
is too sick to make a trip to Mew. York to pay his.respects \
to Thomas Luchese who passed away on July 14, 1967. The
informant advised that Boiardo feels like a hermit because
of his restricted activity due to his poor health.

BTJGEHE CATENA, aka
ABTI-RACKETE2RIKG
Mewark File 92-740

[-RACKETEER]
File 92-377

JOSEPH JULIABO, aka
AHTI-RACEETEERIHG
Sewark File 92-819

OB September 14, 1967,
that Gene Catena, who recently passe
cancer, had bee

away as
'advised
a result iany

concerning this matter, but stated that Boiardo
felt that dying from a heart attack was an "easy way to go.H

The informant stated that Joe Casey (Josephlr*C P^
Juliano), who was recently found dead in the Hudson River,
an apparent victim of a gangland slaying, was never a
chauffeur for Boiardo as had been reported in the newspapers.
Boiardo always did his own driving and never used a chauffeur.
The informant stated that Casey had been present when
Boiardo was shot, but according to the informant, Casey had
been 1B another car.



RECOHMEHDATION; /

la view of the informants position in the LCN
and his potential as an informant, it is recommended
that he be continued as an informant. Every logical
step has been taken to increase the value of his services.
It is felt that a desirable relationship is being
developed between the informant and the interviewing agent
and that a more productive result will be obtained in the
future.

RELIABILITY:

There has been no Indication of emotional
instability, unreliability, or of furnishing false information
in the part of the informant.

6



SAC, Newark

Director, FBI

10-13-67

Reurlet dated September 29,

As you know,
has an exceptional pot<
the organized criae field. Every logical step
be taken to increase the value of his services. You
should continue with your efforts to effect his complete
cooperation.

JEKrrec -',
(4) {,'/'

TOIEOH

TELETYPE UNIT
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Transmit the following in

AlRtfiL

ft "V- ..

F B I

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

\

11/29/67

Via. (Pridrityf I

DIREOTOR, F B I

NEWARK

ABE DlVlSIOif

r.A»**»r«* t —w-TT-—r • w V V I p a u . » C u that RTJGGIERO
BOIARDO has reached a conclusion that the US Government
will never return his 1967 Plymouth to him which was
confiscated on the occasion of his arrest by the Internal
Revenue Service in February, 1967. As a result j BOIARDO has
purchased a 1965 Buick Skylark frca a friend who Wanted to be
a ^ i g shot" and buy a Cadillac, The informant stated
that the NJ Registration on BOIARDO's vehicle i s MXIA £7%,

1. _ ™ _ J ^ i n f o r m a n t also stated that BOIARDO i s again havii
a problem with photographers from an unknown magazine oil bis
Eggmpik 1?*e intoraant stated that during the morning hours,
a b o u t 1 0 A . M , o f S u n d a y , 1 1 / 2 6 / 6 7 , f o u r ^ t h ^ ^

*^* tf :BX>IAROtt^-prx>|^ty
ch zi thBOIARDO did not know which magazine these photographers

represented, but told the informant that he was becoming
- ftKfli'e^Vftvoq-wjLim vrespJ43sfcrB"^ :T60~"j^f owtant?' s t a t e d t h a t ~

persotmer troa entering Ms property, but th^t h&lk& not
k?°f.how he could accomplish t h i s . He has thought about
^^SS-?5!-f?^*?_hJ6 poperty, but *hj8 ftcfiol

'eleven cars" going in
oi

not be

SPC'SiMl

rojiext- ; _ .— Sent
,C I (Sr|d&7Agent in Charge

II
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It is noted that this refers to the total number of
cars belonging to BOIARDO family members who live on the
property.

In referring to the "trespass" of people on
BOIARDO*s property, the informant stated that BOIARDO has
no objection to people "looking around" his property if
they go to him and ask permission. He tola the informant
that even if they want to "look for bodies", or "anything
else", fhey can search without a warrant. According to
the informant, BOIARDO is not so stupid as to have arything
on his property which would incriminate him. As a matter
of fact, according to the informant, BOIARDO has always
"preached" the keeping of anything illegal away from your place
of residence.

The informant stated t\\wc he doubts that
BOIARDO has visited San Juan since his last trip there in
1961. The informant felt that BOIARDO would be foolish
"to break the law" by going out of the country while he
is under bond. However, according to the informant, it is
very possible that BOIARDO»s son, ANTHONY (TONY BOY BOIARDO),
may have been in San Juan last month. The informant stated
that ANTHONY was going to San Juan "this week", or maybe
"next week", but that BOIARDO had no plans to visit
San Juan.

In explaining the above, the informant stated
that BOIARDO smiled and gave au almost inaudible sheepish
answer concerning his not hreaking the lav/ by leaving
the country while under bond (in the IRS case).

In discussing the recent gangland killings in
Hew York, and especially the most recent ones where three
men were machine-gunned in a NYC restaarant, tlio informant:
stated that BOIAItDC cU.-ffciidfc.-d such action by asitinp; the
question, "Did you ever atop to think that they did
something wrong?" According to the informant, this
then prompted BOIARDO to go into a lengthy tirade in
defense of such killings. The informant stated that BOIARDO
felt that such action was necessary if people wronged other
people when they were fully aware of what could be expected.
He stated that the people who were killed "must have been
bad guys", otherwise they would not have been killed that
way.
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BOIARDO told the informant that the newspapers
give such killings publicity and always associate them
with "Cosa Nostra, Mafia or Black Hand". However,
these same newspapers fail co publicize ths "senseless"
killings of people "walking along the street". BOIARDO
indicated to the informant that gangland killings had a
"purpose" to them, and v;ere never "for no reason".

Contacts will be maintained with source, under
proper conditions, and the Bureau will be kept advised.
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UNITED STATES C VERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

' : • • • : • ' • ' / -

DATE: 1/25/68

DIVISION

Re Newark airtel, 11/29/67.

Attempts were Bade to contac
)on 12/15, 19/67 and 1/10, 17/68. _ ^

was oDserved on several of these occasions, but circuMstances
were not condusive to an interview on these occasions because
of the presence of other persons.

However, while attempting tow^KKKKEKtKKKKtKP'
on 1/17/68, it was noted that RDGGIERO BOIARDO was not
observed at the usual locations. It was also observed that
a sign was posted on the door of his residence which read
"Will not be back for several days."

iiId also be noted that according to
duled to be held in
lthough it is not known

is attending.

r

Bureau
3- Newark

(1-92-375) (BOIARDO)
SPCrlgl
(5)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



SAC, Newark

Director, FBI

2/9/68

Reur justification letter 1/31/68.

The background and criminal associates]of a

in. the organized crime
Every logical step should be undertaken to increase

Appropriate consideration should be given to
increasing the frequency of contacts vith him.

MAILED Z\

COMM i i j i

REG-

V ! t '•;

Tolson .—
DeLoach •
Mohr
Bishop —
Casper —

JEK:bjn it
(4) ;

TELETYPE UNIT t Z D
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UNITED STATES Gv ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 4 /26 /68

SUBJECT:

\

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter dated 3/12/68.

»••»

On 4/9/68, ̂ IHmmVmW*<*vised that RUGGIERO
BOIARDO appears to be in good health and happy these days.
The informant stated that BOIARDO is happy over the fact that
it now appears that the U.S. Government is going to drop the
case against him and return his car and money taken from him
at the time of his arrest in February, 1967. However, he is al i
a little concerned that he will probably be subpoenaed to the
hearings presently being held by the State of New Jersey in
Trenton, N.J., into organized crime. ,' ;

The informant stated that BOIARDO had read in the
newspapers that the "top" people in organized crime were to
be subpoenaed to the hearing. BOIARDO reasoned that since ever,
one else was in prison or "out of the state", he was the only
one remaining fox, subpoena. BOIARDQ__stated that if he
had €HHm|^pflBmvS money",
BOIARDO told tbe informant that he "used to have a xet o:
money", but no more. He has either spent it or "paid it all
out."

The informant also stated that BOIARDO felt that
DAVID SATZ, the present U.S. Attorney, will make a good Federal
Judge. BOIARDO told the informant that he realized that judges
and the police "have their job to do", and that if a person is
"caught" breaking the law, the police and the courts are
in what they do.

Bureau (RM) ftcrv.
Newark v t

(1 - 92-375) (BOIARDO)
(1 - 92-377
(1
(1
(1
(1

SI

92-1203) (LCJT)
92-374) (CIP)
100-49200) (HOI)

wings Bonds Regularly on tot Payroll Savings Plan
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MMrmtcomeN
CSA mm (41 cm) toi-n.iUNITED STATES GO RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 5/31/68

DIVISION

Re Newark letter dated 4/25/68.
\x

BOIARDO
On 5/14/68, __ dvised that RUGGIERO

y been in contact with Newarkt NTJt.
frequently. BOIARDO has known

ct. BOIABDO
in the

in talking about

job
FirsfTTo
continue to collect their payoffs a whil« longer.

BOIARDO also told the Infornant that
been actually "forced" by the Negroes inl Newark to do
things which he would not have done fr
As an

has

itaocc

withphysical h
BOIARDO stated that las made aiac

his decisions which have been Tavorable to the Negroes as
a result of threatB nade to him personally by Negroes. /

According to the inforsant, BOIARDO has been a
citizen of the united States for 60 years but has never
exercised his voting privilage. The informant stated

'- Bureau
8 - Newark

(1-92-375) (BOIARDO)
(1-92-650) (BOIARDO)
(1-92-1062) (FARINA)
(1-92-485) (CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE)-
(1-92-1203) (LCN)

(RACIAL MATTERS - NK)

o

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



that BOIARDO has to "pay them all" from the "top to the
bottom" since "they all have their hand out". For this
reason, and since "all politicians" are alike, BOIARDO
feels that it's a waste of tiaie to vote.

The inforatant stated that BOIARDO has a great deal of
respect for FBI Director J. EDGAR HOOTER. He told the
informant that Mr. HOOVER is the only "honest" Han la
government who is only concerned with doing "a good job".

in discussing his personal life with the
informant, BOIARDO stated that he does not have a will
prepared. He explained that he has already given, his
property to his children. His daughters were given the houses
in which they now reside as well as adjoining property.
The "aain house" on the BOIARDO "estateH was given to his
son AKTHOMT (TCKY BOY) BOIARDO, although BOIARDO himself
continues to live there. As a result he has no need for a will
sine* all his property has been distributed. The money he
"collects" on a day to day basis he keeps for himself.

When the informant asked BOIARDO about how he
planned to distribute "all his money", BOIARDO stated that
they would have to "find* it first. He stated that a few
years ago the local police searched BOIARDO's house
looking for a shotgun which allegedly had been fired at
some teen-age tresspassers. In so doing, the searchers
"tore up" the house, but failed to find any money. The
reason, according to BOIARDO, was that there was no
money in the house. When the informant asked if he had it
"buried" on his property, BOIARDO indicated that it was.
He stated that if they wanted it after he died, they
would have to find it and added that there was no "nap"
as to its location. All the information was in his
"head".

The informant asked BOIARDO if he thought that
his son, TONY BOY, would move into the souse after BOIARDO's
death. BOIARDO stated that he did not know nor did he
care. The informant them suggested that perhaps someone
could move into the house and act as "chauffer" for TORY
BOY. BOIARDO acknowledged that this "would not be a bad
idea". (This answer was probably based on the prevelant
rumor that once BOIARDO dies, TONY BOY's future is very
uncertain)•



bhb1]

In discussing money, BOIARDO coaaented on the
foolishness of keeping large SUBS of money in one.*1

~ "a story about £t he people
whoa'

____^^ Sever
tee, but went to"T5OIARDO for help. He

stated that he was "able to help them".
The informant also asked BOIARDO about the

present whereabouts of GENE FARIKA (Newark file 92-1062,
Bufile 92-5636) who has been aissing for about seven
months. BOIARDO acknowledged that FAR

but stated that:he ran °**̂ ________________________

ley too were looking
fed that there was "no telling" what

alght have happened to FARIKA.: He then aadad that FARINA'
"big problem" was that he "wanted to be a boss**. (It is
noted that FARIKA had allegedly "beaten" BOIARDO out of
a large SUB of money when he worked for BOIARDO).

Contact will be aaintalned with the informant,
and the Bureau advised of all pertinent information. J



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JLaTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

January 31, 1968

DATES OF CONTACT

October 10, 1967
November 28, 1967

Additional attempts to contact the informant
during October, November, December, 1967, and January, 1968,
were unsuccessful due to the fact that the informant was not
observed or the conditions for contact were not secure. \

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY \

No change. \

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Not applicable.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

LA COSA NOSTRA
AR-CONSPIRACY
Newark File 92-1203

RUG6IERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
Newark f i le 92-375

Oi FEB 1'41dB



JOSEPH JULIANO, a]
AR X
Newark File 92-819 \ \ 1

ANTHONY BOIARDO, a k a
AR
Newark File 92-650

On October 10, 1967,-.flHH^BBaWadvised that
Boiardo is extremely upset over the results of the "Life"
magazine article concerning him. He feels that everyone is
taking "a shot" at him now since the article identified him
as a "King" in the rackets. The informant stated that even
detectives from New York City and Jersey City had been to
Boiardo*s residence to question him concerning the killing
of Joe Casey (true name Joseph Juliano)• Boiardo is extremely
angry over these incidents and feels that the Government and
local authorities are harassing him. Boiardo is trying not
to let these things upset him but told the informant that
"going to jail" would not bother him. The informant stated
that Boiardo regards himself as a "King" and stated that when
they jailed kings of countries in the old days, they were
still kings "when they came out."

The informant stated that Boiardo's health has
improved somewhat. Boiardo attributes this improvement to
the treatment he is receiving from an Elizabeth, New Jersey,
chiropractor. He is now able to walk in an upright position
and is no longer compelled to walk bent over in a stooped
position.

According to the informant, Boiardo's annual trips
to Italy for the purpose of taking mud baths for his health
were a complete waste of time. Boiardo does miss the trips
to Italy, his native land, but stated to the informant that
he does not plan anymore trips to Italy. The informant did
not furnish any information concerning any other trips that
Boiardo might be contemplating in the near future.

The informant advised that Ruggiero Boiardo had
four cases of champagne and three cases of whiskey delivered
to him on October 10, 1967, from the Montclair Food Company
Liquors, Montclair, New Jersey. According to the informant,
Boiardo generally has his alcoholic beverages delivered by
this company.
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On November 28, 1967, ̂ PflsflHPad vised that
Ruggiero Boiardo has reached a conclusion that the United
States Government will never return his 1967 Plymouth to
which was confiscated on the occasion of his arrest by the
Internal Revenue Service in February, 1967. As a result,
Boiardo has purchased a 1965 Buick Skylark from a friend who
wanted to be a "big shot" and buy a Cadillac. The informant
stated that the New Jersey registration on BoiardoVs vehicle
is MUA 871.

The informant also stated that Boiardo is again
having a problem with photographers from an unknown magazine
on his property. The informant stated that during the morning
hours, about 10:00 a.m. of Sunday, November 26, 1967, four
photographers wandered around the perimeter of Boiardo's
property taking photographs. Boiardo did not know which .
magazine these photographers represented but told the
informant that he was becoming aggravated with "trespassers.*!
The informant stated that Boiardo would like to devise some <
method of keeping unwanted personnel from entering his
property but that he did not know how he could accomplish
this. He has thought about closing the gates to his
property, but this action would not be feasible since he
has "eleven cars" going in and out of the property.

It is noted that this refers to the total number
of cars belonging to Boiardo family members who live on the
property.

la referring to the "trespass" of people on Boiardo's
property, the informant stated that Boiardo has no objection
to people "looking around" his property if they go to him and
ask permission. Re told the informant that even if they wanted
to "look for bodies," or "anything else," they can search
without a warrant. According to the informant, Boiardo is
not so stupid as to have anything on his property which would
incriminate him. As a matter of fact, according to the infor-
mant, Boiardo has always "preached" the keeping of anything
illegal away from your place of residence.

The informant stated that he doubts that Boiardo
has visited San Juan since his last trip there in 1961. The-
informaat felt that Boiardo would be foolish "to break the
law" by going out of the country while he Is under bond.



However, according to the informant, it isvery possible that
Boiardo's son Anthony (Tony Boy Boiardo) may have been in
San Juan last Month. The informant stated that Anthony was
going to San Juan "this week," or maybe "next week," but
that Boiardo had no plans to visit San Juan.

In explaining the above, the informant stated that
Boiardo smiled and gave an almost inaudible sheepish answer
concerning his not breaking the law by leaving the country
while under bond (in the Internal Revenue Service case), .~JJ

In discussing the recent gangland killings in New
York and especially the most recent ones where three men
were machine-gunned in a New Tork City restaurant, the
informant stated that Boiardo defended such action by asking
the question, "Did you ever stop to think that they did .
something wrong?" According to the informant, this then
prompted Boiardo to go into a lengthy tirade in defense of
such killings. The Informant stated that Boiardo felt that
such action was necessary if people wronged other people
when they were fully aware of what could be expected. He
stated that the people who were killed "must have been bad
guys," otherwise they would not have been killed that way.

Boiardo told the informant that the newspapers
give such killings publicity and always associate them with
"Cosa Kostra, Mafia or Black Hand." However, these same
newspapers fail to publicize the "senseless" killings of
people "walking along the street." Boiardo indicated to
the informant that gangland killings had a "purpose" to
them and were never "for no reason."

RECOMMENDATION

When, available
interview, the informant has always displayed a friend]
attitude; and it iswfelt"that continued contact wij
productive.



RELIABILITY

There has-been no indication of emotional instability,
unreliability, or of furnishing false information on the part
of the informant.

\ . 5*
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Reurlet 5/31/68.

As noted in relet, evei
taken to increase the

logical step stust be

^ ^ Lcev ' i A s .[:•
you Know, tie nas an exceptional potential to provide |
significant data. >

There is an urgent need for your office to j
obtain sources who can provide accurate information regarding
LCN activity in your division. Bear in saind that this source
can be of substantial assistance in this regard. I

il

MAILED 1 *

JUN 61968

Tolson
DeLoach
Mohr
Bishop
Casper
Collohon
Conrad
Pelt
Gale
Rosen
Sullivan
Tavel
Trotter

Gandy
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(4)
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
May 31, 1968

DATES OF CONTACT

February 29, 1968
April 9, 1968
May 14, 1968

Numerous other attempts were made to contact the
informant during January, 1968, as well as during the ensuing
months. However, because of the unavailability of the informant
during the winter months, more frequent contacts were not
possible.

CTJRREHT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

Mo change.

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURIISHED

Not applicable,

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

1 v • \ \

» . t - .

LA COSA ROSTRA
AB-CONSPIRACY
Newark file 92-1203

ROGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AB
Newark file 92-375

ANTHONY BOIARDO, aka
AR
Newark file 92-650

7 0 JUN 241968V'



On February 29, 1968, informant advised that
Ruggiero Boiardo has not been out of his house very much
lately because of a cold. The informant stated that
Boiardo*s physical appearance would tend to bear this out.
He blew his nose constantly while talking to the informant
and looked pale and weary. He, had indications of fever blisters
around his mouth, and his hair had grown to an unusually long
length. According to the informant, Boiardo*s physical
appearance was less than that of a healthy person.

.Boiardo told-the informant that he would not be. •
surprised if the United States Government dropped the gambling
case against him. Boiardo stated tht his arrest in February,
1967, was unwarranted since he was not carrying anything but h4«
own money at the time of arrest. Boiardo also Indicated that* .
the arrest was pushed by "someone" (whome he did not identityJf
who wanted and received a promotion as a result of this arrest.:, .
This unknown person now did not care if the case was dropped -
since he "got his promotion." . . :

In his subse4iuent conversation with the informant,
Boiardo stated that he has had a "good life" and spent a lot
of money staring his life. He feels that he is going to die
in 8 years so that all be needs is enough money to exist for ?
8 years. He stated his needs and wants are meager now so that the
$200 he receives weekly (from a source he did not disclose)
is sufficient for ĥ s purposes. He stated that at one time
(during the bootlegging days) he made a million dollars, but
has spent it, all. He has "taken care" of all his family
and his financial obligations have been satisfied so that he
can "take it easy". When the informant asked him about all
the money he had "buried under the rose-bushes", Boiardo stated
that it has been "all dug up and gone."

Boiardo told the Informant that the goverment
shouV concern itself mere with the "colored problem" than with
people "taking a 10 cent number." He stated that the
Hegre— In Hewark will probably riot again this summer and
this time the government should "be ready". He also commented
that the courts should be more severe in their dealings with
Hegroes and stop giving them preferential treatment. As an
example, Boiardo cited a case where two white and three colored
number writers, who were all involved in the same numbers
operation, were arrested at the same time. The two white
defendants were given prison sentences, while the case against
the three colored defendants was postponed. The three Hegroes
were then tried later, and given suspended sentences.

2



Boiardo wont on to tell tbe informant that Negroes
are almost never punished for the crimes they commit because
of the attitude prevelant in the country todays He stated
.that d

ve both told hi* that

Boiardo stated that "all" number writers and runners
today are colored. Be allowed as to the fact that some have
their own number operation, aocordlng to what he has been told.
He also stated that he had heard that they are using profits
from these operations to bay guns. However, when the
informant asked him for the Identity of these people, Boiardo
stated that he had **ne channel to get sveh information" bat [
was only repeating what he had heard. V \

On April 9, 1968, informant stated that Ruggiero 1
Boiardo appears to be in good heath and happy these days. The 1
informant stated that Boiardo is happy over tbe fact that it now!
appears that the 03 Government is going to drop the case against
him and return his ear and money taken from him at the time of
his arrest in February, 1967. However, he is also a little
concerned that he will probably be subpoenaed to the hearings
presently being held by the State of Hew Jersey in Trenton, Hew
Jersey, into organised crime.

The informant stated that Boiardo had read in the
newspapers that the "top* people in organised crime were to be
subpoenaed to the bearing. Boiardo reasoned that since every-
one else was in prison or "out of the state** he was the only

d

but noormantthat
He has spent it or

tohaTe a lotofjaoney
"paid it all out.**

The informant also stated that Boiardo felt that
David Sats, the present 08 Attorney, will make a good Federal
Judge. Boiardo told the informant that he realised that judges
and the police "have their job to do" and that if a person is
"caught" breaking the law, the police and the courts are
justified in what they do.

On May 14, 1968, informant advised that Ru
Boiardo has apparently been in contact with
^ • • • • f l H I B B y l Boiardo
family for a long time. In fact,Jjoiardo

Ln the old days

iero



thatth
In talking about

ing
for their

or two Reasons.
Boiardo* tM people who are do
jobs have prevailed ea him
First/ to protect their jobs, and secondly, so that they could
continue to collect their payoffs a while longer.

Boiardo also told the informant that _
been actually "forced" by the Hegroes in Hewark to
which he womld not have done under ordinary c

has
ings

Boiarae stated that|̂ Baf#ffl*B*smbas made almost
all his decisions which have been favorable to the Hegroes as
a result of threats made to him personally, by Regroes^ -

According to the informant, Boiardo bus been a citizen
of the United States for 60 yearsy bat has never exesdsed his
voting privilege. The informant stated that Boiardo has to
"pay them all" from the "top em the bottom** since "they have all
their hands out1*. For this reason, and since "all politicians"
are alike, Boiardo feels that it's a waste of time to vote.

The informant stated that Boiardo has a great deal of
respect for FBI Director J. Idgar Hoever. Ee told the informant
that Mr. Hoover is the only "honest" man in government who is
only concerned with doing "a good job".

In discussing his personal life with the informant,
Boiardo stated that he does not have a will prepared. Be
explained
children,

given to his son Antftmtoy (Tony Bey) Boiardo,^
although Boiardo himself continues to live there. A* a resvlt
he has no need for a will since his property has been distributed.
The money he "collects" on a day to day basis he keeps for himself.

When the informant asked Boiardo about how he planned
to distribute "all his money", Boiardo stated that toey would have
to "find*1 it first. He stated that a few years age the local
police searched Boiardo'« house looking for a shotgun which
allegedly had been fired at some teenage tresspassers. In so
doing, the searchers "tore up" the house, failed to find any money.



The reason, according to Boiardo, was that there was no
money in the house. When the informant asked if he had it
"buried" on his property, Boiardo indicated tbJt it was.
He stated that if they wanted it after he died, they would
hare to find it and added that there was no "map" as to its
location. All the information was in his "head."

The informant asked Boiardo if he thought that his
son, Tony Boy, would move into the house after Boiarde's death.
Boiardo stated that he did not know nor fed he care. The
informant then suggested that perhaps someone could move into
the house and act as "chauffer" for Tony Boy. Boiardo :
acknowledged that this "would not be a bad idea." (This
answer was probably based on the prevelant rumor that once
Boiardo dies, Tony Boy's future is very uncertain.)

In dt ing money, BoiardoIn discussing money, Boiar
foolishness of keeping large sums of
Urn i iAMtuntMl • A-fcAW aittfkn-t- t h * *

nted on the

advised the
that be

police, but went to
"able to help them."

HATIOH OF ISLAM
IS-HOI
Hewark file 100-49200

Boiaj
The people never

for help. Be stated

3IAL MATTERS
Hewark file 157-2107

On April 9, 1968, the informant stated that in
discussing present racial situation, Boiardo felt that the
Hegro people enjoyed immunity from the law because of their race.
He stated that a certain Negro group, which be referred to as
"Muslims" bad a meeting in Hewark, Hew Jersey, a short time ago
to discuss the posslbilty of "taking over" the numbers
operations in the Hegro communities and use the profit for their
own use. The informant stated that Boiardo did not know the
identity of any of these persons, but referred to them only as
"Muslims". He stated that they had already taken positive action

5



numbers ever te the*, which he
refused to d©, As a result* they shot him, but Boiardo
indicated he did net know whether the shooting was then fatal.

It should be noted that the informant was not aware
as to whether these people were actually "Muslims" but stated
they were Metroes and that everyone called the* "Muslims".
With regard to the above, it is noted that b| Jfbruarr 27. 1964
aaother informant advised that

On Aprj

number man who

this informant advised that
___^ by a Negro

Lng to take the-numbers action from him.
In addition, Boiardo told the informant that people

in the North Ward were organising to "fight" the Negroes.
Be stated that he did not believe that this group would be too
•ffecii^e^f^L^_jyy_torofreaaons.Firstof a l l , Boiardo felt
that VssBssHIHIiiiH|||HjHHflpHBm!mVv w*8 * "phoney"
and a ^indH5a7 f^jBconHy^"4H^**5iip did not r ea l l y have any
arms. Boiardo told the informant that Imperiale was soliciting
funds for h is organisat ion, tec had sent word to Boiardo that
he would l ike a contaibutionfromhim. However, Boiardo
returned a "no" answer to tsHBBssBm^accompanied with some strong
verbal obsceni t ies .

EOGJWE FAKIHA, aka
AR
Newark file 92-1062

On May 14, 1968, the Informant also asked Boiardo
about the present whereabouts of Gene Farina who has been
missing for about seven months. Boiardo acknowledged that
Farina "used to be with " b d h"

and they too were looking for
He stated that there was TK> telling** what might have

happened to Farina. He then added that Fadna's "big problem"
was that he "wanted to be a boss". (It is noted that Farina
had allegedly "beaten" Boiardo out of a large sum of money
when he worked for Boiardo.)

6



RECOMMENDATION \> >-. W
It_ is_ recoi

being
services and every attempt

is being mftde to explore his high potential as an informant.
Attempts at contact are made on a frequent basis, and it is
felt that these contacts will continue to be productive.

RELIABILITY ' :

There has beem no indication of emotional instability,
unreliability, or of furnishing false information on the part
of the informant.

7*



OPTIONAL FORM NO. M
•UY US EDITION
esxmnt (« cm) ni.itJ

UNITED STATES GOT WMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM (:

SUB

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 7/25/68

(P)

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark le t ter , dated 6/28/68.

On 7/16/68x d s H H H f t advised that RUGGIERO
BOIARDO continues to give the appearance of someone who i s
not enjoying good health. He is upset over the fact that
the Essex County Prosecutor, JOSEPH LORDI, had had him
indicted on the gambling charges dropped by the US ..;>•-
Government. However, according to the informant, BOIARDO :
rationalized that LORD I had "no choice" but to seek an
indictment since the case was "dropped in his lap" by the
US Government.

The informant stated that BOIARDO i s also .
dissatisfied with his attorney's lack of action in this case.
(BOIARDO i s represented by former Assistant United States
Attorney, MICHAEL QUERQUES). BOIARDO told the informant
that his son, ANTHONY "TONY BOY" BOIARDO, had been responsible
for retaining QUERQUES for him. He stated that he "wished
now" that he had looked elsewhere for legal help. BOIARDO
also complained to the informant that the lawyer " i sn ' t
doing anything, and he wants to get paid for i t " . The
informant stated that BOIARDO's case is scheduled for
September, 1968, but he plans that the t r i a l wi l l be
postponed.

The informant advised that BOIARDO again told him of
the property owned by EUGENE FARINA in Mendham, New Jersey.
He stated that FARINA had f i r s t purchased 12 acres for
$14,000 and la ter 34 acres for $29,000. He stated that he
recalls FARINA having two wells dug on the property, and
also that FARINA had used the deed for the property to obtain
/shylock loans.
r2fBureau (RM) #^^^^^^^^^^ °
• ff-Newark «gfc*

(1-92-375) (BOIARDO) ^
(1-92-1062) (FARINA)
(1-94-1238) 1 M B 14^
(1-92-3150) • • • • V

SPC/maj(7)

9AUG 2' Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan h\>ic,tit>



The inform at stated that BOIARDO had mentioned
this to him on a previous occasion, but the informant
felt that BOIARDO may have confused the owner of the

fOl

usedHowever^BOMRDOstated that

JncTGENEEARlSAhad "been" with him.

The informant a l so
that

low was back in Newark)
The informant did not kn6w~wEaT IMMH«^Pwas presently
doing or whether he intended to remain in the Newark area, i

It is noted that the Newark Office is attempting
to contact this informant on a more frequent basis, but the
informant has not been readily available.for interview.
The recent "heat wave" has made him less accessible, although
the above contact was a result of the informant's own initiative,
The Newark Office intends to continue to make frequent attempts
to contact this valuable source, and hopes that these attempts
succeed in coinciding with the informant's availability.



ontotut. FOKM no. lo
MAY I K EDITION
GSA m*n (« cm) ni-u«

UNITED STATES GO .INMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

DIRECTOR,. FBI DATE: 8/9/68

HEIABT DIVISION

Bit Newark letter 7/25/68

On 8/6/68, JflHemmmmVumfcdvlsed that RUGGHRO BO
was in a reminiscent mood while. talking to hdst on this same
BOIARDO talked about the "old days" when he had the "BOIARDO
Demolition Company". He discussed.the various large.estates
and buildings he had demolished and the manner in which he
salvaged beams, stones and statues. BOIARDO stated he had
built his and his daughters9 homes from this salvaged material,
and decorated his yard with the statues. :,; . . ;

BOIARDO also discussed the Negro question in Newark
with the Informant. BOIARDO was critical of the politicians
who were allowing the Negroes to loot in the various cities
while instructing the police not to interfere. He felt that
the politicians were "giving* the Negro too much while the
"white man" is being disregarded.

i i

BOU1DO comented,
that he recently "ran into* _
restaurant. On this occasion
"giving into** the Kegroes
BOIARDO told the informant that
he did not "they would pick me up chair1 and all and throw me
out the vindflj£i_Ibea the Informant asked BOIARDO to identify

•referred to, BOIARDO answered by stating that
to both the legroes and Mew Jersey pelltl-

cans. . .

fo
Daring the coarse of the above

2 - (REGISTERED MAII^*
5 •» Newark .. ............ ...''. r.v .....

~ 92-375 BOIARDO) EX 10J
1 - 157-1611A NEWARK CR)
l*4ltfeOT4nftlP)

BEOTHERHOOD)

m. AUS 12 1368
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\?H>
made no comment about flH^ mad appeared to avoid further con-
versation concerning tnxs matter.

BOUtDO also told the informant that the "white
ambers people" from 14th Avenue *werehavlag a problem with
the negroes in. that area**. It appears that the Megroes desire
to take over the "numbers actioa** among the negroes ia that >
area, which is BOW controlled by whites. There has been seme
violence ever this problem and the "14ta Ayeaue guys** went to
BOIAJtBO for assistance la solving their problem. • • •

; BOIAJtBO stated that he advised them that omless they
were ready to **go ia there aad shoot** they should "go ahead
and give them the numbers". B0IA1D0 tol« the informant that
"you caa*t tiad anyone whô  will go ia the* aad shoot t hecause
everyoae is afraid to do anything agaiast the colored*** BOIARDO
explained that this Vegro group "must have beea readiag books
about the lafia** because they have organised themselves "like
the Mafia*!. They have a "Captain** in charge of twenty-five
people. This group of twenty-five is then divided into
groups of twelve each with someone ia charge of each of this
smaller group. He said they thea give the Captain of the group
a number like "WILLIAM 25X*.

According to the informant, BOIAJtDO feels that this
group should be allowed to take over the numbers in the Vegro
conmunlty. They have "promised** to take action only from Xegro
numbers players and not iaterefer with the white number* action.
BOIAJtBO felt that this was the only solution to the problem aad
was adopt lag a "wait and see** attitude, according to the informant.

The Newark Office will continue to maintain contact
with this source and advise the Bureau accordingly.
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M*Y mt BUTTON
cs* rrun («i CFR) K I - I U
UNITED STATES GO* INMENT

Memorandum
TO

FRO

DIRECTOR^ FBI

SUBJECT

DATE: 9A9/68

nCWARJC BITISIOK

11 j Xewark letter 8/9/98

On 0A7, fl^Hhftdritid that RUGGIKRO BOIARDO
has three large German Shepherd dogs on his property! These
dogs are utilised as watch-dogs and are allowed to "run.free"
around the property both during the daylight as well as the •
night hours* These animals are well controlled by BOIARBO,
according to the informant, but even he (BOIARDO) has certain
misgivings about the domesticity of one of the dogs* The
informant stated that daring his conversation with BOIARBO,
the dogs presence and constant barking made conversation:
difficult*

i <

0).

According to the Informant, BOIARDO is "disgusted"
with the events in Mewark during the past few months. He stated
that Negro numbers runners, who work for white nnmbers people,
are being assaulted and shot at. The negroes want these Xegro
mnners to "give the work** to them.rather than give It to the
whites. BOIARDO told the informant that "no one" is doing
anything abo«t this situation and the Vegroes are being allowed
to operate.

He was very critical of
The informant stated that BOIARDO

sT Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
8 - Newark

tl - 9a-375) (BOIARDO)
(l . 92-374) (CIJ>)
[1 - 157-2*3t) (BLACK
1 -92-1062
[l -94-1238
Cl - 157-211

ngs Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan kj L- i /» LA Vk



probably to elected to the Kewark City Council only because he
is lm am area where the Majority of people are white and not
beeamse of his ability fiat a legislator* He referred to
as stvpid and worthless^

In comment:

r" to do "such a thing"* BOXaBBO stated that ...
>uld take my advice.and quit before showing those books",

to the informant, BOIARDO fee ls that the Vegrees are
responsible for the invest igat ioj^fihft^l tvadj^&trat ioa,
and about MC0* of them camp la~<miB*HIHHHBftmH»£v*ry day to
pressure him*. BOIAKBO also t o l a the . inlomant that Xssex County

JOSEPH LOKDI i s "pushing"and "
(LORDI)

the iaformaat*
Lth hia.
floor

by.relatives of
to the

stated that
According

father is-
ted. that the various

•k area are owned
s no financial
t BOIARDO did

visit to the Xewark area,
BOIARDO also

interests in these,
net knew the purpose of
or where he had resided d
tioaed to the informant that

FARIKo. (Xewark f*i« s a r ^ w i «»»* «•**.»» «a>w*»>/| w w
missing for almost a year now* According to BOIARDO,

they use to wchasen after girls together* - -

*i«T

The lewark Office will contlnve contact with this
inforaant and advise the Bureau of pertinent inforsation.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
FUeNo. Newark. New Jersey

September 26, 1968

Newark
Bureau File

Dates of Contact

This informant has been contacted at least once
every 30 days during the last four Months. *

CTJRREKT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

Ho change

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Hot applicable

SUWM4RT OF I

LA COSA HOSTRA
AR-COH3PIRACY
Hevark File 92-1003

ROGGIERO BOIASBO,
AR
Mewark FiU92-375

On June 18, 1968
which time, he furnished %

REC-31

t was interviewed, at
owing information;

Rmggiero Boiardo appears to be in poor health. His
hair has grown to unusual proportions and he had a few days
growth of beard. While talking to Boiardo, both he and the

• CJT 2 198*



. r

Informant were standing. About three times, Boiardo appeared
to lose his balance and step backwards as though he were
going to fall. When he walked, lie did not step normally,
but rather "shuffled" or almost dragged his foot. However,
Boiardo told the informant he felt fine and was having BO
health problems.

Boiardo was happy that the United States Government
had dropped tho gambling case against him bat was upset that
that matter had boom referred to the Essex County Prosecutor1*
Office. Boiardo does not fool that they have a "case" against
him, and does mot know why the authorities are pursuing it. Be
stated that tho Prosecutor Joseph Lordl has political ambitions
and is using this case to publicise himself and to make
the public aware of his existence. According to Boiardo, Lordi
had told someone, who told someone, who told someone, etc.,
who told Boiardo, that he (Lordi) was going to use this case
and the resultant publicity to become Governor of the State of
Hew Jersey. This distressed Boiardo because, according to
Boiardo, "Me and my friends helped him (Lordi) a lot." However,
Boiardo did not believe that Lordl could ever become governor
since he was not known by many of the Democratic Party County
Chairmen, and not liked by those he does know.

Boardo again brought up tho "Life" magasiae
articles, stating that he had no thought of ever suing that
publication. He was unaware of anyone else mentioned in the
articles having brought suit against the magazine. He stated that
he had received mail from "all over the world** as a result of
the articles, even from as far away as Japan and Australia.
He received one letter from a 22 year old girl from Miami,; who
had enclosed her photograph. However, he felt that she had
been persuaded to do so by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) so that organisation could get someone "in his house.."

On July 16, 1968. Informant advised that Buggiero
Boiardo continues to give the appearance of someone who is
not enjoying good health. He is upset over the fact that
the Essex County Prosecutor, Joseph Lonti, had had him
indicted on the gambling charges dropped by the V, S. Government.
However, according to tho informant, Boiardo rationalised that
Lordi tad **no choice** but to seek an indictment since the case
was "dropped in his lap" by the V. S. Government.

The Informant stated that Boiardo is ato dissatisfied



with his attorney's lack of action In this case. (Boiardo is
represented by former Assistant United States Attorney Michael
Querques.) Boiardo told the Informant thrt his son, Anthony
"Tony Boy" Boiardo, had been responsible for retaining' Querques .
for his. Se stated that ho "wished now" that ho had looked I
elsewhere for legal help. Boiardo also complained to the J
informant that tho lawyer "isn't doing anything, and he wants .
to got paid for it." The informant stated that Boiardo»s casob^
is scheduled for September, 1968, but he plans that the trial •
will be postponed, j)

On August 6, 1968, informant advised that Ruggiero
Boiardo was in a reminiscent mood while talking to him on this
same date. Boiardo talked about the "old days" when he had
the "Beiardo Demolition Company." He discussed the various
large estates and buildings he had demolished and the manner
in which he salvaged beams, stones and statues. Boiardo stated
he had built his and his daughters9 homes from this salvaged
material and decorated his yard with tho statues. -

On September 17, 1968, Informant advised that
Ruggiero Boiardo has three large German Shepherd dogs on his
property. These dogs are utilised as w*t*fcdogs and are allowed
to "run tre^H around the property both during the daylight as
well as the night hours. These animals are well controlled
by Boiardo, according to the informant, but even he (Boiardfj)
has certain misgivings about the domesticity of one of the
dogs.

CRIMINAL ISTELLIGEHCE PROGRAM
AR
Newark File 92*374

Cal Matters
Newark F i le 157-2107

POSSE* RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAH AREAS
"HEIUT*
Newark File 157-1611A

On August 6, 1968, the Informant stated that Boiardo



also discussed the Hegro question in Newark with the informant.
Boiardo was critical of the politicians who were allowing
the Heroes to loot in the various cities while instructing the
police not to interfere. He felt that the pditician* were
"giving" the Hegro too much while the "white man? is being
disregarded.

Bolardo commented, while discuss,
question, that he recently "ran into*
ia a restaurant. On this occasion he
was "giving into** the HegroesBadfimands so readily and completely.
Boiardo told the informant •BBsssmnswere by stating that
if he did not "they would pick me up chair and all and throw
me out the window." •hjnJjhe informant asked Bolardo to
identify the "th»y*1^^^^m referred to, Boiardo answered by
stated that ̂ •••^PMu^rererring to both tho Hegroes and
H e w J e r s e y p o l i t i c i a n s . ••••> h l

Boiardo also told the informant that the "white
numbers people" from 14th Avenue "were having a problem with
the Hegroes in that area." It appears that the Hegroes desire
to take €fT9T the "numbers. action" among the Hegroes in that
area, which is now controlled by the whites. There has been
some violence over this problem and the "14th Avenue guys"
went to Boiardo for assistance in solving their problem.

Bolardo stated that he advised them that unless
they were ready to "go in there and shoot" they should "go
ahead and give then the numbers." Boiardo told the Informant
that "you can't find anyone who will go in there and shoot,
because everyone is afraid to do anything against the colored."
Bolardo complained that this Hegro group toast have been
reading books about the Mafia" because they have organized
themselves "like the Mafia." They have a "Captain" in charge
of 25 people. This group of 25 is then divided into groups
of 12 each with someone in charge of each of this smaller
group. He said they then give the Captain of this group
a number like "William 25Z."

According to the informant. Boiardo feels that this
group should be allowed to take over the numbers in the Hegro
community. They have "promised" to take action only from Hegro
numbers players and not interfere with the white numbers
action. Bolardo felt that this was the only solution to the
problem and was adopting a "wait and see" attitude, according
to the informant.



O B September 17, 1968. the informant advised that
Bomrdo is "disgusted" with the events la Newark during the
past few wemthm. He.stated that Negro numbers runners, who
work for white ambers people, are being assaulted and shot
at. The Negroes waat these Negro runners to "give the work**
to them rather than giro it to the whites. Bolardo told the
informant that "no one" is doing anything about this situation
and the Negroes.are being allowed to operate.

He
h i

also very critical of

only because
are white,
referred to

In

area where the majority or people
of his ability as a legislator,

stupid and worthless.
He

that
fsuch a thing." Bolardo stated

'should take my advise and quit before showing those"
According to the informant, Beiardo feels that the

Negroes are responsible for the investigation of the city
administration, and about "60" of them camp f H H H H H H P
JjHVeverydar to pressure him. Boiardo also told the informant
xnax jsssex County prosecutor Joseph Lord! is "pushing** and
"putting p V * J ^ H B B f t b h ( L d J *
if he can

EDGEHE FARINA, aka
AS
Newark File 92-1062

On June 18, 1968, according to .the Informant, Bolardo
had stated that Eugene Farina "ran off" with a Sicilian-
<girl, but be does not know where Farina is presently located.
He stated that Farina did have remtives • £ • • • • • [ but did
not know whether Farina would visit then wltja^Xnother woman*!,
along.

In discussing Farina, Boiardo stated that Farina owns
about 40 acres of land in Mendlam, New Jersey. He stated that he
knew this for two reason. One, he saw the died to the property
on one occasion when Farina used the deed as "security" in



a shylock loan. (Boiardo did not indicate that he had Made
the loan to Farina.) Secondly, hettwSerstasd^ that an offer
of about $100,000 has been nadeflHBHHHBS^| for the

Boiardo stated that in the "old days," he operated
stills and collected "protection" money from other still
operators in the area of Mendham. He also owned "The Old
Cider Mill." which la presently a restaurant,

Fhad advised Boiardo of the
[idiVidttSls. #HNl>o told

it the property is actually wort* $250,000.

Boiardo explained that
" " h l d l t

geable

p 4
and that "someone" should alert her

signature, since
arrangement.

st i s * HS°od woman"
proper value of the

t he did. not know whet
_ b e Property without
aware of the present property title

On July If, B68, the informant advised that Boiardo
again told him of the property owned by Eugene Farina in Mendhfui,
New Jersey. He stated that Farina had first purchased 12
acres for $14,000 and later 34 acres for $29,000. He stated
that he recalls Farina having two wells dug on the property,
and also that Farina had used the deed for the property to
obtain shy lock loans.

' • v \

Newark File 94-1238

On Jnlv 16- 1968. the infonaant staiejLthat
told him that

tevark arearl >*"**"""ifctft tl"* informant, __^_w______
_̂_____ it now was back In Newark?-

The informant did not know' what '4s>wflHH>P *as presently doing
or whether he intended to remain in the Xewark area.

On September 17. 1968 advised that
wmmm
ardo stati

Boiardo also c<
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that the
Newark

in the
but that

the Informant, Boiardo did not know the purpose of
visit to the Newark area, or where he bad resided di
viait. Boiardo also Mention to the informant that

Farina (Newark file"
10 has been missing for almost a year

now. According to Boiardo they used to "chase" after girls
together.

RECOMMENDATION

continues
Lly in vi

Eempts to contact him on"
basis are continuing with every logical step being

taken to increase the value of his services.

RELIABILITY

There has been no Indication of emotional instability,
unreliability or of furnishing false information on the part
of the informant.

is recovaended



crnoNAL FORM NO. n
Mnunnnoi
eSA FPMR (41 CFR) »l-ll.«

UNITED STATES G ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 1OAO/68

NEWARK DIYISIO*

f RE: Mewark letter 9/19/68

On 19/1/68, ̂ H H M B a d v i s e d that RUGGIKRO BOIARDO
was not feeling well and, as a result, was not able to hold a
lengthy conversation. The informant stated that when he first
observed BOIARDO, on this occasion, he thought that BOIARDO had
had a stroke. He dragged his right leg when he walked.and his
physical appearance was not good. His manner of speech seemed
to support the informant's speculation of a stroke. However,
BOIARDO assured the informant that he was in good health. He
explained that he had "dropped a rock" on his right knee while ,
fixing a gate on his property. His knee is swollen and quite
painful. He also told the informant that he had not consulted
a doctor, but is letting "nature take its course". ,

BOIARDO told the informant that he seldom leaves "his
place" anymore. He explained that he is "afraid" to leave his
place "unprotected" at night, and he is "afraid".to go out to
restaurants or night clubs at night because "you never know what
might happen". He told the informant that "the other night two
guys came up here (meaning the grounds surrounding his house*/
drunk**. He described them as being about 35 years old, and stat
that he "chased them with a stick**. He told the Informant that
he was alert to the possibility of these men "pulling guns", if
they had, according to the informant, BOIARDO.was prepared to .
"pull bis own gun, which he carries en him at night around his
property". VJ

BOIARDO discussed the race issue and the coming Presldentla
election. He felt that all politicians were speaking out in favor
of civil rights and the Segro beeause they are interested in ol* "
ing the Megro vote. He sympathised with the police officers
their dealings with the. riotors and complemented them on the
restraint they have shown in the past.
•*--.
2 - Bureau (H6IST1RSD
4 - Vewark

(1 - 92-375HBOIARDO)
(1 • 92-374)(€XP)

SPCthd*
(6)
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that he personally favored GEORGE WALLAd for President because
"ktii a hell of a g«yV BOIA1DO felt thmt Mr. WALLACE ha*
the "right Ideas" about law and order, aad would restore things
**«• they vsed to be".

Coat act will be maintained with this informant as
frequently as possible and the Bureau will be advise* accordingly.

2



OPTIONAL. FORM NOi 10
MAY tI«:EI>mON
CSA FPMR ( « CPR) I01-1I.I

UNITED STATES GC* '^RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

: §AC, NEWARK

SUBJECT:

DATE:
29***

N DIVISION

Re Newark l e t t e r 1O/1O/68.

On 11/19/68, flHBHHb advised the following
concerning a conversation with RUOGIERO BOIARDO. The
informant stated that BOIARDO had another appointment so
that their conversation was limited: !

According to the informant, BOIARDO is confident
that the gambling case against him in Essex County, New
Jersey, will be thrown out of court. He state d that when
the Internal Revenue Service arrested him and 19 others,
Internal Revenue Service was trying to locate the (numbers)
"bank," but they were unsuccessful, BOIARDO told ~fche
informant that "probably" everybody with 1he exception of
one or two who were arrested with numbers slips in their-
possession, will be severed from the case.

BOIARDO also complained to the informant that
the colored in Newark were being given "too much freedom
and too many concessions." He stated that they have created
problems for the white people which no one seems to be
concerned with. The colored are arming themselves with
weapons being obtained from California.

(The informant was unable to elaborate on the'
question of the obtaining of weapons by the colored,
except to say that BOIARDO indicated that "he had heard',
that weapons were being brought from California).

BOIARDO was of the opinion that the colored wt71
soon physically and politically take over the City of
R^jgrk^^Hestatedthatpolitician^suci^flsJHBjBp
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more "talk than actignJ^and^ri.11 accomplish nothing.
BOIARDO stated that fl^^^F i s financial^ sustained
by the white populatioi^^^ewark, as well as "certain business
people" in Newark^^pcontrlbute to his cause. BOIARDO
indicated that vHHflHPnust be doing well financially,
since he is not employed,and drives a "big car."

CM/biC-- ̂BOIARDO also stated that the Negroes have made
successful inroads in the numbers activity in Newark. He
indicated that the greatest "weapon" the Negroes have is :
the "fear" Jfehe white people have for them. He stated
that "nobody wants to do anything to stop" the Negroes.

Contact will "be maintained with the informant,
and the Bureau advised of all pertinent information.
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UNITED STATES Gc.ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FRO:

SUBJECT:

I

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 1/20/69

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Kevark letter 11/29/68.

Om 1/14/69, StMHsssV
visited with BBGGIRRO BOIARDO oal/14/69. According to the
informant, BOIARDO appeared ia good spirits amd good, health

The iaforaaat advised that BOIARDO was very upset
over the article appearing ia the 1/12/69, issue ef the
Newark Saaday Star-Ledger newspaper. The article concerned
certaia members ef organised crime, la HJ lacludiag his
SOB, AHTBOHY "TOBY BOY** BOIARDO, whose maaes were beiag
aeatioaed ia the iavcstlgatloa by the KJ State Lefislature.

BOIARDO was of the opialoa that the whole inves-
tigation was beiag used by eertsia groups as a aeaas of pre-
veatiag the Italian* froa advancing ia both the political
aad business worlds. He stated that "they" ase the excuse
that thamoaey osed by the Italians to obtaia legitimate
businesses, Is aoaey they have obtalaed from gaftbliag aad
loaa sharkiag. BOIARDO argued that the source of the aoaej
should be a secoadary factor slaee the ia^ortaat thiag is
that the bttslaesses acquired have flourished aad beaefited
the ecoaoaj.

BOIARDO discounted the argument that these
busiaesses were acquired by illegal aeaas, such as eztortiob.
He ezplaiaed that where legitimate busiaesses are acquired,!
it is doae as a matter ef record with all taxes aad legal
papers aeeouated for. As an example of what he rneaat, he
else* a case concerning his owa sea, "TOBT BOY" BOIARDOf A
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few years ago there was a dress manufacturing company
which was near Bankruptcy. "TOUT BOY" aad Mtwo ether
people" bought tke company aad revitalised it. After
a few years, they were able to sell the eeapaar fer eae
aad » bftlf million dollars so that each man received
$500,000.

BOIA1BO poimted eat the above example to
illustrate that Italiaas caa also be "good business" mem.
He stated that everyeae characterises the Jewish people ; :
as shrewd aad alert busiaess people, bat they sever
mentloa the fact that Jews too obtained their money from
shy-locking operatloss. According to BOIARDO, this matter
is brought ap oaly when the Italiaas start to get iato
the baslmess world.

Continuing aloag this liae9 BOIARDO again
referred to his son; "TO1Y BOY* as being a good business :
maa. He stated that MTOHT B0Y*s*( coaipany (YALEKTIME
Electric Co.) started very small a few years ago, aad today
is a fourteen million dollar corporation. He stated that
his soa was responsible for building this coapaay into
what it is today, yet no one (the Press) ever refers to
"TOMY BOY** as a successful bosiaess nan but as a Mmeaber
of the mafia**.

In dlseusslng Yslentine Electric Co., BOIARDO stated
that "TOOT BOY** is not an officer of record, bat Is the
general manager of the company. In spite of this, according
to BOIARDO, state aad federal investigators are visitlag
some of Yalentime Electric*s prospective customs* and
"suggesting** to them that they use some company other than
Yaleatine. BOIARDO stated that Yaleatiae has lost contracts
of over three million dollars in this manner.

BOIARDO felt that the government should expend
its eaergies In finding a solutloa to the Negro problem.
He stated that most politicians "hook on«ito the Mafia as
a means of getting their name in the newspaper and before
the public for their own selfish reasons.

In addition to the above, BOIARDO stated that
his attorays are attempting to have his gambling case
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dismissed throvfh the Court of Appeals in Philadelphia
on the fact that it was turned over to the Essex County
Prosecutors Off lee by the US Government.

Periodic contact will be maintained with the
informant and the Bureau advised accordingly.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
January 31, 1969

DATES OF COXTACT

dates:
This informant was contacted on the following

October 8, 1968
Noveaber 19, 1968
January 14, 1969

Nuaerous other attempts were Made to contact this!
informant, but because of the unavailability of the inforaani
during the cold weather, acre periodic contacts were not
possible.

CPBREHT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

No change.

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Hot applicable.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

ROGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
Nl file 92-375

CRIMINAL ISTELLIGE1?CE PROGRAM
NK file 92-374

AOTHOHY BOIARDO, aka
AR
HK file 92-650



OB October 8, 1968, informant advised that Ruggiero
Boiardo was not feeling well and, as a result, was not able
to hold a lengthy conversation. The informant stated that
when he first observed Boiardo, on this occasion, he thought
that Boiardo had had a stroke. He dragged his right legL- when
he walked and his physical appearance was not good. His manner
of speech seevtkl to support the informant's speculation of a
stroke. However, Boiardo assured the informant that he was in
good health. He explained that he bad "dropped a rock" on his
right knee while fixing a gate on his property. His knee is
swollen and quite painful. He also told the Informant that he
had not consulted a doctor, but is letting "nature,take its
course.*1

Boiardo told the informant that he seldom leaves
"his place" anymore. He explained that he Is "afraid" to leave
his place "unprotected" at night, and he is "afraid" to go out ,
to restaurants or night clubs at night because "you never know
what might happen." He told the Informant that "the other night
tco gays came up here (meaning the grounds surrounding his
bmsem) drunk." He described them as being about 25 years old,
and stated that he "chased them with a stick." He told the
Informant that he was alert to the possibility of these men
"pulling guns," If they had, according to the informant,
Boiardo was prepared to "pull his own gun, which he carries
on him at night around his property."

Boiardo discussed the race Issue and the coming
Presidential election. He felt that all politicians »ere
speaking oat in favor of civil rights and the Negro because
they are Interested in obtaining the Negro vote. He sympathised
with the police officers in their dealings with the rioters
and complemented them on the restraint they have shown in the
past. Boiardo told the informant that he personally favored
George Wallace for President because "he is a hell of a guy."
Boiardo felt that Mr. Wallace had the "right Ideas" about lai
and order, and would restore things "as they used to be."

On November 19, 1968, informant advised the following
concerning a conversation with Ruggiero Boiardo.



According to the informant, Bolardo is confident
that the gambling case against him in Essex County, Hew
Jersey, Kill be throin out of court. He stated that when
th& Internal Revenue Service arrested him and 19 others,
Internal Revenue Service was trying to locate the (numbers)
"bank", but they nere unsuccessful.—Boiardo told the informant
that "probably" everybody withthe exception of one or two who
were arrested with numbers slips in their possession, will be
severed fro* the case. :

On January 14, 1969, informant advised that he had
visited with Ruggiero Boiardo on January. 14, 1969. According
to the informant, Boiardo appeared in good spirits and good
health.

The informant advised that Boiardo. was very upset over
the article appearing in the January 12, 1969, issue of the .•;,
Newark Sunday Star-Ledger newspaper. The article concerned ;.'
certain Members of organised crime in Hew Jersey,: including
his son, Anthony "Tony Boy" Boiardo, whose names were being
Mentioned in the investigation by the New Jersey State
Legislature.

Boiardo was of the opinion that the whole Investigation
was being used by certain groups as a means of preventing the
Italians from advancing in both the political and business
worlds. He stated that "they" use the excuse that the money
used by the Italians to obtain legitimate businesses, is money
they have obtained from gambling and loan sharking. Boiardo
argued that the source of 'the money should be a secondary
factor since the important thing is that the businesses acquired
have flourished and benefited the economy.

Boiardo discounted the argument that these businesses
were acquired by illegal means, such as extortion. He explained
that where legitimate businesses are acquired, it is done as a
matter of record with all taxes and legal papers accounted for.
As an example of what he meant, he cited a case concerning his
own son, "Tony Boy" Boiardo. A few years ago, there was a
dress manufacturing company which was near bankruptcy. "Tony
Boy? and "two other people" bought the company and revitalized
it. After a few years, they were able to sell the company for
o«e and a half million dollars so that each man received $500,000.



Boiardo pointed out the above example to illustrate
that Italians can also be "good businessmen. He stated that
everyone characterises the Jewish people as shrewd and alert
business people, but they never Mention the fact that Jews
too obtained their Money froa shylocking operations.
According to Boiardo, this Matter is brought up only when the
Italians started to get into the business world.

Continuing along this line, Boiardo again referred
to his son, "Tony Boy" as being a good business Man. He • ;
stated that "Tony Boy's" coMpany (Valentine Electric Coapany) ;'
started very- BMall a few years ago, and today is a fourteen
Million dollar corporation. He stated that bis son was
responsible for building this coMpany into what it is today, •.
yet no one (the press) ever refers to "Tony Boy" as a
successful buslnessaan but as a "Meaber of the Mafia." . a,

In discussing Valentine Electric Coapany, Boiardo 0
stated that "Tony Boy" is not an officer of record, but is â
the general Manager of the coapany. In spite of this,
according to Boiardo, state and federal Investigators are - •
visiting soae of Va lentine Electric*s prospective custoaers
and "suggesting" to thea that they use soae coapany other
than Valentine. Boiardo stated that Valentine has lost
contracts of over three Million dollars In this Manner.

Boiardo felt that the governaent should expend
its energies in finding a solution to the Negro probleM.
He stated that Most politicians "hook on" to the Mafia as
a Means of getting their naMe in the newspapers and before
the public for their own selfish reasons.

In addition to the above, Boiardo stated that his
attorneys are atteapting to have his gaabllng case dlsMissed
through the court of appeals in Philadelphia on the fact
that it was turned over to the Essex County Prosecutor*s
Office by the United States Governaent.

RACIAL MAI
MK file 1*7-2107,



On November 19, 1968, tbe Informant advised that
lolardo was of the opinion that the colored, will soon
physically and politically take o™>r -th Q

!He '
than

action^L.and will accomplish nothing. Boiardo stated that
is financially sustained by the white population

01 Jiewark, as well as "certain- businessi people" in Hew ark
who contribute to his cause, Boiardo indicated that Imperiale
•ust be doing well financially, since he is not employed and
drives a "big car.**

Boiardo also stated that the Hegroes have made
successful inroads in tbe numbers activity in Hewark. Re
indicated that tbe greatest "weapon" the Jfegroes have is
the "fearH the white people have for them. He stated that
"nobody *ants to do anything to stop" the Hegroes. , , ;

Boiardo also complained to the informant that
the colored in Henark were being given "too much freedom
and too many concessions." He stated that they have created
problems for the white people which no one seems to be
concerned with. The colored are arming themselves with
leapons being obtained from California.

(The informant was unable to elaborate on the
question of the obtaining of weapons by the colored, except

I to say that Boiardo indicated that "he had heard" that
| weapons were being brought from California.)

j RECOMMEHDATIOH

It is recommended t

"position to furnish valuable and
Information." TBvery step Is being taken to increai*
services of this informant.



RELIABILITY

There has been no indication of enotional
instability, unreliability or of furnishing false information
on the part of the informant. • ' •:
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UNITED STATES GO . .tNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 3/5/69

IJEWARITDIVISION

Re Newark let ter dated 1/20/69.

On 2/25/69,
information:

furnished the following

RUGGIERO BOIARDO is extremely upset over the recent
publicity being given to "La Mafiosa" in connection with
the death of VITO GENOVESE and with the number of governmental
investigations being initiated into such activities. BOIARDO
felt that there were aany other events and activities, •whldh
deserve national attention and could not understand why :
"La Mafiosa" should receive headlines.

It was BOIARDO's position that it is not the
activities of "La Mafiosa" which present a threat to the
nation but rather the permissive manner in which the American
Negro is being treated by all branches and levels of govern-
ment. It was his contention that the "streets of America"
are unsafe because of the crimes being committed by the blac
people and not as a result of the activities of any persons
called La Cosa Nostra by the press.

BOIARDO also criticized the press and the government
for the treatment they have given to his son, ANTHONY "TONY
BOY" BOIARDO, and Valentine Electric Company. The press has
been quick to point out, at every opportunity, that "TONY
BOY" is the son of "RICHIE BOIARDO of 'La Mafiosa*" in an
attempt to impede and disrupt Valentine Electric*s legitimate
activity. BOIARDO considered this to be very unfair to the
company since the company has progressed and prospered merely
on its work performance and good relations with labor.

In discussing the type of preferential treatment
given black people by the courtSjBOIARDOcite^hijL own gambling

2̂ L Bureau
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case. He stated that if a black person had been arrested
for the sane offense, as he, the case would have been disposed
of quickly in favor of the black person. However, because
of the position the government believes BOIARDO to have, in
organized crime, they have refused to accept bis innocence
and are determined to push the case.

At the present, BOIARDO has lost all legal attempts
to have his case dismissed on the grounds that evidence seized
by the Federal Government, under a statute found to be
unconstitutional, had been seized illegally. Since these
attempts were unsuccessful, his attorneys are now considering
an appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court. It seems that when the
case was being presented to the New Jersey Supreme Court, the
Chief Justice of the court referred to the defendants as
being guilty and •embers of organized crime. Since the
defendants were never tried in court, this new appeal will
state that the Chief Justice was prejudicial and should not .•
have sat in this matter if he considered the defendants guilty.

Contact will be maintained with this informant and
all pertinent information forwarded to the Bureau.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memoranuam
,/

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 5/21/69

IVISIOM

Re Newark letter, 3/5/69.

On 5/14/69,
information concerning BUGGI

vanished the following
IARDO:

. BOIAEDO and 18 others west on trial about the first
of March, I960, (actually 3/3/69), in Essex County for conductin|
a numbers operation. They were all found guilty when the trial .
was concluded about the end of April, 1969, (actually 4/28/69).
The presiding judge in this matter was Judge RALPH FTJSCO, but :
the sentencing will be held on 6/11/69, under M g e JAMES
GIULIANO.

BOIAEDO feels that he was "framed" since they had
not found any "real evidence." He stated that the whole idea
of "conspiracy" was based nereis
fact. He stated that _

^ B B H H H ^ tht CBe" other defendants are "people

BOIARDO attended the trial daily, but "fell asleep"
during most of the trial. He passed out cigars and about 100
silver dollars to people of the press. He felt that this
"good-will" paid off in that the press generally treated him
fairly. His association with "big time gangsters" such as
"DUTCH" SCHULTZ, wa6 admitted into the trial over the objection
of his attorney. He told his attorney not to argue this point
since he did not want this to become a lengthy matter of
discussion.

BOIARDO is of the opinion that because of all the
recent publicity and political discussion of organized crime,
he will be given a sentence of about three years. He has
accepted the fact that he will have to spend about six months
in prison and is prepared to do so.

-'f-^ureau (RM)
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decision, but he is not in favor of it. He has consented to
aa appeal only because the other defendants asked that an
appeal be made. He personally feels that in light of previous
statements made by Hew Jersey Supreme Court Justice WEOTTRAUB,
an appeal in this matter is a "waste of time."

BOIABDO felt that Judge FUSCO was extremely biased
in his charge to the jury. He also intimated the jury by
advising them that he was going to have the jury "investigated"
if they did not bring back "the right verdict." BOIARDO :
explained that three of the jurors had informed the judge that; y
they had received "telephone calls" about the case, and asked
to be excused. However, BOIARDO felt that these jurors were
"making this up" in order to have themselves removed from the •••..• :
case •

BOIARDO was especially miffed over the treatment by , • =
Judge FU3CO since he felt that the jury had returned a. guilty
verdict only at the insistence of FUSCO. The judge's attitude y
was further evident when he refused bail to two of. the defendants.
However, BOIARDO was somewhat "relieved" when the sentencing
judge, GIULIAMO ruled that the two could be allowed to go free
on bail. BOIARDO felt that GIULIAJO would be more "understanding1*
but has been told by "friends" that GIULIAKO will be very severe
in his sentencing.

In connection with the sentencing, "everyone" has been
telling BOIARDO to have "someone talk" to GIULIAKO. However,
BOIARDO does not want to be "indebted" to GIULIAKO, and is not
going to have anyone "talk" to GIULIAHO for him. BOIARDO is
going to accept whatever sentence he is given.

According to the informant, BOIARDO*s entire
conversation was concerned with his trial and prison possibility.
He appeared to have lost some of his "confidence" and has
reluctantly accepted the fact of a prison sentence. He feels that
it will take about two years to exhaust all the appeal possibilities
so that he will not have to go to prison for at least that length
of time.

The informant will be contacted again concerning
these a*t*tsjs,and the Bureau advised accordingly.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

FROM

SUBJECT:

1 (/i

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 7/28/69

N£ DIVISION

Re Newark l e t t e r dated 5/21/69.

On 7 / 9 / 6 9 , 4 - H H R V advised that RUGGIERO
BO1&RDO was disappointed over the fact that he was sentenced
to one to three years, with a $1,000 fine, for his conviction
in Essex County Court for conspiracy in a numbers operation.
BOIARDO felt that he was given the maximum sentence, because
of the publicity given him, and was not commensurate with the
facts of the case. He pointed out that many of the other
defendants have "longer" arrest histories,than he does, yet
their sentences were not as severe as his.

According to the informant, BOIARDO is having his
case appealed and feels that he may have some success in this
regard. However, the above conyiction has brought with i t
certain other problems which are aggravating to BOIARDO. The-
Internal Revenue Service has assessed his property at $500,000
and frozen his bank account of $3,000. They have placed tax
liens against him so that he has been compelled to hire an
attorney in this matter too.

BOIARDO complained to the informant about the lack
of aggressiveness by law enforcement agencies and the courts
to arrest and try Negro criminals. He felt that the "law" is
soft with regard to black people, but not so with the white pe

Bureau
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As a result of this attitude, law enforcement people are arrest-
ing only whites and are allowing Negroes to bceak the law
freely. He cited an example which occurred in Newark "about a
week ago", where either six county or state officers attempted
to serve a warrant on some Negro aumbers operators. When the
warrant was served, the Negroes tore it up and threatened the
officers if they did not "get out" of the area immediately. The
officers left without any further attempt to make arrest. BOIARDO
felt that this was "typical" of the law today. They are reluctant
to arrest Negroes, and as a result they concentrate even more on
the whites.

According to the informant, BOIARDO stated that many
of the white operators are "giving up" their action to the Negroes
for the above reasons. There is twice the concentration on them ;
than on the' Negroes and they have decided that they "don't need
this aggravation".

In addition to the above, BOIARDO referred to the
prolonged publicity given to news stories involving Italian
individuals. He complained that crimes committed by anyone •:
else receives only a passing reference in the newspaper, whereas
those committed by Italians* are given extended and repeated
publicity. BOIARDO felt that this was quite unfair.

In discussing the New Jersey State Investigating
Commission hearings presently being held in Trenton, N.J.,
BOIARDO to^d the informant that neither he nor his son,
ANSBONY BOIARDO, had been subpoenaed to appear at these
hearings.. He stated that most of the "young guys" had, been

tax. He commented that he believed that J H M |
was enjoying the publicity he was receiv^u^T
that ANTHONY RUSSO had been excused from tes-

tifying because his eldest brother, LOUIS RUSSO, had passed
away.

According to the informant, BOIARDO felt that the
hearings Were politically motivated by all the people who had
political aspirations. He doubted that anything but publicity
would result from the hearings.

Contact will be maintained with the informant and
the Bureau advised accordingly.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
May 29, 1969

DATES OF COMTACTt

Dur ing

CTORENT EMPLOTMEHT OR ACTITITYt

No c h a n g e .

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURBISHED:

Hot a p p l i c a b l e .

SUMMARY OF IHTORMATIOH;

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, A l s o Known As
AR
Newark F i l e 92-375

ANTBOVT BOIARDO, A l s o Known As
AR
Newark File 92-650

LA COSA NOSTRA
AR - CONSPIRACY
Newark F i l e 92-1203
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On February 25, 1969, informant furnished the
following informations

Rugglero Bolardo is extremely upset over the recent
publicity being given to "La Haf iosa" In connection with
the death of Ylto Genovese and with the number of
governmental investigations being initiated into such
activities. Bolardo felt that there were many other events and
activities which deserve national attention and could not
understand why "La Mafiosa" should receive headlines.

It was Boiardo»s position that it is not the ,
activities of "La Maflosa" which present a threat to the ••;
nation but rather the permissive manner in which the American ;fti
Kegiro is being treated by all branches and levels of government. .;•:.•
It was his contentloa that the "streets of America" are • M
unsafe because of the crimes being committed by the Hack < <
people and not as a result of the activities of any persons : -i
called La Cosa Hostra by the press. < < ; :• ; '•• ; •/,

also criticised the press and the government
for the treatment they have given to his son, Anthony "Tony
Boy" Boiardo, and Valentine Electric Company. The press
has seen quick to point out, at every opportunity, that
"Tony Boy" is the son of "Richie Bolardo of 'La Maf iosa* in
an attempt to impede and disrupt Valentine Eleetrie's legitimate
activity. Boiardo considered this to be very unfair to the
company since the company has progressed and prospered merely
on its work performance and good relations with labor.

In discussing the type of preferential treatment
given black people by the courts, Boiardo cited his own
gambling case. He stated that if a black person had seen
arrested for the same offense, as he, the case would have been
disposed of quickly in favor of the Black person. However,
because of-fee position the government believes Bolardo to have
in organised crime, they have refused to accept his innocence
and are determined to push the case.

At the present, Boiardo has lost all legal atteapts
to have his case dismissed on the grounds that evidence seized
by the Federal Government, under a statute found to he
unconstitutional, had been seised illegally. Since these
attempts were unsuccessful, his attorneys are now considering
am appeal to the United States Supreme Court. It seems that when
the case was being presented to the Hew Jersey Supreme Court,
the Chief Justice of the court referred to the defendants as
being guilty and members of organised crime. Since the
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defendants were never tried in court, this new appeal will
state that the Chief Justice was prejudicial and should not
have sat in this matter if he considered the defendants guilty.

On May 14, 1969, the informant advised that
Boiardo and 18 others went on trial about the first
of March, 1969 (actually March 3, 1969), in Essex County for
.'conducting a numbers operation. They were all found guilty
[when the trial was concluded about the end of April, 1969,
1(actually April 28, 1969). The presiding judge in this matter
•was Judge Ralph Fusoo, but the sentencing will be held on
I June 11, 1969, under Judge James Giullano. ;

t Bolardo feels that he was "framed" since they had
[not found any "real evidence." Be stated that the whole ;
idea of "conspiracy" wafi_hasftd sorely on associate

ted that
Land inWTSi^Tner defendants are

lo attended the trial daily, but "fell asleep"
during most of the trial. He passed out cigars and about 100
silver dollars to people of the press. He felt that this
"goodwill" paid off in that the press generally treated him
fatty. His association with "big-time gangsters" such as
"DHtch" Schultx, was admitted into the trial over the objection
of his attorney. He told his attorney not to argue this point
since he did not want this to become a lengthy matter of
discussion.

Bolardo Is of the opinion that because of all
the recent publicity and political discussion of organised
crime, he will be given a sentence of about three years.
Be has accepted the fact that he will have to spend about six
months in prison and is prepared to do so. 11s attorney
will appeal the decision, but he is not in favor of it.
He has consented to an appeal only because the other defendants
asked that an appeal be sade. He personally feels that in light
of previous statements aade by Mew Jersey Supreme Court
Justice Weinsraub, an appeal in this matter is a "waste of
time".

Bolardo felt that Judge Fusoo was extremely biased
in his charge %4 the jury. He also fattmidfct* the jury by



advising them that he was going to have the jury "investigated"
if they did not bring back "the right verdict". Boiardo
explained that three of the jurors had informed the judge
that they had received "telephone calls** about the case,
and asked to be excused. However, Boiardo felt that these
jurors were "making this up" in order to have themselves
removed fro* the case.

Boiardo was especially miffed over the; treatment
by Judge Fnsco since he felt that the jury had returned a
guilty verdict only at the insistent* of Ihisco. The judge's
attitude was further evident when he refused bail to two
of the defendants. However, Boiardo was somewhat "relieved"
when the sentencing Judge Giuliano ruled that the two could be all
to go free on ball. Boiardo felt that Giuliano would be •
more "understanding" but has been told by "friends" that
Giuliano will be very severe in his sentencing. > ,

In connection with the sentencing, "everyone"
has been telling Boiardo to have "oomeone talk** to Giuliano.
However, Boiardo does not want to be "indebted** to Giuliano,
and is not going to have anyone "talk" to Giuliano for him.
Boiardo is going to accept whatever sentence he is given.

According to the informant, Boiardo's entire
conversation was concerned with his trial and prison
possibility. He appeared to have lost some of his "confidence"
and has reluctantly accepted the fact of a prison sentence.
He feels that it will take about two years to exhaust all
the appeal possibilities, so that he will not have to go to
prison for at least that length of time.

It



RELIABILITY:

There has been no indication of emotional
Instability, unreliability or of furnishing false information
on the part of the informant.

5
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM ^

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE: 8/27/69

RK DIVISION

Re Newark l e t t e r dated 7 /28/69.

On 8/11/69,1^
information concerning" iUGGIERO

urnished the following
ijARDO and relatedeactivities:

BOIARDO has been subpoened to appear before the NJ
State Commission of Investigation (SCI) in Trenton, NJ,
on 8/20/69. He was somewhat upset over the subpoena,
since it would indicate that SCI,is apparently widening their
investigation. Up to the present, SCI has concentrated
its activities on personalities from the Long Branch, NJ,
area, but now is calling people from other areas in the
state.

BOIARDO stated that he plans to utilize MICHAEL
QUERQUES, * formerJAisistant USA[and the attorney who
defended'him in the recent.cofJipiracy trM in EsSex County,
NJ, or "get that'fellow from Washington, D.C.". BOIARDO was
somewhat concerned as to the type of questions which will
be asked of him, but then stated that maybe he would "add
some color" to the proceedings.

According to the informant, BOIARDO paid QUERQUES
$8,000 for legal fees for the conspiracy trial. "He-stated-
thai: the Government presently has liens on BOIARDOfs
property and bank accounts. In addition to BOIARDO. 1:
have also been placed against assets-of
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UNITED STATES Gv ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJEI

it

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW.

DATE: 10/1/69

DIVISION

Re Newark letter, 8/27/69.

On 9/23/69,f l^HHU^pt advised that RUGGIERO
BOIARDO did appear as ̂ Wreduiecrat the New Jersey State
Commission of Investigation (SIC) hearing in Trenton, N.J,
He was represented by a Washington, D.C., attorney, who
caused a postponement for BOlARDO's appearance at these
hearings. No future date was set for BOIARDOfs appearance.

BOIARDO*s conviction in Essex County Court for
conspiracy is being appealed. BOIARDO feels that i t will
be over a year before this matter is finally adjudicated,
so that he nay never have to serve a prison sentence.

The informant stated that many of the local number
operators are giving up their numbers to the black numbers
operators. According to the informant, the white operators
are fearful of the blacks, and this , coupled with the rising
costs of salaries to runners and pay-offs to police, has
made i t less worthwhile to continue in the numbers business.
Many of the former numbers operators are turning to legitimate
businesses, which carries with i t far less "aggravation."

The informant advised that he is unable to
understand why the government insists on bringing up the
past in i t s investigation of these people who are now
engaged in legitimate enterprises. The informant felt
that a business which is being operated legitimately,

2 - Bureau (RM)
5 - Newark

(1 - 92-375) (BOIARDO)
(1 - 92-1203) (LCN)
(1 - 94-282A) (GIIF)

SPC:ca
(7)

& OCT 6 1969
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providing needed employment, and paying the required taxes,
should be immune from inquiry by the government. The question
of "where did the money come from" to start the business is
"history*1 and should not be a factor. ' Of course, if the '
business is being used as a base for illegal activity, then
the government should investigate It.

The Informant conceded that there were some
individuals who continued to engage in illegal activities even
though they also have legitimate businesses. However, the
informant described such people as the "greedy ones" who
even in the "rackets" were known as "bad crooks." This,
latter group would "continue to steal" no matter what business
they were engaged in.

The informant again indicated an irritation over
the pressure being placed on individuals referred to as Mafia,
while the Negroes are allowed to "do whatever they want." He
characterized the activities of the Negroes as the "crime on
the street" about which the public is aroused and not when two
or three individuals, who are described as Mafia, meet in a
restaurant.

Attempts to contact the informant on a more frequent
basis will continue to be made and the Bureau advised accordingly.

J



/n Reply, Please Refer to
K k No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
September 30, 1969

DATES OF CONTACT

and Sept ember
This informant wars contacted on

1969 .v durin

i-j-

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

No change.

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Not applicable,

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
Newark File 92-375

LA COSA NOSTRA
AR-CONSPIRACY -
Newark File 92-1203

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION FILK
Newark File 94-282A

On July 9, 1969, the informant advised that Ruggiero
Boiardo was disappointed over the fact that he was sentenced
to one to three years, with a $1,000 fine, for his conviction
in Essex County Court for conspiracy in a numbers operation.

51QCT201969
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NEWARK FILE
BUREAU FILE

Boiardo felt that he was given the maximum sentence because
of the publicity given him, and "was not commensurate with
the facts of the case. He pointed out that many of the
other defendants have "longer" arrest histories than he
does, yet their sentences were not as severe as his.

According to the informant, Boiardo is having his
case appealed and feels that he may have some success in
this regard. However, the above conviction has brought with
it certain other problems which are aggravating to Boiardo.
The Internal Revenue Service has assessed his property-a*-
$500,000 and frozen his bank account of $3,000. They have
placed tax liens against him so that he has been compelled-
.to hire an attorney in this matter too.

• s « £ - . • .

Boiardo complained to 1he informant about the lack of
aggressiveness by law enforcement agencies and the courts
to arrest and try Negro criminals. He felt that the "law"
is soft with regard to black people, but no so with the
white people. As a result of this attitude, law enforcement
people are arresting only whites and are allowing Negroes
to break the law freely. He cited an example which occurred
in Newark "about a week ago", where either six county or
state officers attempted to serve a warrant on some Negro
numbers operators. When the warrant was served, the Negroes
tore it up and threatened the officers if they did not "get
out" of the area immediately. The officers left without
any further attempt to make arrest. Boiardo felt that this
was "typical" of the law today. They are reluctant to arrest
Negroes, and as a result, they concentrate even more on the
whites.

According to the informant, Boiardo stated that
many of the white operators are "giving up" their action to
the Negroes for the above reasons. There is twice the con-
centration on them than on the Negroes and they have decided
tbnt they "don't need this aggravation".

In addition to the above, Boiardo referred to the
prolonged publicity given to news stories involving Italian
individuals. He complained that crimes committed by anyone
else receives only a passing reference in the newspaper, whereas
those committed by Italians are given extended and repeated
publicity. Boiardo felt that this was quite unfair.



On August 11, 1969, the informant furnished the
following information concerning Ruggiero Boiardo and related
activities:

Boiardo has been subpoenaed to appear before the
New Jersey State Commission of Investigation (SCI) in Trenton
New Jersey, on August 20, 1969. He was somewhat upset over
the subpoena, since it would indicate that SCI is apparently
widening their investigation. Up to the present, SCI has
concentrated its activities on personalities from the
Long Branch, New Jersey area, but now is calling people from
other areas in the State, . •>, • ;

r . Boiardo stated that he plans to utilize Michael^
Querques, a former Assistant Ur^^^g&tesr^Attorney Ji£fS&tn\
attorney wbj^flefended him in tli'ê 'r.ec'enx̂ coiispiracy trial in'*
Esse'x̂ -CourTty, New Jersey,- or ̂ 'get that fellow from Washington
D.C". Boiardo was somewhat concerned as to the type of
questions which will be asked of him, but then stated that
maybe he would "add some color" to the proceedings '•,

According to the informant, Boiardo paid 0,u££,que
$8,000 for legal fees for the conspiracy trial. He stated
that the Government presently has liens on Boiardofs property
and bank accounts. In addition to Boiar
been placed against assets of

According to the informant, Boiardo's conviction
is under appeal and is also being handled by Querques.
Boiardo feels that he eventually will have to serve time,
and that because of his age, will probably die while in
prison.

The informant also stated that Boiardo had had his
family tree traced by professionals. He was able to trace
Boiardo name back to 827 and has discovered that he Is the
lust remaining Boiardo, Of course, he has a son, Ant]
Boiardp, who in turn has onê jspja and two daughi

On September 23, 1969, the informant advised that
Boiardo did appear as scheduled at the SCI hearing in Trenton,



New Jersey. He was represented by a Washington, D.C attorney
who caused a postponement for Boiardofs appearance at these
hearings. No future date was set for Boiardo's appearance.

Boiardo»s conviction in Essex County Court for con-
spiracy is being appealed. Boiardo feels that it will be
over a year before this matter is finally adjudicated so
that he may never have to serve a prison sentence.

. The informant stated that many of the local numbers'
operators are giving up their numbers to the black numbers
operators. According to the informant, the white operators
are fearful of the blacks, and this, coupled with the rising '•
costs of salaries to runners and payoffs to police, has made r
it less worthwhile to continue in the numbers business. Many
of the former numbers operators are turning to legitimate
businesses, which carries with? it far less "aggravation". •

The informant advised that he is unable to under- •
stand why the government insists on bringing up the past in
its investigation of these people who are now engaged in -<
legitimate enterprises. The informant felt that a business
which is being operated legitimately, providing needed em-
ployment, and paying the required taxes, should be immune
from inquiry by the government. The question of "where did
1he money come from" to start the business is "history" and
should not be a factor. Of course, if the business is being
used as a base for illegal activity, then the government
should investigate it.

The informant conceded that there were some individuals
who continued to engage in illegal activities even though they
also have legitimate businesses. However, the informant des-
cribed such people as the "greedy ones" who even in the
"rackets" were known as "bad crooks". This latter group
would "continue to steal" no natter what, business they were
engaged in.

The informant again indicated an irritation over
the pressure being placed on individuals referred to as
Mafia, while the Negroes are allowed to "do whatever they
want". He characterized the activities of the Negroes as
the "crime on the streets" about which the public is aroused,
and not when two or three individuals, who are described as
Mafia, meet in a restaurant.



Newark File 92-722

ANTHONY RUSSO, aka
AR
Newark File 92-747

On July 9, 1969, in discussing the SCI hearings
presently being held in Trenton, New Jersey, Boiardo told
the informant that neither he nor his son, Anthony Boiardo,
haa been subpoenaed to appear at these hearings. He stated i
that most of the "young guys" hadbeer^»skedtp_appear. He \
commented that he believed ̂ ^ a ^ ^ H H P | H H H v ' w a s enjoying
the publicity he was receiving/^HeaTs^sta^t^hat Anthony [
Russo had been excused from testifying because his eldest !
brother, Louis Russo, had passed away, : J

According to the informant, Boiardo felt that the
hearings were politically motivated by all the people who
had political aspirations. He doubted that anything but
publicity would result from the hearings, ;.

On August^^^l969^theinformant advised that
Boiardo feels that ̂ •j^BBMHHflfc and the Government dis- I
closures concerningJ^BJ^BHHsppactiviti£sa.re the cause \
for the SCI hearings. Boiardo feels that ̂ fef-s enjoying the!
publicity and picture taking, but that the others are not. The
informant stated that Boiardo commented on the fact that while5,
"wevwere younger" there was never "all this publicity", but
now that "we are old, we're getting all this aggravation",

RECOMMENDATION

Every effort is made
to "con til ct this informant on a frequent basis since he is in
a position to provide valuable information. However, it is
because of his position that contact with him is made difficult
under secure conditions. Nevertheless, the Newark Office will
continue to actively pursue this matter with the intention of
achieving the desired results.



m

RELIABILITY

,, There has been no indication of emotional instability
unreliability, or of furnishing false information on the part
of the informant.

6*
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Airtel

To: SAC, Newark

From: Director, FBI

Tolson
DeLoach .
Walters .
Mohr
Bishop _
Casper —
Collahon .
Conrad
Felt
Gale
Rosen

_ possible, ascertain
from him whether this is so, V - M H - H s s V ^ a n d wha* happened
to the Newark "family" after the 1937 shooting of Gaspare D'Amico, then
head of the "family. "

In the event source, shows |

determine*«•
king back

r information he has'
be of considerable assistance

the Bureau and should present your office with the opportunity to discuss
o> gjore and more LCN matters with him,

In this respect, sgqx
may have res

so be asked about any information

If he is familiar with the ̂ H-#siiuation, ask him whether < __
loe ProfacV (whose "family" is now headed by T<& Colombo),

(whose "family" was, until recent years,Salyatore Mai

w
ST109I

REC-28 19 0CT2719S9 _
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rk

Furnish the results of this Interview to the Bureau no later
than the close of business November 7, 1989.
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MAY HB EDITION
CSA mut (« en) H M U

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

NEWARK DIVISION

ReBuairtel 10/24/69;
NK letter 10/1/69.

On 11/4/69, idvised that in the "old
days", which he described as being "during prohibition", RUGGIEROj
BOIARDO used to be the "big cheese" in Newark, N.J. BOIARDO had |
"millions" in those days, most of which he made in "bootlegging"' .s
and "hijacking whiskey" from other bootleggers. BOIARDO was : ;j
"known" ̂ to everyone during those times, and was visited by vj
people like AL CAPONE and "LEGS" DIAMOND. .. : q

According to the informant, BOIARDO was not like most
"crooks" since he shared what he had with all the "poor people"
in Newark. Even while he was in prison, he saw to it that money
was passed out to the needy. He was so well liked and respected
that when he was shot, thousands appeared at the local church
to pray for his recovery. ,

The informant stated that BOIARDO had nothing in
common with, nor was he ever associated with ^ • • • • • • • • • L
The informant explained that ROTARTtn was "Nanolitan" while

^ ^ were very active in numbers, as were
racket people in those_ davs. "but their—most lucrative—

business was that of,-
mos

The
They used this

J

£ Bureau
3- Newark

(1- 92-375) (BOIARDO)
(1- 92-1203) (LCN)

SPC.-lgl
(5)
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The informant stat
any peopxe

threats. However,
to do with,

formant

wenx to aumtujv seeKing reiuge
according to the informant. BOIARDO ha
the shootin

way was a result of the

The informant statedthat

is still living.

•named
ISALVATOl

shooting,
The informant did not F

jant stated that he did not know anyone
and knew the names

[NZANO only by reputation.

The informant stated that BOIARDO is still waiting
jthe results of his appeal to the New Jersey Supreme Court
{concerning his conspiracy conviction in Essex County. His
appearance before the New Jersey State Commission of Investi-
gation has been delayed indefinitely, and he plans to utilize
the sources of EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS, Washington, D.C., when
he does appear.



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
January 30, 1970

NEWARK FILE:
BUREAU FILE:

DATES OF CONTACT . ,

This informant was contacted on November 4,
1969, and January 28, 1970 during this period since either
secure conditions for contact were noji3eadlly avalli
or the Informant was not

about itr

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITY

No change.

OUTCOME OF CASES PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

Not applicable.

SUMMARY OP INFORMATION

RTJQ&IBBO BOIARDO, Also Known As
ANTI-RACKETEERlNa
NEWARK FILE 92-375

LA COSA NOSTRA
ANTI-RACKETEERING - CONSPIRACY
NEWARK FILE 92-1203

although lie did not comment



ANTHONY BOIARDO, Also Known As
ANTI-RACKETEERING
NEWARK FILE 92- -

AKGELO BE CARLO, Al so Known As
ANTI-RACKETEERING
MEWABX FTXE 9 2 -

GENERAL TJTPELLIGEHCE INFORMATION FILE
NEWARK FILE 94-282A

On Wnumfcii 4, 1969, the informant advised that
in the "old days", which he described as being "during
prohibition", RU6OIERO BOIARDO used to be the "big cheese11
In Newark, New Jersey. BOIARDO had "millions" In those
days, most of which he made in "bootlegging" and "hijacking
whiskey" from other bootleggers. BOIARDO was "known to "\..:
everyone during those times, and was visited by people like
AL CAPOME and TJSGS" DIAMOHD.

l.
According to the informant, BOIARDO was not \

like most "crooks" since he shared what he had with all \,
the "poor people" in Newark. Even while he was in prison \
he saw to it that money was passed out to the needy. He I
was so well-liked and respected that when he was shot, thousands
appeared at the local church to pray for his recovery. \

The informant stated that BOIARDO had nothJ
common with, nor was he ever associated with
•The informant explained that BOIARDO

numbers, as werevery ap
ose days, bumost raenet people

business was that of

The
They used this oeatlon as



However, according
wit

ffhe informant stated that he did not know anyone
named ^HsaWaflsHBaMPPand *&«* t h e names JOE* PROFACI and
SALVATORE MAHANZAHO only t y r e p u t a t i o n .

*
The informant stated that BOIARDO is still waiting

the results of his appeal to the Hew Jersey Supreme Court
concerning his conspiracy conviction in Essex County. Els
appearance before the Mew Jersey State Commission of Investigation
has "been delayed indefinitely, and he plans to utilize the
sources of EDWARD BKNNKTT WILLIAMS, Washington, D.C., when
he does appear.

On January 28, 1970, fche informant advised that
RTJGGIERO BOIARDO does not appear to be in the best of health.
His physical movements Indicated he is having problems with
his right side and not being able to move his right arm
completely.

According to-the informant the current publicity
about the Mafia Is only another; tgĵ »oclerin a recurring; r

^re-gram by, the * people In powex^^tfisGredit and dbwhgride
the Italian people. *- In su^cxt^f t ^ 8 / contentipn^^the
Informant cited the ~-

\pt being-the' assassins of the union leader^
fiSi his fa»i^^i«i^e^t^tfiatj these '"^M i<s

receiving
suspects

have resulted If the'



• • \

The informant commented on the publicity being j

^ H ^ T ^ ^ l ^ S e used by the 1
Federal Government to injure BOIARDOfs reputation as a S
legitimate businessman. They have given so much publicity !
to BOIARDO** connection with Valentine Electric that it has;
prevented that company from carrying on its normal business!
and has caused it to lose new contracts. As a result, BOIARDO
is seriously considering disassociating himself from that \
company in order to preserve the continued employment of the
employees at the eompany. .. • : , • ; ' \

The Informant was of the opinion that if the :
Government felt that an Individual had entered a legitimate
business with illegitimate funds their Investigation should \
be concentrated on that Individual and not on, the company.
The Informant suggested that an Income tax investigation could
"be instituted on the Individual, "but that the function of
the company should not be Interfered with and cause a loss
of wages to the workers. ;

The Informant stated that the recent disclosure {
of the taped conversations of ANGELO "GYPB BE CARLO and ;
associates reflects that "some guys talk too much". The
resultant publicity has also been detrimental to the appeal
of the conviction of RUGGXERO BOIARJX) and 18 associates on •
a gambling charge. The Informant stated, that BOIARDO \
had been atyised by his attorneys that the appeal would be \
successful but that the publicity over the US CARLO tapes
will surely result in the loss of the appeal. \

Another faetor which will probably militate against
BOIARDO's appeal is the arrest of several persons in
Belleville, New Jersey, In a numbers operation. The individual
referred to as the leader of this operation was one of the
eighteen associates convicted with BOIARDO. As a result of
this, according to the informant, the news media has concluded
that this was BOIARDO*s operation which the informant stated
was not true.



In discussing numbers operations and gambling
the informant stated that the Government's concentration
in these fields seems to be having the desired effect.
However, he was of the opinion that the people now involve^
In these operations will be forced into other areas in order
to "make a living." He explained that the people providing
the gambling and booknaking services are, for the most
part, uneducated and unskilled. Their only abilities for
earning a living axe in the gambling field. If they are
deterred from earning a livelihood on gambling and since they
"know nothing else" they will probably turn to more violent
crimes, such as kidnapping, bank robberies and the like,
in order to "make a living". : :

The laformant_8tated that
tatedthaS

_ _ is a" "good man" and will make a "fightr'

RECOWKKNDATIOH

It is recommended that this informant be
continued as a Top Echelon Criminal Informant. The Newark
Offlee-realizes tha£ *Sore frequent contacts with this valuable
source of informal jLJuifikJ&e made, but because

re«
imm^, . - , —i
opportunity for more frequent contacts.

iiffl

The Newark Office will continue to afford this
matter aggressive and varied efforts to utilize the apparent
valuable m m U m of this Informant.

RELIABILITY

i f
There has been no indication ~of^»K)iijfjL

^r^^p^lIb'lllty or*btTTu*mii«aiiig false information
on the part of tne'iriformant.t, ~ i
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^C, NewarkSAC,

Director, FBH

11-14-69

ReBuairtel 10-24-69 and urlet 11-6-69.

i to have been less than
candid In hi*
Interest:

inasmuch as the various branches of the Camorra in the
United States merged with the Sicilian Mafia over a period of time
extending from ffpprr>7rtTy>Btfly 1.91 ft until 1931 or thereabouts to form
what is now known as La Cosa Nostra, it is suggested that
t>e" asked during the course of his next interview what year that merger
occurred in_the_ Newark area. Also ascertain from him, if possible,

^ m m m M B t f c e Giuseppe lAa&seria "family" in New York City,
a group subsequently headed by "Lucky" Luciano, rFrank Costello, and
Vito Genovese. For identification purposes, it should be noted that
Masseria was commonly known throughout the underworld as "Joe the
Boss" prior to his murder in April, 1931. <

Other alleged Camorra members who later rose to positions of
i uthority in La Cosa Nostra include the notorious Al Capone, Vito Genovese,

._- Lngelo DeCark), and Willie Moretti, all of whom should be weQ known to -
informant.'

1

To 1 son

would not only furnish the
; with a wealth ol valuable knowledge regarding the structure and

development of organized crime in this country but might also provide an
opening through which he could eventually be persuaded to discuss matters
of a more current nature.

Gandy TELETYPE UNlTl I
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE: 2 /10 /70

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter 11/6/69.

On 1/28/70, f f l M B H ^ a d v i s e d that RUGGIERO
BOIARDO does not appear to be in the best of health..
He gave the impression of an immobile right side, and not
being able to afford his right arm complete mobility.

According to the informant the current publicity
about the Mafia is only another episode in a recurring
program by the people in power to discredit and downgrade
the Italian people. In support of this contention, the
informant cited the case of the people who are suspected of
being the assasins of the union leader J. YABLONSKY and his
family. He felt that these individuals are not receiving
the publicity that would have resulted if the suspects had
been Italian.

The informant commented on the publicity being
given to ANTHONY "TONY BOY" BOIARDO recently in connection
with _ __
stated that this was adrel^ another device used by the
Federal Government to injure BOIARDO*s reputation as a legitimate
business man. They have given so much publicity to
BOIARDO»s connection with Talentine Electric, that it has
prevented the company from carrying on its normal business
and has caused it to lose new contracts. As a result,,
BOIARDO is seriously considering disassociating himself
from that company in order to preserve the continued
employment of the employees at the company.

2- Bureau (RM)
t- Newark

(1-92-375) (BOIARDO)
(1-92-650) (BOIARDO)
(1-92-379) (DE CARLO)
(1-94-282A) (SIIF) /

SPC/jg
(8)

?••

'.S. Savings Bonds^Jg^ny on the Payroll Savings Plan
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The informant was of the opinion that if the
Government felt that an individual had entered a legitimate
business with Illegitimate funds, their investigation
should be concentrated on that individual and not on the
company. The informant suggested that an income tax
investigation could be instituted on the individual, but
that the function of the company should not be interferred
with, and cause m: loss of wages to the workers.

The informant stated that the recent disclosure
of the taped conversations of ANGELO "GYP" DE CARLO and
associates reflects that "some guys talk too much." The
resultant publicity has also been detrimental to the
appeal of the conviction of RUGGIERO BOIARDO and 18
associates on a gambling charge. The informant stated
that BOIARDO had been advised by his attorneys that the appeal
would be ..successful, but that the publicity over the ;
DE CARLO tapes will surely result in the loss of the T
appeal.

Another factor which will probably militate
against BOIARDOfs appeal, is the arrest of several persons
in Belleville. KJ« in a numbers operation.

__^_^ "fwas one of the
18 convicted with BOIARDO. As a result ~bf this, according
to the informant, the news media concluded that this was
BOIARDO's operation which the informant stated was not true.

In discussing numbers operations and gambling,
the Informant stated that the Government's concentration
in these fields seems to be having" the desired effect.
However, he was of the opinion that the people now involved
in these operations will be forced into other areas in
order to "make a living." He explained that the people
providing the gambling and bookmaking services are, for
the most part, uneducated and unskilled. Their only
abilities for earning a living are in the gambling field.
If they are deterred from earning a livelihood on gambling,
and since they "know nothing else," they will probably
turn to more violent crimes, such as kidnapping, bank
robberies and the like, in order to "make a living."



m

nt stated that

Lnformant feels that
will sake a "fight" of itT

n" and

With reference to Bureau letter dated 11A4/69,
it is notea that the subject Matter set out in this
letter was not discussed

r
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CSA FFMR (41 cm) Ml - l l . *

UNITED STATES Go/ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE:: FE8 i3?0~~A

00: NEWARK

Re Bulet 2/11/70. Bureau airtel 10/15/69, and Newark
letter 2/2/70, ̂ ^g^^^^g^ NEWARK DIVISION.":

Re Bureau airtel, instructed that data regarding
corroboration of informants's information and contacts by case
and alternate agent be included in the communication advising
of the productivity of the|

It is noted that this informant is always contacted
•with a second agent present because of the sensitivity of,the
informant and the nature of the conditions under -which he > is
contacted. The informant furnished information on a selective
basis anr^^rj^horation of some of the information is possible
from ̂ f l ^^^H|By when such corroboration is considered

(2^-Bureau
^
SPC/ls
(4)

* e *

5 5 MAR 3 1570
Buy US. STaBuy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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m

TO

FROM

f
i

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SUBJECT:

DATE: 4/16/70 1

DIVISION

Re Newark letter 2/10/70.

On 4/14/70, flH|HJ^advised that RtJGGIERO
BOIARDO is anxiously awaiting The results of his appeal on a
gambling charge. He is not optimistic about the outcome, but
is encouraged by the delay since he feels that the longer the
review, the better his chances for success in the appeal.

In addition to the appeal, according to the informant,
BOIARDO's other concern is a subpoena before the N. J. State
Commission on Investigations (SCI). BOIARDO has. been instructed
by his attorney as to what he can.say in the event he is
subpoenaed. He does not feel that the SCI can ask him too many
questions since he does not have any business enterprises.
His only business was his restaurant a few years ago, but in
that situation many people visited this establishment. There
were politicans, judges, as well as people described as "racketeers
Neither does he feel that he will be put in a position where he
might perjure himself concerning his knowledge of "The Mafia".|
His explanation is that he, "doesn't know anything about ' *_
it." !

The informant stated that BOIARDO commented the fact
that the Italians continue to be the target of the politicians.
He cited the recent shooting of four troopers in California,
by gunmen who were non-Italian. This incident only provoked
mild headlines in the news media; whereas, it would have filled
the newspapers for a sustained period of time had the gunmen

According to the informant .TwHsuOalsoclticized \
the State's intention of passing new legislation to allow the/
police to stop and search cars. He feels that this law \

Bureau (RM)
5- Newark

(1- 92-375) (BOIARDO)
(1- 92-1230) (LCN)
(1- 94-282A) (GIIF)

SPC/jg

\ ^fft Biey U.S. Sjiyings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



is directed primarily against numbers runners rather than
against black revolutionaries or drug sellers or users.
He felt that blacks are given favored treatment by the Gov<
ment, which will result in a black takeover of the
Tho *T,fr*^.n+ m+»+~A th .* MTA8M w a <.n»HJABt t ha t _

based on the fact

The informant stated that BOIARDO would like to
"retire" to Italy and live like a "squire." However, he feels
an obligation to his children and does not want to leave them
in his late years. BOIARDO has considered "walking away*1 from
his problems, but feels a greater loyalty to his children. In ?
any case he does not feel that he is in any "real trouble" with
the authorities. .

With regard to the information requested in Bureau left
of 11/14/69, the informant stated that JOE'MaSSERIA, who describ
himself as the Boss of Bosses, had operated in New Jersey from
about 1925 or 1926 until his death in about 1931. The .
inforjj&nt- dem̂ $J|j&hat he was ever involved with MASSERIA, or
-wfEtt̂ rny of "tfclTpeople from New YorkW ; The informant expresses
ignorance of the.term "Camorra^jand appeared sincere in that
he went into ardiscussionj>f the origin of a ganp in Sicily

i referred to as the Mafia. The;informant
p , h e . g r o . u p ^ | » a s formed primaxily^Jp^ resist French

occupying forces which were misreating the4Sicilians. -

The informant stated that BOIARDO appears to be in
good health and is still able to work in his garden for aaort
periods of time.



ornoHU. FORM no. H
MAT I K COmOH
CSA FPMR (41 CFIt) M I - tM

UNITED STATES G "ERNMENT

Memorandum
DATE:, 6/11/70

SUBJECT:

DIVISION

Re Newark letter k/l6/7O.

On 6/3/70, # H H H H B I advised that RUGGIERO
BOIARDO is very much concerned about his appeal to the
New Jersey State Supreme Court on his gambling conviction.
A hearing.was held a few weeks ago concerning his appeal,
and. BOIARDO does not feel that the results will be
favorable. It is his intention to carry his appeal to
the Federal Court in Philadelphia in the event he loses
his present appeal. •'•;•.;••

According to the informant, BOIARDO would not
have appealed his conviction had. he only been sentenced
to one year. Instead of appealing, he, along with the
remaining 18 defendants, would have served the necessary
prison term. This would have been easier, and certainly
Jess expensive §ance BOIARDO is responsible for all attorney
fees, than appealing the conviction.

The informant stated that BOIARDO takes snuae
pride in being almost 81 years of age and in being in- good
health. He likes to brag a little that he still enjoys
sex twice a week - every Monday and Friday. He attribut
this ability, at this age, to a "clear rrind" and strongi
"will power" and not to any physical prowess.

Thomm's Restaurant in
formerly owned by BOIARDO. He has
arid is a /rrpat grandfather to a

boy.

ewark, an establishment
her married grandchildren,

boy and a

1-Newark
SPC/aff

(3)

Ub
;.-x 106

I
JUN181970

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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BOIARDO complained about the lien placed on
his property by the U. S. Internal Revenue Service for
over $500,000. He told the informant that the lien
applied only to about twenty acres of land which are
still in his name. The remainder of the property, as
well as all the residences, had previously been deeded
to his son and four daughters. They were not effected,
by the provisions of the lien. However, BOIARDO is
fearful that the property will be auctioned in the event
he loses his appeal. His automobile is also part of the
property included in the lien, as well as what money
he had in the bank. .; . ;

The informant stated that BOIARDO has been
spending his time around his property tending to the
flowers and shrubbery. He has not heard, from the New,
Jersey State Commission on Investigation again, and does
not feel that he will be called, again to testify. He
seems to feel that "people" want him in prison and will
only "come after" him if he wins his appeal. ?

The Newark Office will continue contacts with
•the informant and advise the Bureau accordingly.

-2-



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

May 28, 1970

NEWARK FILE
BPREAU FILE

DATES OF COWTACT

: Although many and varied attempts were made to contact i'
this informant on a regular basis, the only snccess_ul__contact ; *

^/KEBUtKKKKBE&KE/StFld^tvl** contacts under secure con- : •
d i t ions are extremely difficult. This coupled with the informant**
unavailability during periods of inclement weather in winter r: . >-.
'.months'"has"added to the problems of contact. ,

CQRRIMT 1XJTMEMT OE ACTIVITY

No chance

OPTCOME OF CAS1S HtKTIOPSLT

Hot a p p l i c a b l e

SCTDURT OF CTF0BM4TI0W

RUGCZBtO BOIARDO, aka •
AR
HKIARK riJJS fii-375
U CO6A BO8TRA
AJUC0W8PIRACT
MEWARK FILE 92-1203

FILE

f
5 lJUN 241970

MOT RECORDED

2 JUN 2 1970

IHFORMATI0W FILE

01x4/14/70, the-informant advised that Rugglfcre Boiar<
is tJESicrasly awaiting the results of his appeal on a gambling
charge. Be is sot optimistic about the outcome, bat is encottraj
by the delay since he feels that the longer the review, the bett
his chances for saccess in the appeal.



In addition to the appeal, according to the informant,
Boiardo*s other concern is a subpoena before the New Jersey
State Commission on Investigations (SCI). Boiardo has been
instructed by his attorney as to what he can say in the event
he is subpoenaed. He does not feel that the SCI can ask him too
•any questions since he does not have any business enterprises.
His only business was his restaurant a few years ago, but in
that situation many people vilsted this establishment. There
were politleans, judges, as well as people described as "rackete*
Keither does he feel that he will be put in a position where he
might perjure himself concerning his knowledge of "The Mafia".
His explanation is that he, "doesn't know anything about it?*. <-.\

The informant stated that Boiardo commented the fact
that the Italians continue to be the target of the politicians.
He cited the recent shooting of four troopers in California,-
by gunmen who were non-Italian. This incident only provoked , •
mild headlines in the news media; whereas, It would have filled
the newspapers for a substained period of time had the gunmen
been Italian.

According to the informant, Boiardo also criticized
the State's intention of passing new legislation to allow the
police to stop and search cars. He feels that this law is
directed primarily against numbers runners rather than against
black revolutionaries or drug sellers or users. He felt that
blacks are given favored treatment by the Government, which will
result in a black takeover of the
stated that Boiardo was confident thatI

The informant stated that Boiardo would like to "retire**"
to Italy and live like a "squire". However, he feels an obliga- j
tion to his children and does not want to leave them in his late 1
years. Boiardo has considered "walking away" from his problems, i
but feels a greater loyalty to his children. In any case, he
does not feel that he is in any 'Veal trouble" with the authorities.

The informant stated that Joe Masserla, who described
himself as the Boss of Bosses, had operated In New Jersey from
about 1925 or 1926 until his death in about 1931. -IBigainformant
denied that he was^ever involved|wlth Masserla, or with anyj>f
"th le from Vw&aeMfLZMThe Informant expreBseskignor&xce

"Camorra" aWap^etf¥lncere iT*^iliPw^riX|b1
on of the origin Lp<Ua„ group In Sicily which later wasl

rf*$ffi^iitirmkrLt explained that the#~- \
2 1



group'.was - formed, primarily to resist French occupying forces
which were^mistreating the Sicilians. ?v

The Informant stated that Boiardo appears to be in
good health and is still able to work in his garden for short
periods of time.

CONTACT BY AGENT

: The informant is always contacted by two Agents.

The information furnished is ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
is not considered expedient. However^BHmlmVHHtf-S in a
position to corroborate some of the information furnished by
this informant. ; , •

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that this informant be continued
__ The Newark Office realizefe

the need for more frequent contact with this source and will,
continue its efforts to do so. I

RELIABILITY

There^has been no indication of emotional instability,
unreliability^Tor of furnishing false Information on the part
of the informant.
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TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

UNITED STATES GOVE*. .

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

DATE:

HEWARK DIVISION

RE: Hewark letter 6/11/70

OB 7/2S/70,
BOIARDO w%a t o be t r a n a f r r
MonteUljr, . :#*, wh«r* %~~
h i » . BOIARBO had had

Mr. C*llahan__i
;MP. Casper
Mr.

'advised that ANTBOHTV "TOIT BOY"
0 to tk
ould

t

(
Hospital after his heart attack. Howj

has now agreed to allow him to be released on

' The informant stated that "TONY BOY£BOIAB£0 jfcttld be ,,
ag for at least eight months. He hint a ssvefe heart . j

which the informant felt was brought on 1IJSM""TJ and - . *
"TOnr B©YW "worked hard" in his business, Was an early

aid travelled frequently on. "business trips". He was •
extremely active in business, bat unlike his father RVSGISRS

BOOT" BOIARBO, was a "worrier**. The trial of BOIARBO on
along with others,

was a severe mental strain on
his heart attack. The informant stated that TORT

was always a healthy individual, but the worry over the.trial
'finally effected his health.

The informant stated that "TOHY BOY*sN father,
BOIARBO. appears to be in good health. However, his age is
te aff«>et him as evidenced by a
the end ef the day. He ©oafi

in his legs towards
his activity to the area arevmd

his house, such as his flower garden. He never goes out of the
hovse at night and has net done so for at least the past two years.

BOIARDO' appeal ea a gambling charge i s abemt
a year old BOW, with s t i l l no indication of when the deeisffen wi l l
he handed down. The informant feels that i t wil l probably he in
ftctoher or Ifoviwhwr, 1970*-wnd BOTARBO-is- ti
deciaion..

-" 92-375) (R\ BOIAEDO
(1 - 92-650)(A. BOIARBO

HWGthds

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Sjgularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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. In Reply, Please Refer to
f File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
September 30, 1970

NEWARK FI
BUREAU FILE

Dates of Contact

This informant was not contacted in June and July, 1970
although numerous attempts were made to do so. However, it has
been very difficult to locate and contact this source under the
conditions of security such contacts demand.

Current Employment or Activity

No change.

Summary of Information Furnished By Informant

Ruggiero Boiardo, aka
Anti-Racketeering
Newark File 92-375

Anthony Boiardo, aka
Anti-Racketeering
Newark File 92-650

On June 3, 1970, the informant advised that Boiardo is
very much concerned about his appeal to the New Jersey State Supreme
Court on his gambling conviction. A hearing was held a few weeks)
ago concerning his appeal, and Boiardo does not feS. that the resuljts
will be favorable. It is his intention to carry his appeal to tl
Federal'Court in Philadelphia in the event he loses his present ajppeal,

According to the informant, Boiardo would not have appealed
his conviction had he only been sentenced to one year. Instead (
appealing^ he, along with the remaining 18 defendants, would have
served the necessary prison term. This would havo been easier, i id
certainly less expensive since Boiardo in responsible for all attorney
fees, than appealing the conviction.

OCTd5ll1970

O f' i : j }
l . - . l ' i* '

660CT7 47970



The informant stated that Boiardo takes some pride in
being almost 81 years of age and in being in good health. He
likes to brag a little that he still enjoys sex twice a week -
every Monday and Friday... ,He attributes this ability, at this age,
to a ''clear wind" and strong" "will power" and not to any physical
prov/ess.

Thona's""1S5BTSTB?ant- in Newark, an establishment
Boiardo; He has^otheriaarried grandchi]
father to a V|Hj|HBjHHbboy and a

ormeriy owned by
is a great grand-
boy.

Boiardo complained about the lien placed on his property-
.by the United States* Internal Revenue Service for over $500,000.
He told the informant that the lien applied only to about twenty
acres of land which are still in his name. The remainder of the
property, as well as all the residences, had previously been deeded
to his son and four daughters. They were not affected by the
provisions of the lien. However, Boiardo is fearful that the
property will be auctioned in the event he loses his appeal. His
automobile is also part of the property included in the lien, as-
well as what money he had in the bank.

The informant stated that Boiardo has been spending his
time around his property tending to the flowers and shrubbery. He
has not heard from the New Jersey State Commission on Investigation
again, and does not feel that he will be called again to testify.
He seems to feel that "people" want him in prison, and will only
"come after" him if he wins his appeal.

On July 28, 1970, the informant advised that Anthony
"Tony Boy" Boiardo was to be transferred on July 28,
the hospital in Montclair, New Jersey, where
would be able to attend him. Boiardo had had hjs bail revoEeeT
and was confined in Somerset Hospital after his heart attack.
However, the Court has now agreed r.o allow him to \m ruleasuri on
bail.

Tho informat stated that "Tony Boy" Boiardo woiild bo
convalescing for at least eight months. He had a severe heart
attack, which the informant felt was brought on by worry and
overwork. "Tony Boy"" "worked hard" in his business, was an early



riser, and traveled frquently on "business tr ips". He was always
extremely active in business, but unlike his father Ruggiero "The
Boot*-' Boiayde , was a "worrier.ft h

n, along with others, ^ | | B H H H H Q H H H p
^ P ^ P was a severe Mental s t r a i n on "Tony Boy" and culminate*
n Tils neart attack. The informant s-tated that "Tony Boy" was

always a healthy individual, but the worry over the t r i a l finally
affected his health.

The informant stated that "Tony Boy's" father, Ruggiero
Boiardo, appears to be in good health. However, his age is begin-
ning to affect him as evidenced by a "shakiness" in his legs towards
the end of the day. He confines his activity to the area around
hie house, sueb as hie flower garden. He never goes out of the
house at night and has not done so for at least the past two years.

Ruggiero Boiardo's appeal on a gambling charge is about
a year old now, with s t i l l no indication of when the decision will
be handed down. The informant feels that i t will probably be in
October or November, 1970, and Boiardo is expecting an unfavorable
decision.

Contact By Agent . .

This Informant is always contacted by two agents.

_____ in a position to corroborate some in-
formation By this source.

KtatioB

is recommended that this informant be continuedflBat
" ' The Newark Office considers',?this

source to possess extremely high potential as an informant, and ~
is making every effort in it contacts to realize this potential.



Reliability

There has been no indication of emotional instability,
unreliability, or of furnishing false inforaatioa on the part
of the informant. .

Outcome of Casea Previously, Furnifefaed

Not applicable.
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f

TO

UNITED STATES G ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

NEWARK DIVISION

kno

In view of the above, this «atter_
the Newark Office. ^^__________^_^_-
consideration will then oe given 'to reopening this case for
recontact with the informant.

FV.Itn
-1 • ̂  i U

REC-75

A I

- Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
1 - Newark
SPC:hds
(3)

t/.i". Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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CSA rrun (41 e n ) KI-II.I

UNITED STATES G ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DATE: 11/3/70 -T

RE: Bureau letter 10/27/70

Newark will maintain contact with«J^BH^^^HV on
a limited basis. A suitable program of interviews will be ,
instituted to maintain informant's friendship and which will
at the same time protect his integrity with his associates.

l\
i)~ Bureau
1 - Newark
FFM:hds
(3)

\ A \

;v 10
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



Tbe informant advised that BOIABDO feels that
'and tbe Government disclosures concerning

___ ract^ri±ies are the cause for the SCI hearing
)O feels that ̂ flpis enjoying the publicity and picture

taking, but that tfae^vlhers are not. The informant stated
that BOIABDO commented on the fact that while "we were young
there was never "all this publicity", but now that "we are
old, we're getting all this aggravation".

According to the informant, BOIARDO*s conviction i
under appeal and is also being handled by QTJERQUES. BOIARDO
feels that he eventually will have to serve time, and that
because of his age, will probably die while in prison.

The informant also stated that BOIARDO had had his
family tree traced by professionals. He was able to trace
BOIARDO name back to 827 and has discovered that he is the
last remaining BOIARDO. Of course, he has a son, ANTHQtfY
BOIARDO

Contact will be maintained with the informant and
the Bureau will be kept advised of all pertinent information



SAC, Newark

Director, FBI

10/27/70

Reurlet 10/20/70.

^ ^ ^ ie~Ve loped to date by your office -4t would not be appropria ;e
to discontinue hi» at this tine. Careful consideration should be
riven to tho_advisibility of aaintainlng contact with him,despite

>n a United basis.

\f-'-\;\

Tulsun —
Sullivan .
Mtilir

Bishop .
Drcnnan. C D . .
Ca!lalian
Casper
Conrad
Fell
Gale.

IEK:tcA\

i, \

?.01970
MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT I I
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In Repty, Phase Refer to

\ ,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

January 29, 1971

Newark File
Bureau File

The Informa
four Months

_____ * n e Newark Office plans a suitable'
program of interviews with the informant on a limited basis, in
order to maintain his friendship.

The Bureau will be advised of all pertinent develop-
ments in this matter.

16
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UNITED STATES GG.ERNMENT

Memorandum

SUBJECT:

DATE: 2/22/71

RE Bulet dated 10/27/70
Newark let dated 11/3/7O

On 2/8/71,1
information:

furnished the following

The Informant staked that RUGGIERO BOIARDO is
confined to the New Jersey State Prison, Leesburg, NJ,
where he is assigned to the stock room. He has made
application for parole, but will not receive a hearing until
September, 1971. He is hopeful for release in November or
December, 1971.

In discussing BOIARDO, the informant stated that
BOIARDO had been an orphan in Italy and was adopted at the
age of six by a couple and brought to the US in 1898. He
first resided in Chicago, but when the people who originally
adopted him disagreed over his upbringing, he went to live
with another family who were relatives of his adoptive
parents. In 1902, BOIARDO came to Newark, NJ, for a visit
for a short time and then returned to Chicago. In 1906, he
then returned to Newark, where he remained.

The informant stated that BOIARDO was a bootlegger
in Newark in the early 1930's and made large amounts of
money, none of which he retained too himself. He djspeased
most of it to the poor in Newark during the depression.
BOIARDO has estimated that he made three to four million
dollars, moat of which he "gave away."

The informant seated that
JIe_reasoned ~ t ha t

- . . > • • '

_ r that
probably reach the same end. ff The^inf orrnajj
sickness is hereditary. CNLAQ'V "-*

1-92-650 (A. Ssiardo
6-Newark . ,A _ 1-92-13!
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The informant also stated t

State Commission
when the SCI becomes defunct, in a year or so

those persons now in prison as a result of contempt
citations, "by that body, will be released.

In commenting on the actions of JOE COLOMBO in
NYC, the informant felt that the formation of an Italian
Civil':. Rights League, and the picketing of the FBI, were
the reflection of a less than normal individual. The
informant felt that COLOMBO did not have "everybody's"
support. The informant personally felt that COLQMBQ;
•was creating bad publicity for the Italian people"."

While discussing the BOIARDOs, the informant
stated that ANTHONY "TONY BOY" BOIARDO has a type of
"bleeding heart" and may need surgery. He also said that
the BOIARDO property, just the acreage 43f the rear, is t
be auctioned off by the Internal Revenue Service. The
buildings are in the name of BOIARDO's children thus not |
liable for auction. 1

\

The Newark 'Office feels that the above contact wybh
the informant was productive and contemplates additional
contacts in the future. In discussion with the informant
and the prison officials, it was determined that these
contacts will probably be limited" to.,ninety day periods.
The results of each contact will be furnished to the Bureau
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UNITED STATES GC 1RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:
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DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 6 /4/71

trnished the following

Re Newark letter 2/22/71.

On 5/19/71,
information:

The informant advised that RUGGIERO BOIARDO continues
to be confined at N. Ji State Prison, Leesburg, NJ. He has
lost a considerable amount of weight, but appears to be in
good health. His new assignment at the prison is that of
gardener, and has planted many of the flowers in and around tjhe
newly build prison.

According to the informant BOIARDO still hopes to
obtain a parole in late summer or early fall. Most of the otjher
persons convicted with him have been released, since they al]
received lighter sentences than he. As a result they have a:
released either by reason of serving all their time or have
paroled. BOIARDO Is extremely bitter over the fact that he
received the largest sentence, yet he had a less serious
criminal record than some of the others.

The informant stated that BOIARDO1s property is sti]
under control of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). They
attempted to auction the property but turned down the high bid\
of $25,000. BOIARDO can reclaim the property for $100,000,
which amount BOIARDO claims he does not possess. The infozmanj
stated that over the years BOIARDO has given away "miJJtLons" to)
the needy in Newark, during the depression and for gala partiejj
Now BOIARDO does not have any money and does not anticipate
that his friends will be able to assist him now.

The informant stated that BOIARDO is also concerned
about the welfare of his son, ANTHONY "TONY BOY" BOIARDO. The
latter has a heart condition and is confined to his bet most
of the tine. The U.
BOIARDO in the matter
had been severed from

2- Bureau
3- Newark

SEC/jg
(5)

5) (BOlARD6i>-'
0) (A. BOIARDO)

SDHUMS —
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The informant stated that BOIARDO was especially
bitter over the fact that the politicians, who greedily
accepted payoffs, are now being allowed to plead guilty and
then testify against the people who had been paying them.
BOIARDO, according to the informant! feels that such politicians
are more guilty than anyone else and should be given more
severe sentences.

The Newark Office contemplates additional contacts with
the informant with the result of each contact being furnished
to the Bureau.

The above interview was conducted by two Agents.



In Reply, Pleate Reftr to
File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

May 28, 1971

DATES OF CONTACT

The Informant was contacted on
Od May 19. 1971,

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
NK 92-375

ANTHONY BOIARDO, aka
AR
NK 92-650

On February 8, 1971, the informant stated that
Ruggiero Boiardo is confined to the New Jersey State Prison,
Leesburg, New Jersey, where he is assigned to the stock
room. He has made application for parole, but will not
receive a hearing until September, 1971.
release in November or December, 1971.

He is hopeful f<

In discussing Bobrdo, the informant stated that
Boiardo had been an orphan in Italy and was adopted st the/
age of six by a couple and brought to the United States ill
1898. He first resided in Chicago, but when the people who
originally adopted him disagreed over his upbringing, he/went
to live with another family who were re]



.£,. — _ ». .

•Q • C,

adoptive parents. In 1902, Boiardo cane to Newark, New
Jersey, for a visit for a short time and then returned to
Chicago. In 1906, he then returned to Newark, where
he regained.

The informant stated that Boiardo was a bootlegger
in-(Newark in the early 1930fs and made large amounts of
money, none of which he retained for himself. He^dispensed
most of it to the poor in Newark during the depression.
Boiardo has estimated that he made three to four million
dollars, most of which he "gave away."

While discussing the Boiardos, the informant
„ stated that Anthony "Tony Boy" Boiardo has a type of

e "bleeding heart" and may need surgery. He also said that
the Boiardo property, just the acreage in the rear, is to
be auctioned off by the Internal Revenue Service. The
buildings are in the name of Boiardo*s children thus not
liable for auction.

On May 19, 1971, the informant furnished the
following information:

The informant advised that Ruggiero Boiardo con-
tinues to be confined at New Jersey State Prison, Lees burg,
New Jersey. He has lest a considerable amount of weight,
but appears to be in good health. His new assignment at
the prison is that of gardner and has planted many of the
flowers in and around the newly built prison.

According to the informant, Boiardo still hopes
to obtain a parole in late summer or early fall. Most of
the other persons convicted with him have been released
since they all received lighter sentences than he.As a result
they have all been released either by reason of having
served all their time or have been paroled. Boiardo is
extremely bitter over the fact that he received the largest
sentence, yet he had a less serious criminal record than
some of the others.



The informant stated that Boiardo's property is
still under control of the Internal Revenue Service. They
attempted to auction the property but turned down the high
bid of $25,000. Boiardo can reclaim the property for
$100,000, which amount Boiardo claims he does not have._
The informant stated that over the years Boar do has given
away "millions'4 to the needy in Neirark during the depres-
sion and for gala parties. Now Boiardo does not have any
money and does not anticipate that his friends will be
able to assist him now.

The informant stated that Bol*£do is also con-
cerned about the welfare of his son, Anthony "Tony Boy"
Boiardo. The latter has a heart condition and is confined
to his bed most of the time. The United States government

the matter
^ H H H f l H * B H B 0 H H r He had been"
from that t r i a l because of" that heart condition.

The informant stated that Boiardo was especially
bitter over the fact that the politleans, who greedily
accepted payoffs, are now being allowed to plead guilty and
then testify against the people who had been paying them.
Boiardo, according to the informant, feels that such
politicans are more guilty than anyone else and should be
given more severe sentences.

On.February 8, 1971, the informant

Jprill probably reach the same end.
such sickness is hereditarywi

The informant also

_ «ew Jersey State Commission of Investigation (SC
le feels that when the SCI becomes defunct, in a year of so,
those persons now in prison as a result of contempt cita-
tions, by that body, will be released.



JOSEPH COLOMBO, aka
AR
NK 92-1343

On February 8, 1971, in commenting on the actions
of Joe Colombo in New York City, the informant stated that
the formation of an Italian Civil Rights League, and the
picketing of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
were the reflection of a less than normal individual. The
informant lelt that Colombo did not have "everybody's" \
support. The informant personally felt that Colombo was
creating bad publicity for the Italian people. :

CONTACT BY AGENTS

On both occasions, the informant was interviewed
by both the contacting and the alternate agent.

< i

RECOMMENDATION

[t ecommended tha t t h i s informant be continued

RELIABILITY

tion

4 *
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DATE: 8 /31/71

DIVISION

Re: Newark letter, 6/4/71.

On 8/26/7 l,^jHPHHB«BFfurnished the following
information concerning RUGGIERO BOIARDO and other individuals:

BOIARDO continues to be confined at the New Jersey
State Prison at Leesburg, N.J. He went before the Parole Board
in July, 1971, and is scheduled to reappear before that board in
September, 1971. If parole is granted, he will be released
probably in December, 1971, if not he will be required to
remain until the early summer of 1972.

BOIARDO1s hearing was generally routine in nature,
except that the board seemed to try to have BOIARDO admit that
he was "somebody special" and that is the reason he received
a greater sentence than the others convicted with him. When
the board asked BOIARDO whether he felt any resentment about his /
imprisonment, he "blew his cool" by displaying his anger. He /
indicated to the board thathe had been "framed" and that he /
had been indicted more by newspaper publicity than he had by
any court proceedings. '' /

According to the informant, BOIARDO feels that his /
parole will be granted because of his age, and his recent / \
physical problems. He has been confined to the prison hospital
periodically because of a prostate problem. He has been on
medication, but it appears that an operation may be necessary.

• BOIARDO has been the prison gardner and is responsible
for planting and maintaining all the flowers around the newly

(J^Bureau ^
5-Newark &

(BOIARDO)
(A. BOIARDO]

(1-92-375)
(1-92-650)
,(1-92-388)1

SPC/jw
(7), P

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings P,



built prison. The prison officials had considered transferring
BOIARDO to the, prison farm where he would be compelled to live
in a barracks with about 35 other prisoners. However/ BOIARDO
had requested that he be allowed to remain at the main prison
and continue as gardner.

The informant also advised that BDTARDO's son,
ANTHQHY "Tony Boy" BOIARDQ.. continues to be confined to bed
vfith a heart problem. He has two oxygen tanks in his room,
but the informant did not Jafew whether the tanks were there
for daily use or for an emergency. BOIARDO is very much
concerned over his son's condition, and has made a request of
the warden to be allowed to visit his son. No determination of
this request has been made to date.



,y/ In Reply, Please Refer to
\ We No.

ITED STATES DEPARTMENT (WJUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

September 30, 1971

NEWARKTTIL
BUREAU

DATES OF CONTACT

was c o n t a c t e d on ly oDTAugust

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
NEWARK FILE 92-375

ANTHONY BOIARDO, aka
AR
NEWARK FILE 92-650

NEWARK FILE 92-388

On August 26, 1971, the
Ruggiero "The Boot" Boiardo continues to be confined at the]
New Jersey State Prison at Leesburg, New Jersey. He went
before the Parole Board in July, 1971, and is scheduled
to reappear before that board in September, 1971. If parol<
is granted, he will be released probably in DecemberT 1971,
if not he will be required to remain until the eaVtgr RECORD!
summer of 1972; o

8 OCT 12 191
Boiardo's hearing was generally routine in_natui

except that the board seemed to try to have Boia-rdo admit
that he was "somebody^ special" and that is the reason he
received a greater sentence than the others convicted with
him. When the board asked Boiardo whether he felt any

1



resentment about his imprisonment, he "blew his cool'* by
displaying his anger. He indicated to the board that he
had been "framed" and that he had been indicted more by
newspaper publicity than he had by any court proceedings.

According to the informant, Boiardo feels that
his parole will be granted because of his age, and his
recent physical problems. He has been confined to the
prison hospital periodically because of a prostate problem.
He has been on medication, but it appears that an operation
may be necessary. /

Boiardo has been the prison gardner and is
responsible for planting and maintaining all the flowers
around the newly built prison. The prison officials had
considered transferring Boiardo to the prison farm where
he would be compelled to ldve in a barracks with about 35
other prisoners. However, Boiardo had requested that he
be allowed to remain at the main prison and continue as
gardner.

The informant also advised that Boiardo's son,
Anthony "Tony Boy" Boiardo continues to be confined to bed
with a heart problem. He has two oxygen tanks in his room,
bujr the informant did not know whether the tanks were there
for daily use or for an emergency. Boiardo is very much
concerned over his son's condition, and has made a request
of the warden to be allowed to visit his son. No determina-
tion of this request has been malde to date.

informant

Im that he was foolish to try "an
nswered that his only reason for

Boiardo sent wor
fight them," but
refusing was that



b
CONTACT BY AGENTS

Informant is always contacted by the contacting
agent and the alternate agent. It is not considered
feasible to have alternate agent make separate contacts
with informant at this time.

3*
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SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

NEWARK DIVISION

Re Newark l e t t e r , 9 /31 /71 .

DATE: 11/29/71

Inasmuch as source is reportedlyfjgmi
regular contacts will be .resumed and the Bureau w
advised. 'e icept

^-Bureau
i-Newark

i /

REC-

DEC » . 1971
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UNITED STATES ERNMENT

Memorandum

m

T O , ,

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DATE: 12/17/71 j

Rei Newark letter, 11/29/71.

/
On 12/9/71*

lowing information concerning
urnished the fol-

GGIERO BOIARDOi

BOIARDO was paroled on 11/17/71, and will
/remain on parole for a period of one year. He reports
monthly to a parole officer in Orange, N.J, He re-
mains unemployed and has resumed residence at hia
old homestead in Livingston, N.J.

16 acres of property at BOIARDO's re-
sidence continues to be held under Internal Revenue
jurisdiction for $500,000. This agency has ruled
that BOIARDO owes this amount in back income taxes.
However, they have apparently agreed to settle this
tax lien for $100,000. BOIARDO, however, is appealing
the IRS lien since he was convicted on a conspiracy
charge and not a bookmaking charge, on which the IRS
decision was based.

The informant adviedd that BOIARDO is in
good health despite a prostate problem he had while
in prison. His main concern is with the heart disease his
son, ANTHONY "TONY BOY" BOIARDO, is presently troubled
with. The problem apparently has the younger BOIARDO
severely incapacitated so that he is confine d_tp
home on an almost perman»»t ' "

v R E C I I J M P
According xo the informant, BOIARDO holds

no animosity toward the authorities for his prison
term. However, te is concerned that the Government
is concentrating only on the activities of those per-
sons who are considered to be "Mafia" while the blacks,
who are every bit as organized, are able to
in almost the same type of activity withjyl

2/Bureau
-Newark

ATW3*S
1-92-650

(BOIARDO)
(BOIARDO)

Buy u s Savings Bonds Regularly on the
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BOIARDO feels that the permissiveness allowed the blacks
both in illegal activity and in politicsi will eventually
work to the detriment of the country.

The Newark Office contemplates additionalt
contacts with the informant, and the Bureau will be ?
advised of all pertinent details.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

January 28, 1972

DATES OF CONTACT

one occasion during tfiis period.

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES

Not applicable

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka.
AR
Newark File 92-375
ANTHONY BOIARDO, a k a .
AR
Newark File 92-650

On December 9, 1971, the informant furnished the follow-
ing information concerning Ruggiero Boiardo.

Boiardo was paroled on November 17, 1971 and will remain
on parole for a period of one year. He reports monthly to a parole
officer in Orange, NJ. He remains unemployed and has resumed resid-
ence at his old homstead in Livingston, NJ.

The 16 acres of property at Boiardo's residence continues
to be held under Internal Revenue jurisdiction for $500,000. This-
agency has ruled that Boiardo owes this amount~in back income taxes.
However, they have apparently agreed to settle—this tax lien-for
$100,000. Boiardo, however, is appealing the IRS lien since he was
convicted on a conspiracy charge and not a boj" " "
which the IRS decision was based.

•ftlFEB
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I The informant advised that Boiardo is in good health
despite a prostate problem he had while in prison. His main
concern is with the heart disease of his son, Anthony "Tony Boy"
Boiardo, is presently troubled with. The problem apparently has

;the younger Boiardo severely incapacitated so that he is confined
|to his home on an almost permanent basis.

According to the informant, Boiardo holds no animosity
toward the authorities for his prison term. However, he is con-
cerned that the Government is concentrating only on the activities
of those persons who are considered to be "Mafia" while the blacks,
who are every bit as organized, are able to operate in almost the
same type of activity with impunity.

Boiardo feels that the permissiveness allowed the blacks
both in illegal activity and in politics will eventually work to
the detriment of the country.

CONTACT BY AGENTS

The informant is always contacted by the contacting
Agent and the alternate Agent. It Is not considered adviseable
to have informant contacted by only one Agent at a time.
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Memorandum
o

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:
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DATE: 5/3/72

iTARK DIVISION

Re Newark letter dated 1/28/72.

On 4/27/72, ̂
information concerniiVg~ tUGG

_urnished the following
IARDO and other individuals

BOLARDO now appears to be in excellent health for
a man his age and is considerably trimmer than when he went to
prison. BOIARDO's "new look" also includes fairly lenethv
sidburns. *

The informant stated that BOIARDO spends most of his
time caring for his flowers and plants and is presently engaged
in painting the numerous statues that surround his residence!

t h e
Regarding recent publicity which BOIARDO received~in

^ ^ ^ t i J J ^ Jersey State Commission of Investiga
[ i H H P informant stated that BOIARDO denies

ever having associated with

reached BOIARI
BOIARDO*s associates, who

SNTHONY RTJSSO, aka Lit t le Pussy^yhen1

Word of MBB-ftinquiry

The informant stated that BOIARDÔ  son ANTHONY
"TONY BOY" BOIARDO is s t i l l suffering from
condition and remains confined to bed.

laithe e lder BOIARDO, pursuaded
otor ie ty-Qf the BOIARDO name would hur t him

&-IO9 »REC 9
The informant stated *t

prison, he has expressed that he
2-Bureau
3-Newark ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * a
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Essex County Judge JAMES GUILIANO, who sentenced him to prison.
J3OIARDO has known GUILIANO since both were playmates as Jx>ys
and he has stated that he knows that his j a i l sentence was a
"political" thing, due to the newspaper publicity involved in
his case.

BOIARDO stated that an "old timer" with the "Italian
Tribune", a weekly Newark ethnic newspaper, was a major contributor
of information-for the background of MARIO PUZO's novel, "The
Godfather". According to the informant, BOIARD has noted several
similarities in the events in his own l ife and in that of the
t i t l e character leading him to believe that that character was
patterned to some degree from him. BOIARDO has commented that
both were shot as a result of trying to keep narcotics traffic
out of their areas, but nevertheless, survived the shootings;
both liv^ii^aseclude^estatesiiT^oundedbyacompound of other

^IHHIIlH[HllflilHH|HfljfljlHHH||^flFoth nave a

great interestingardernLngTan^^nTl^TLr^'Tne^^Hriather", the
title character had four sons and one daughter, BOIARDO has four
daughters and one son.

The informant stated that BOIARDO has expressed
displeasure with the amount of news media publicity created by
the recent killings of JOE GALLO and members of the COLOMBO
family in New York City. BOIARDO, according to the informant,
feels that this type of coverage is unnecessary since these
Italian "associations" live by "rules" and the struggle between
the "associations" are basically similar to disputes which would
arise among competing clubs or political parties, however, the
settlement is handled the "Italian" way. The informant stated
that BOIARDO feels that the killings should be of no concern to
others so long as "outsiders" are .not hurt, since the participants
understand the "rules" by which they live and conduct themselves.

The informant stated that BOIARDO was disgusted that
the "gangland" killings between the GALLO and COLOMBO groups had
dominated headlines for weeks, while a recent similar mass
assassination among blacks involving narcotics had only been
referred to in the news med^a^pn the'jday it occurred.

The informant had no additional information to furnish
at this time, however, future contacts are anticipated based on
the informant's availability.

The informant was contacted with a second agent as it
is not considered advisable to have this informant contacted by
only one agent at a time*

-2-



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Newark, New Jersey

May 31, 1972

NEWARK FILE

DATES OF CONTACT ; • :

This informant was not contacted in January,
February, or March 1972, although numerous attempts were
made to do so. However, it has been very difficult to
locate and contact this source under the conditions of
security such contacts demand. ^ }v

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES

Not applicable.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

RUGGIERO BOIARpO, aka
A R / . , . w : > . • • - . ; • - . • ; ; • • • • • . . . . - • . - • . " . - • • • • • • • = / • ' •' • - . • • • .

- . NEWARK FILE 92-375 •;.•' ; : \ :, y •±::y?K;?^^

ANTHONY BOIARDO, aka
• A R • . • • , . - . . , - , . . : : • : • • • • ' • . • • : . . • • . - • . •

NEWARK FILE 92-650 j

On April 27, 1972, ^ ^ H H H M ^ u r n i s h e d the following
information concerning Ruggiero Boiardo and other individuals!

Boiardo now appears to be in excellent;, health for
a man his age and i s considerably trimmer than' when he went to
prison. Boiardo's "new look" also includes fa i r ly lengthy
sideburns. "Irk^" ' • '•-'• '. -•

55JUN291972



The informant stated that Boiardo's son, Anthony
"Tony Boy" Boiardo, Is still suffering from a serious heart
condition and remains confined to bed. Tony Boy's son is now
a student at Georgetown University and is contemplating studying
medicine. The youth is allegedly more interested in law, but
his grandfather, the elder Boiardo, persuaded him that the ,
notoriety of the Boiardo name would hurt him In the legal
profession.

The informant stated that since •:Bb&ffio*Wp'§t0%axn:'''iv6m
prison, he has expressed that he has no hard feeling toward
Essex County Judge James Guiliano, who sentenced him to prison.
Boiardo has known Guiliano since both were playmates as boys1
and he has stated that he knows that his jail sentence was a
"political" thing, due to the newspaper publicity involved in
his case.

Boiardo stated that an "old timer" with ,'the "Italian
Tribune", a weekly Newark ethnic newspaper, was a'major contributor
of information for the background of Mario Puzo's novel, "The
Godfather." According to the informant, Boiardo has noted several
similarities in the events in his own life and In that of the
title character leading him to believe that that character was
patterned to some degree from him. Boiardo has commented that
both were shot as a result of trying to keep narcotics traffic
out of their areas, but nevertheless, survived the shootings;
both live in a secluded estate surrounded by a compound of other

I

;*
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On July 18, 1972, ^ p H s V P
advised that Boiardo recentlyhaaa physical examination and
was given a clean b i l l of health, noting that he is in
exceptionally good health for a man in his eighties.

The informant stated that Boiardo was either
this_occasion or An a previous nocaslnnji;

The informant stated that Boiardofs son, Anthony
Boiardo, also known as "Tony Boy" remains in serious conditi]
with his heart ailment, but has recently become a
"millionaire." According to the informant, the younger
Boiardo recently sold his interest in Valentine Electric
Company, Belleville, New Jersey, for $1,500,000.00, which
will be paid in installments of $50,000.00 a year.

Regarding anotherJNew^y^^^ctrical contractor,
the informant advised that.^0HHHHHa^|Pf)aidorje

^ompany, 846 South Orange Avenue, Newark, New Jersey ,
' Carmen' B a t t a g l i a j - ( who i s believed to be a member|

ol~the Bruno fami ly ) . s

JOHN LARDIERE, aka
AR
NEWARK FILE 92-580

On July 18, 1972, 4MSHMMHHNdvised that there a
rumors around that John Lardiere's wife was poisoned. The
informant stated that among the individuals subpoenaed—to

The informant stated that he also heard that the
wife had exhibited symptoms at the time of her death, that
she was known to have experienced for a number of years, and
may have died because Lardiere, who knew what to do for her
condition, is incarcerated and was not there to help her.

The information concerning Eboli's possibly being
at the location where he was killed to see a girl—friend was
corroborated by investigation of th,e New York Office. Newaj
investigation also verifit



w
CONTACT BY AGENTS

This informant is always contacted by the
ictmtacting and alternate agent, since it is not considered
advisable to have the informant contacted by only one agent
at a time.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

£'•'*•

m o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey

**»': • j ' — ..in.-

September 29, 1972

NEWARK FILE

CONTACTS

This Informant has not been contacted since
July 18, 1972, although several attempts have be^D
to do so. It is to be noted that this informant is
extremely difficult to locate and contact under secure
conditions.

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES

Not applicable,

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

THOMAS EBOLI, aka
AR
NEWARK FILE 92-1193

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
NEWARK FILE 92-375

ANTHONY BOIARDO, aka
AR
NEWARK FILE 92-650

On July 18, 1972,
following information:

54N0V9

1 6 OCT 10 1972

furnished t



The informant stated that Ruggiero Boiardo has
commented about Thomas Eboli*s death by saying that Eboli
had been "given a little power, and lost sight of other.
thin "

• • »

According to the informant, Boiardo stated that
Eboli must have been in Brooklyn, visiting a girl friend
that the killers knew about, adding that he (Boiardo) had
been shot many years ago while visiting a girlv: The informant
was not clear whether these statements by Boiardo were the
result of information available to him, or his own theory.

The informant noted that Boiardo discounted
newspaper reports that Eboli was involved in narcotics,
stating that [Eboli had plenty of money and "a piece of a
lot of things," and therefore, did not need narcotics as a
source of income. Boiardo did not preclude the possibility
that Eboli might have a "Puerto Rican" drug trafficker under
his "protection."

The informant stated that Boiardo, in discussing
drugs, stated that he had always been against his people
handling narcotics and that this was the reason he was shot -
many years ago. Boiardo said that Vito Genovese had also al- |
ways opposed drug trafficking and had, in fact, once "spoken" to;
"Tony Bender," (true name Anthony Strollo) about his activities j
in this area.

Boiardo stated that the Government "set up"
Genovese on his drug arrest by planting the narcotic in a
place Genovese frequented and arrested him and several
associates who met at the location, a coffee house.

The informant stated that Boiardo also said that
"Lucky" Luciano and Frank Costello were also opposed to
drugs. Luciano, he added, was also arrested on a "Bum rap"
in connection with his "white slave traffic" arrest and was
not a pimp or otherwise deal in "women", although some
people under his "protection" did.



houses ̂ HMH0Hv»VHHHMMH^^^^^Hi^SmV>W both have a
great interest in gardening; andwB!!fl^Ln''The Godfather*', the
title character had four sons and OBB daughter, Bolardo has four
daughters and one son. %"

The informant stated that Boiardo has expressed
displeasure with the amount of news media publicity created by
the recent killings of Joe Gallo and members of the Colombo
family in Hew York City. Boiardo, according to the informant,
feels that this type of coverage is unnecessary since these
Italian "associations" live by "rules" and the struggle between
the "associations" are basically similar to disputes which wou).d
arise among competing clubs or political parties, however, the
settlement is handled the "Italian" way. The informant stated
that Boiardo feels that the killings should be of no concern to
others so long as "outsiders" are not hurt, since the participants
tinderstand the "rules" by which they live and conduct themselves.

The informant stated that Boiardo was disgusted that
the "gangland" killings between the Gallo and Colombo groups has
dominated headlines for weeks, while a recent similar mass
assassination among blacks involving narcotics had only been
referred to in the news media on the day it occurred.

CONTACT BY AGENTS "**̂ ii*'̂ "̂-k-'K; '^' •>•-•• ••^••-^'::^^M^^^i^^^;-'^'-''' *;>^

The informant is always contacted by the contacting
Agent and the alternate Agent. It is not considered adviseable
to have this informant contacted by only one Agent at a time.
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/ « /?q>(y, Please Refer to
-] Fife No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Newark, New Jersey

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

January 31, 1973

CONTACTS

This Informant was not contacted in August,
September or October, 1972, although numerous attempts were
made to do so. '"However, it is"Very difficult to locate-and
contact this source under the conditions of security such
contacts demand.

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES

Not applicable.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED

JOHN LARDIERE, aka
AR
Newark file 92-580 . •

I

On November 28, 1972, informant advised that Johnny
Coke (true name John Lardiere), who is presently Incarcerated
for contempt for failing to testify before the New Jersey-
State Commission of Investigation, will be released on a
Christmas furlough.

According to the

The informant stated that Lardiere•will-also soon
get another furlough of about two months to gojlinto the
hospital, probably Clara Maas Hospital, Belleville> New
The Informant did not know the nature of Lar^i0 re Vs"-medic all
problems, nor whether or not they w^re In fact

Jensey'!,
ll '

c ^ '--'ft'
&2FEB26I973

CORDED

WFEB 8 1973

- -.• '"^mm
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ANTHONY BOIABDO, a k a
A R - •• • • •v .r / ; - : - ; . :

Newark f i l e 92-65O

RUGGIERO
AR
Newark'

On Janua ry . 2 , 1973> the , ln£i
"Tony Boy" Boiardp (True Name. * *-•*-•-
purchased hlsvwife- 'a 1973
Boiardo, remains ^ja/gobd health: desjbite^g^^f^S^thaJt;^
eighty two 'years\ :6f> age". ^ The elde%^>lS^s^?J%lSB^c1biye^p^

c.-^ Bp '|Ljarao'̂ i8'i:fatTaer/AvRuggl6rp.̂
esplte^|^6^^ha^He^is4^^

•;. 'X^f>:'K'<
:.••-:* r :v ,^ ; ; .« , . . .

_ On January 2, 1973, the
Daidone Electric Company, 84c"

-sey,C '•î ;

signal
^raffle-
lit is

TNTACT

•;•;(.Th'£p.:*j

- "•- " - .
:
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

TED STATES DEPARTMENT OlWuSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
j h 28, 1973

BUREAU
NEWARK FILE

CONTACTS

The informant was not contacted during July, 1973, *
although several attempts were made to do so. It is noted
that this informant is extremely difficult to locate and *
contact under secure.conditions. f

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES - * • ;

Not applicable. I
i

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION FURNISHED |

ANGELO CHIEPPA |
AR ;
NEWARK FILE 92-1274

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka I
AR
NK FILE 92-375 [

r" ...- • . i

^jOn June 12, 1973, informant advised that Angelo [
Chieppa is a long-time associate of Ruggiero Boiardo, also
known as "Richie the Boot", and purchased a five acre plot
including a house near Boiardo»s estate approximately 16 years
ago. Boiardo was responsible for making Chieppa aware that the
property might be purchased and subsequently went to the prior
owner with Chieppa to negotiate for the purchase. {

According to the informant, Chieppa allegedly paid
$29,000 for the property originally and later built a larger
expensive house there.

Chieppa, who was an old-time bVmSrej&eT', according
to the informant, had interests in Antiqua and Curaco whtgh
included gambling and houses of p r o s t i t u t i o n r r ^
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
May 31, 1973

CONTACTS

Although many attempts have been made to contact
i/ this informant on a regular basj

beei
regular contact

conditions are ̂ xtFSfBily^H.i'i'Idult. This,
in-addition to informants unavailability during periods of
inclement weather in winter months, increases problems of
contact.

Intensified attei
Informant since1

made to contact the
gelo

nufcoTTio'bile ori MJTV 2 0 1 o/7-

and has, therefore, to date been inaccessible,
because of the close scrutiny of law enforcement authorities,
news media and friends.

_the informant continues to _^___
_ nd to function within that organization,
every errort will be made to see that he remains available as
an informant to the Bureau.

For the further information of the Bureau, this
informant is always contacted by the contacting and alternate
agent, since it is not considered advisable to have the
informant contacted by only one agent at a time.

7 .••••

C
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o

The informant stated that Boiardo has indicated
that Chieppafs recent death resulted from his having been
"moneys-hungry", and implied that he was also involved in
narcotics.

According to the informant, Boiardo also has made
statements to the effect that Chieppa was an informant for
Government alcohol tax authorities, and stated that approx-
imately one year ago, someone saw Chieppa drop a badge, whicl
he hastily retrieved, as he was getting out of his automobile

The informant stated that Boiardo was very pleased
that television news me*d la and newspaper photographs mistakinWly
identified an individual ~ ^

its individual appeared to beTn^extremelyT
Jand Boiardo felt that i t would gain sympathy for .

him in any future publicity.

The informant stated that — > (phonetic) was
referred to by Boiardo as J H H ^ H H H H s m l B J ^

The informant stated that Boiardo, in response to
newspaper coverage that Chieppa was his bodyguard, challenged
the accuracy of this report, saying that he had never had a
bojljtguard or chauffeur or had always handled these "duties"
personally.

^ ^ ^ ^ On June 12, 1973, informant advised that
• H P is not related to Rueeiero Boiardo. also known at
"Richie the Boot".

to the informant,

_ the informant stated that Boiardo has not
acknowledged receiving any procewfs. • However, the-informant-

Boiardo has said-that

Unknown) (FNU)
_ _._.. (First Name ,.
(phonetic) and another individual:.

• • :• • . -woo .?» • • • : ' • . • } • : • • .



(phonet
o stated, tha

The informant stated that Boiardo also stated that
fused his (Boiardo's) name", and it is for-that—r-eason
Joiardo was linked to the case. The informant stated

that Boiardo indicated that this was an unauthorized use of
his name, and stated that in the past many individuals have
used his name without his permission or knowledge. The
informant stated that Boiardo indicated that one-sucfe-
-individual -who has done this is
(believed to be identical with

The informant stated that Boiardo refers to himself
as an old, broken-down "soldier".

On August 30, 1973, informant stated that Ruggiero
Boiardo has just recovered from a case of pneumonia that kept
him confined to bed for a two week period. According to the
informant, Boiardo was told by his ̂ Joe-tegj that he had probably
been suffering from the pneumonia for a "couple of weeks"
before seeking medical treatment.

The informant stated that the pneumonia has taken
a noticable affect on Boiardo, who despite his 83 years, is
in good health generally.

Regarding the government's recent order that Boiardo's;
son, "Tony Boy" (true name Anthony Boiardo) undergo medical
examination to determine if he is sufficiently recovered from
his heart attack to stand trial, Boiardo is.not outwardly
concerned, according to the informant. •&-

The informant stated that Boiardo's response to
"Tony Boy" being surveilled by the Federal Bureau of .
Investigation (FBI) while playing golf was that he was doing
so on his doctor's advice, to participate in light exercise.

Information supplied by this informant is done so
on a selective basis, however,corroborationof^someofthe
information is possible from fl^Hjjj^HHHsMlHflflfiHHHP1
when such corroboration is considered expedient.

ALTERNATE AGENT CONTACT

1-tMsLnoted that this informant is always contacted,wjLth
a second agenff|fre~seti??tf^ informant
and the nature of the conditions under which'fie is contacted.'" „

3*
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/n Jteptr, Please Refer to
File No.

UNI i i iD STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New jersey
January 31, 1974

NEWARK FILE

CONTACTS

The informant, has been con tac ted , on
caslon during t he pas t^four month p e r i o

subsequently due to the extreme difficulty
contacting him under secure conditions.

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES

Not a p p l i c a b l e .

SUMMARY OF DtFORMATMffl

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, a k a
AR .
Newark file 92-375

On Noveaber 20t 1973, source advised that within the
past few months, Ruggiero Boiardo, also known as "Richie the
Boot'* has fully recovered from his case of'pneumonia. During
that.period, however, Boiardo has experienced two minor
"operations" necessitating the insertion of catheters to assis
his kidney flow.

The Informant stated that at present, Boiardo rei
in otherwise excellent health and is very alert mentally.

,ins\

According to the informant, Boiardo refers to his
daughter's death on as purely accidental. Boiardo stated that
his daughter's death resulted from the fact, that the ladder on
which she was standing while Washing windows, slipped, causing
her to be strangled by the closing window. Boiardo stated that
she was found hanging by her sisterj-who~wasrunable to free her

66FEB28 1974



i ;.".c-.fc- r^.\.£.'<*• •*->:.;. wius.v.:,'. --.- iJ-'JiSii. -Z~i'*.i,'*.~~.. •'- -• .

and then called the police, who likewise were unable to
immediately free her^ #esulf ing in a three hour period I
between the accident and her being removed from the window. |

Information supplied by this informant is done
so on a selective basis, however, corroboration of some
ofthe^nforitttion is possible through ^ B B T "
•••*•'•••••• when it is considered expedient

ALTERNATE AGENT CONTACT

It is noted that this informant is always contacted
with a second agent present because of the sensitivity of the
informant and the nature of the conditions under which he is
contacted. >



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNi.ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF . 5TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

"ay 3 1 , 1374

N BUREAU FILE
NEWARK FILE

• CONTACTS

- The informant has been contacted^ on only one
occasion during the past four month period due ,tc_±he_,
extreme difficulty in- locatinq and contacting tho informant..

'OUTCOME 0? PREVIOUS CASES

Tot. applicable

STjyq&p.y. O F I'l

ANTHOIJY BOIARPO, a h a
ATI
Newark 92--G50 . ••

On J'arch 19, 1974, informant advisccl that <rriony
Boy" (true name Anthony Boiardo) is still in poor health /
and looks much older than his fifty-nine years. According
tc the informant, Boiardo also now stxvtters noticeably
when he speaks.

The informant stated that Boiardo still manages
to cet out occasionally, and

his friend

ÎIZP.O BOIARno, aka

hevark 92-375

<̂n "arch 19, 1974, informant advised that '""ichi
•2he P-oot" (true name "luggioro Doiardo) remains active and n

B4JUN251974



exceptionally good health for his age. The informant
noted that Boiardo has recently -foegn-vorking—orrtside pre-

~\

paring his garden area for planting his tomatoes and
has... arsat.a,. great, deal. of. time carefully painting and
securing long poles which he will use to stake the plants * -

According to the informant, Boiardo has had a
great deal to say recently concerning the presidential
impeachment controversy. Boiardo's contention is that
he feels President Nixon is the best president this country
has ever had if the allegations against him are true.
Boiardo- said that Nixon showed "a lot of guts" in shaking
cpwn miiiionai}. «i bus inussuitiii" and Guveixxiuent "CuiiL£en;t.Ox. s> ''
who are robbing the country blind, and is therefore,
not hurting the little guy by exploitation as one of his
successors did. , . • . : = • • .

Boiardo referred to the allegations against Nixon
as being situations where some business interests got
something, but Nixon merely made himself a partner. Boiardoj
advised the informant that "this was his kind of man."

._ -- Boiardo noted that he did not vote for Nixon, •
but that he does not vote for either party-. Instead, he
told the informant he safely supports both parties without
paking enemies.

Information furnished by this informant Is
done so on a selective basis, however, corroboration of
some of_jthê  information is possible through

{ when it io considered expedient.

ALTERNATE AGENT CONTACT

It is noted that this informant is normally always
,c,ontacte.d by two agents flue to the request of the informant and
n||;nrn::o£ fcho nan/lA*long .nnrter whi r»h hg» i e con tac ted .
on the occasion of the contact set forth above, it wasv-
necessary that the informant be contacted on an occasion
without the benefit of a second agent, or that opportuntty

2*
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
October lf 1974

BUREAU FILE
NEWARK FILE

CONTACTS

The informant has been contacted only once during
the past four months due to the extreme difficulty in local

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES . , '

Not applicable. ..=

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

ANTHONY BOIARDO, aka
AR
Newark file 92-650

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
Newark file 92-375

On July 30, 1974, the informant advised that "Richie
The Boot" (true name Ruggiero Boiardo) remains in good health
and very alert for a man of his years. The informant noted
that Boiardo presently experiences some difficulty in speaking
on occasion and seems to have persistent throat congestion
and hoarseness.

The informant statod that Boiap
and still drives his automobile. The grea
day is spent working around the grounds
his garden.

640CT301974

remains active
r part of his

te and in



According to the informant, Boiardo, who still
envisions himself as the individual on whom the book, "The
Godfather" was based, has erected a large hand painted sign
adjacent to his tomatoe garden which reads, "Godfather's
Garden."

The informant stated that Boiardo recently com-
plained that he has had problems with the theft of his mail.

The informant further advised that Boiardo describes
the condition of his son "Tony Boy" (true name Anthony Boiardo)
as good considering his heart condition. The informant state
that the elder Boiardo described him as having a good appetit
and getting plenty of mild exercise, including golf.

Information furnished by this informant is done so
on a selective, basis, however, corroboration is often possiftj
through M^lflBBHHHHIHHHriliHAwhen it is considered
expedient

It is noted that this informant is always contacted!
by two agents due to sensitivity of the informant and the nature
of the conditions under which he is contacted.

2*



Jn Rgilr, Pfcose Jfe/er (o
IttmNm.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
February 6, 1975

BUREAU FILE
NEWARK FILE

CONTACTS

The informant has been contacted only once during
the past four months due tcr the extreme:difficulty in locating

OUTCOME OF PREVIOUS CASES

Not applicable.

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

RUG6IER0 BOIARDO, aka
AR
NK 92-375 ,

On November 26, 1974, the informant advised that
"Richie The Boot" (True Name Ruggiero Boiardo) continues
to enjoy good health and remains very active in project!
on his estate.

The informant stated that ^ ^
pressed his opposition to the sale of narcoigLcGE'fcnff
loansharking. It. is noted that the practice of loansharki^g
was not previously known to have been the sub4««"t of con-
troversy with Boiardo, who has consistently been reported
to have opposed narcotics trafficking for many years.

The informant noted that Boiardo reportedly goe
out for dinner almost every Saturday evening but otherwise!
spends most of his time at his. estate.



..:-:.;.ul'.y:.-.'- ^v^*^ViW%ta(Birf«rv!rf>"n^i>^j^Vi<

er 26, 1974, the informant advised that

According to the informant
Longer any good to anyone" ~""

. Information furnished by this informant is done
so on a selective basi^^hQWfiyer^CQrj^^^gtion is often
possible through ^|JHH!H[iH!lHlli^H^ll^l^
considered^ expedient.

It is noted that this,; informant is always contactsd
by two agents due "to sensitivity of the "informairtr-and'the*r"r ;
nature of the conditions under which he is contacted. •

2*
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In Reply, Please Refer to
Me No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey
May 30, 1975

BUREAU FILE
NEWARK FILE

CONTACTS

The informant—has not been contacted, during the past
four month period despite numerous:attempts. It:: is noted , ;
that the informant is extremely difficult to locate and_ .: ;;
contacting him under secure conditions is likev*is£_diffi£Hlt

Attempts to contact the informant are continuing,
and the Bureau will be advised of the results of the next
contact immediately.

NOT RECORDER
6 JUN 2 5 1975 1

1*
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OPTIONAL. FORM NO, \i\'.'J
JOtV--t.»9 1
GSA FFMR M l CFRI 101-11.« r<- ' %. .'

UNITED STATES GOVV^MENT T V L \

Memorandum
TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEWARK

simi

DATE: 7/21/75

Re Newark LHM, 5/30/75.

For the information of the Bureau, the#informant
has been located and contacted under secure conditions.
The informant furnished information as follows:

RUGGIERO BOIARDO, aka
AR
NK 92-735 - .
On June 18, 1975, flB^flH^f^advised that

"RICHIE THE BOOT" (TN RUGGIERfjTrjTHHJrj^jpntinues to. enjoy'
generally good health, but is presently experiencing a
problem with his left knee. - According to the informant,
BOIARDO's knee is often swollen and therefore, restricts
his ability to walk. The informant noted that the condition
is not serious enough to keep BOIARDO from continuing his~
day to day activities of gardening and painting.

Informant, stated that BOIARDO has recently
in removing several.large^statues and

assorted marble slabs from the pool area of his estate^o
locations closer to the main house. = ? >!

-=-— —ITrTfeymant-srtated that several weeks ago, a sister
of BOIARDO's deceased wife, died in Newark. According to
the informant, the sister-in-law was MARY RACIOPPI, who
was married to VITO RACIOPPI, now deceased. VITO RACIOPPI
was the brother of the late wife of JOHN "JOHNNY COKE"
LARDIER** who is "with" the same "Family" as BQJARDQ. ], .-.

ureau

ffitP/las
(3) EX 101 m UUl 231975

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly oh the "Payroll Savings Plan
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TO

»•
FROM

OPTIONAL FORM MO. to
' , ' . eT£ S9I7IOH .._ ^
FFMR Ml CFRI 101-11..

UNITEd STATES GOVERIk^JENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

.NEWARK

DATE: 9/11/75

Wh0

Re Newark letter to Bureau, 7/21/75.

In compliance with
current Newark inspection ind
is being closed.

endations ofi
rating of poor, this, case

Newark
HMP/las
'3)

U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan


